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PREFACE 

T
HE WRITINGS OF TWO MEN, Friedrich Aereboe and Theodor 
Brinkmann, have been especially representative of the ~§t
modern German tl1.!!tking concerning the problems of agri

cultural economics, especially the problems of ~rm management. 
They represent an approach and point of view with which Ameri
can students have not been widely familiar. Aereboe's treatment of 
this subject is best set ,forth in his Allgemeine landwirlschaftliche 
Betriebslehre. A· briefer tr,eatment cove~ing,' much of the same 
ground is presented, by Theodor Brinkmann in Grundriss der 
SozioJ)jkonomik, VII Abteilung, under the title "Die Oekonomik 
des landwirtschaftlichen Betriebes." As yet conditions and sale 
possibilities have not seemed to warrant publishing a translation 
of so extensive a work as Aereboe's Betriebslehre. As a means of 
bringing the German point of view more generally to the attention 
of American students of ,farm economics, a translation of the 
briefer treatment by Brinkmann has, however, seemed a more 
practical undertaking. 

Through the interest and encouragement given by a former stu
dent of Professor Brinkmann's, Dr. Kurt Schneider, Mrs. Benedict 
in 1929 undertook this translation chiefly as a pastime. Its comple
tion was prevented by her death early in, 1930. Even before that 
time it had become evident that accurate handling of parts of the 
subject-matter would necessitate consultation with someone inti
mately acquainted with German agricultural practices and suffi
ciently familiar with German scientific literature to deal with some 
of the unusual terms and expressions used in the original. More-

. over, it appeared that this very difficulty of making a clear and 
accurate translation would enhance its usefulness. It was also felt 
that, inasmuch as the majority of American students of farm 
management have not been very familiar with German writings 
on the subject, the bringing of the German point of view more defi
nitely to their attention might stimulate a more effective exchange 
of ideas between students in the two countries. 

Director H. R. Tolley, of the Giannini Foundation of Agricul
tural Economics, became interested in the project .and made ar
rangements whereby Mr. Heinrich Stippler, formerly a student 

[i] 



ii PREFACE 

under Friedrich Aereboe, could assist in completing the transla
tion. Mr. Stippler's intimate knowledge of German conditions and 
of the language has made possible the clarification of many pas
sages which would otherwise have been obscure or inaccurate. 

In offering this edition to English-speaking students of farm 
management, the translators are acutely aware of the inability of 
any translation to convey all the shades of meaning which the orig
inal possesses. It is our hope, however, that the meaning as worked 
out after careful discussion and numerous revisions will be clearer 
than the original would be to persons who do" not read German 
very freely. 

The aim has been to keep as close to the text of the original as 
could be done practically, but in many passages entirely literal 
translations would distort the meaning. Careful students of the 
subject will no doubt wish to turn to the original, particularly in 
connection with such phases as the treatment of the Law of the 
Minimum "and the Law of Diminishing Increments. 

Special acknowledgment is due for the encouragement and as- . 
sistance given by Director Tolley. Besides making the necessary· 
arrangements for Mr. Stippler's services, he has assisted in a care
ful final reading and revision of the copy, contributing many help
ful suggestions for better wording and clearer statement. 

Professor J. D. Black, as chairman of the Social Science Research 
Council's Advisory Committee on Social and Economic Research 
in Agriculture, has aided greatly in making the arrangemen~ with 
Professor Brinkmann and his publishers for the authorization to 
print the English edition. The Social Science Research Council's 
subcommittee on translations has also been helpful. This commit
tee consists of Dr. L. C. Gray, Dr. C. J. Galpin, and Miss Mary G. 
Lacy. We wish also to acknowledge the generous service performed 
by Professor Joseph Schumpeter in facilitating the arrangements 
with Professor Brinkmann and his publishers. Also, we wish to 
commend the spirit of cooperation shown by Professor Brinkmann 
and by his publisher, J. C. B. Mohr, in authorizing a limited 1ldi
Hon of this translation without royalty. Without the ready coope
ration of these various people, it would not have been possible to 
bring out this edition. M. R. B. 
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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION 

S
IGMUND VON FRAUENDORFEB in 1928 presented to agricultural 
economists an able and underst~g discussion of the "De
velopment. Methods, and Results of Agricultural Economics 

Research in the United States."l This treatment, which on the 
whole is a very accurate one, in~dicates the very limited extent to 
which American students of farm management have drawn from 
either th7general field of economic theory or foreign works on 
farm management. In fact, the influence of the German discussions 
of this subject, which have been the most extensive of any outside 
the United States, is practically nil. On the other hand, a study 
of the writings by German students of farm management, up to 
very recent years, will indicate a similar lack of contact with the 
procedures which were being developed in the United States. The 
strikingly di1ierent approaches to very similar problems suggest 
that considerable advantage may come from a freer interchange of 
views between the two countries. ,-

The following comments by Frauendorfer point to interesting 
differences in point of view: 

A eha_r_acteristie of American research activity is respect for thjUl.cCOIl\.~ 
plished fact, anel a precllection for'Uiexpression by means of figur,es. The 
American cannot easily be surpassec1m Untiring accuniUlanon"of 'data and in 
their skillful, elear presentation. That is ehown particularly in the surveys and 
eost of production studies of the earlier days, which often earried too far the 
zeal for descriptive statistical material, and neglected the solution of the 
qu~I!tioIl,!lf causes.... -'" - ,-

The Amerlcan-; on the other hand, does l~t.tl" deductive work., There is not 
one of the agricultural economic works that can be compared in any way with 
Aereboe'B Betriebslehre. That is no depreciation of analogous American works. 
It only directs attention to the difference in the intellectual attitude; on the 
G~,aide an inEI}Jtve grasp of truth and never-failing sense for systematic 
ammgElmel!t; on the American side 'a cQ!lection of constructive details, all 
keenly observed and well described, which, nevertheless, does 'not' present a 
very convincing picture. The German observer of American wortr: is, therefore, 
more impressed by the detailed studies of an analytical nature than by hand
books and textbooks, of which there are many. The latter have a too pronounced 

• 
1 Written for and published in Berichte tiber LafldwirlBchaft (Berlin, 1928), 

vol 7. (Also published in Englieh in the JCYUrnal of Farm ECOflomic8, July, 
1928.) 

[v] 



vi EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION 

didactic eharacter--at least to the German taste-and that may bias judgment, 
perhaps unjustly, against American works.2 

The method of approach followed by both Aereboe and Brink
I!!.a~n, lik~ that of Alfred Weber, is a developm-;;DTjindrefine~ent 
in t)iii'V:SELQf .t"h~seanalytic~ ~~~ which are most generauias~~
ciated with the name of Thiinen.8 

These methods represent a refinement of Thiinen similar to that 
which Marshall made of l\fill and Ricardo, or the more detailed 
analysis of monetary and credit theory which R. G. Hawtrey built 
on Marshall's treatment of the same subject. In no textbook in the 
English language do we find as careful separation and identifica
ti,?n of the elements that affect thecombnlation of enterprises and 
the levels of farming mtensity as are to be found in some of the 
German·writmgs on the subject. The nearest approaches to this in 
the English language are J. D. Black's Introduction to Production 
Economics and C. L. Holmes's Economics oi Farm Organization 
and Management. 

The deficiencies of such theories as Justus von Liebig's "Law of 
the Minimum," for example, have been recognized by many :A::IIieii
can" economists but have seldom been discussed in print .. Brink
mann deals with this in a vigorous and understanding way, bring
ing out its limitations in the light of the relationships expressed in 
the "LawoTDimillishing Increments." In nearly all the American 
writing-~n the subject, i@~p:sIti of f~1'Ill~~ has been considered in 
an extremely abstract form" B!inkmann's treatment still is in 

I A. M. Hanney's translation of Sigmund von Frauendorfer, ''Development, 
Methods, and Results of Agricultural Economic Researeh in the United States," 
Journal ot Farm Economica, July, 1928, pp. 308-309. 

8 Some aspects of Aereboe's point of view and approaeh to farm manage
ment problems are well discussed in the article by Heinrich Stippler, "Philoso
phy of Aereboe as Related to Scope and Method of Researeh in Farm Manage
ment," Journal ot Farm Economics, October, 1931, pp. 597-604. See also G. P. 
Minnemann's translation appearing under the title, "Graphic Presentation of 
Thiinen's Theory of Intensity," of an article by Richard Kr.ymowski, ibid., 
October, 1928, pp. 461-482; "German Approaeh to Farm Economic Investiga
tions," by Immanuel Fauser, ibid., July, 1926, pp. 289-297; "Farm Budgeting 
in Germany," by Walter J. Roth, ibid., October, 1929, pp. 623-632. 

'See, for example, T. N. Carver, Th/J Di8tributi07l ot Wealth (New York, 
Macmillan, 1926), Chap. II; J. D. Black, Introduction to Productio'A Eelm
omio, (New York, Henry Holt & Co., 1926), Chaps. XI and XII; and H. C. 
Taylor, Agricultural Eoonomi08 (New York, Macmillan, 1919), Chap. XIII. 
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abstract ~ but it brings the discussion much closer to realitY. 
than do most of the American writings. One of the mOii£Iiiferesting 
phases of Brinkmann's analysis is his treatment of the nature of 
the competitive relationships among fw- ente~:prises. In few 
writings has this had the careful and almost quantitative treatment 
which he gives to it. He has dealt with the elusive problem of oppor
tunities sacrificed in a way that should meet with·little cr1tic~ 
and which is at-the same time lucid and stimulating. Not' only the 
principles of oJ?portl1~~~st but ~ose of comparative advantage 
are used without the wearying process of attempts at abstract defi
nition, and, further, without resort either to Davenport's way of 
presenting them or to Marshall's use of the substitution method. 

Type-of-farming studies have made some little progress in the 
Un1ted-States~ but as yet are almost wholly in the descriptive stage. 
Brinkmann's treatment of this phase of farm management is sug
g~nd ~timulating, and p2....iIl~ the way t()_~. possible inductive 
d~velopment of the dynamics of comparative advantage. Such 
studies thus far have shown relatively little attempt to explain 
either the reasons for the existing farm types or to indicate the 
probable directiol!o~fut~~ ~hangEl' An explanation. cannot, of 
coUrse, be worked out on the relatively simple bases indicated in 
Brinkmann's analysis, at least not through the use of actual mile
ages in considering the effects of location. It is possible, however, 
that fuller treatment of these relationships may be possible through 
the!:lSe of tL8J!.spo_rtation costs rather than of distances and through 
more careful analysis ~{ihe physical similarities and differences 
of competing areas. 

Serious attempts to apply the methods of analyzingJarIrlJ.Ype.a 
o~tlined byBrinkm~nn will inevitably raise ·some very interesting 
points in respect to policies affecting agricultural production. 
These methods seem to imply, however, the possibility of a scien
tific basis for study of certain phases of agricultural policy-a basis 
which has been much lacking in that new and rapidly developing 

• A di1ferent approach to theae problems and one which may be of interest 
for comparison ill to be found in the two articles by M. R. Benedict, "The 
Opportunity Cost Basis of the Substitution Method in Farm Management,n 
.Tournai 01 Farm EOOflO1llic8, July and October, 1932. 
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field of agricultural economics. The principles ~~ed in thlil 
brief theoretical treatment must, of course, be carrIed considerablj' 
farther if they are to provide the working tools for analysis "of the 
complex relationships encountered in agricultural production 
Nevertheless, such a bac~und of theory is a much needed foun" 
dation !():t" a well bala~ed u; of thevarious specific r~~e~~~h pro 
cedures which have been developed. --- " 

Like the methods of analysis which Alfred Weber has developed 
in his Theory of the Location of Industries,6 this will not be found 
an easy approach to apply to the locational relationships of agric.!1l
tural production in the UnitedJ:l'tates where oth·~~ factors thllli 

~, ... ~., ." .~, " . .....,. '-
economic distances play so large a rOle; where racial differences, 
climatic variations, soil conditions, and sizes of the business unit, 
are such significant elements in the problem, and where freight
rate structures have developed along lines very different from 
those which-nave been characteristic of Germany as well as of many 
other European countries. 

One of the surprising features of Aereboe's and Brinkmann's 
treatment of these problems, as compared With ~thir writings of 
many other German students, is the relatively small recognition of 
the effects of historical de~elopment on existm"gtypes"of agriciiJ: 
'ture. This is, to be sure, recognized in the latter part of Brink
mann's treatment where he deals with dynamic aspects of the 
problem, but even there it is not fully developed. How much of the 
present form of agricultural production and of the present type of 
business unit are the result of the particular way in which the land 
of the United States was taken up or to the peculiar racial rela
tionships which grew out of the era of slavery is an interesting 
phase of the background of farming types, and has so far had rela
tively little ""Careful" anaiysis. In BrIclOn"ann's analysis, as in most 
American writings, this is not much considered. A higher degree of 
mobility and flexibility in agricultural relationshi~s than actually 
eXIsts is aSsumed. In this respect the treatment suggests much more 
the assumed mobility and atomic nature of economics, which are 
characteristic of the E,nglish classical and neo-classical writerl;!, 

6 English edition, with Introduction and Notes, by Carl J. Friedrich (Uni. 
versity of Chic~g~Pre8s,1929). 
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than the American ways oLdealing with these problems where, 
except in the st"rictly abstract discussionS, the possibility of ~stem
atizing existing conditions along rather rigid lines is probablj 
given too much weight. That the German writers have a contribu
tion to make to American thinking in these respects seems evident. 

Professor Brinkmann's treatise is not a new work, nor does it 
now accord wholly with his present views. It is some twenty years, 
old. (The manuscript was delivered in 1912 to Professor Max 
Weber of Heidelberg, and was published in 1914 as a special pub
lication. Not until 1922 did it appear in Grundriss der Sozia1ijkono
mik.) The author states that, although his desire to help in bring
ing together American and GerJtan agricultural knowledge over-· 
came any prejudice he might have had against a translation, he 
nevertheless regards the treatment as a "beginner's work," of 
which no one is a sterner critic than himseu:. American readers will 
be interested to know, however, that the Oekonomik has appeared 
also in the Russian and Japanese languages. • 

Professor Brinkmann makes the following comment: "No onel 
can be more firmly convinced than I that a synthesis of American 
and German thought is very well suited to promote knowledge of 
the nature of agriculture." If the present small venture ill making 
·more available to American readers this source of ideas and 
methodology serves to stimulate them to further study of the 
German writers, its purpose will have been served. 

'#'''~:) 
MURRAY R. BENEDICT 



LITERATURE 

THE VERY EXTENSIVE LITERATURE dealing with farm management 
consists mainly of presentations which not only are largely descrip
tive but often are obsolete as well (descriptions of farming sys.
tems, etc.). Little attention has been given to theoretical analysis 
and explanation of c~use. and effect relationships. The Isolierle 
Staat, by J oh. H. von Thfuten (III edition, 1875}, is basic from the 
standpoint of theory. I~ addition to this, so far as oider scientists 
are concerned, the works of Ad. Kriimer are of great value, especi
ally the "Grundlagen und die E°inrichtung des landwirtschaftli
chen Betriebes," published in Goltz'sH andbuch der gesamtenLand
wirtschaft (Tiibingen, 1890). Fr. Aereboe has recently furthered ---the theoretical knowledge of the subject in a pioneering way. Espe-
cially worth mentioning among his books are: Beitriigril4J,r Wirt
schaftslehr6 des Landbaues (Berlin, 1905); an article in Volume I 
of the Thune1t-Archives on "Ursachen und Formen Wechselnder 
Betriebsintensitlit in der Limdwirtschaft;" and Die Taxation f}on 
Landgutern ttOO Grundstii.cken (Berlin, 1912).. Fr. Waterstradt 
and G. Laur have also tried to do justice to the theory of the sub
ject, tlierormer in his Wirtschaftslehre des Landbaues (Stuttgart,-
1912), the latter in a very extensive work, Grundlagen ttOO Metho
den der Bewertung, Buchhaltung, und Kalkttlation in der Land
Jnmchaft (Berlin, 1911). The discussion in the following pages 
draws upon Thiinen and Aerebo~. The author has also acquired 
vaiuable ideas from the work of Alfred. Weber, tJber den Standort 
d6r I ndustrien (Tiibingen, 1909). 

[11:] 



CHAPTER I 

GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF THE TYPES OF -FARMING 

I
N A GENERAL CONSIDERATION of the various types of farming, the 
differentiation as between e}ttell~~ve and inJ;ensive methods is 
of fundamental importance. This differentiation has to do with 

the relationship between the factors of production; namely, on 
the one hand, the !and..j)n the other, 1l!.~!:.~Ild ~ap!t.¥. The most 
casual observation shows that this relation varies greatly from 
place to place and from time to time. In some cases nature plays 
the most significant role while the agricultural entr;p;:e;j6ur ap
plies only an' insignificant amount of labor and caphal.for the 
purposeot increasing the pro~uctivity of the soil, or satisfies him
self with the mere appropriation of that which nature has already 
produced without his cooperatiori. In other cases the.entrepreneur 
applies large quantities of labor and capital in order to increase the 
returns per unit ot land. In the first case we speak of it as an exten
sive, in the second, as an intensive, method of agricultural produc
tion. The degree of intensity with which a farm is operated (Be- I 

triebsintensrtaf)meaiiS;t11en~ the amount of labor and capital used : 
per unit of land. The terms l'extensive" and "intensive" have, of \ 
course, only a relative meaning. Depending upon the measures 
used in judging it, a certain method of farming may be termed in 
one case extensive, in another intensive. 

Since the relation of lab~r to capital is capable of the same mani
fold variation as the relation of these to land, we may distinguish 
further between ~abor-intensive" farms, if mainly human lab5.lt is 
applied in order to increase prOduction, or "~Eiral-inte~" 
farms, if the direct Use of human labor is minimized while the use 
of machinery an!! materials. ,predominates. The labor-intensive ~ 
farin is.then capital-extensive; the capital-intensive farm is labo~ 
extensive. 

The terms "int~~i!~~~_8:Ild~~ratioIlal" should n.Q!,.. without fur
ther explanation, be used ~!~~~llg~lI.1>ly. Every de~ee of intens

[1] 



2 . ECONOMICS OF THE FARM BUSINES$ 

ity can be "rational," under certain conditions; that is, can yield 
the highest continuing profit. The extent to which labor and capital 
ttlan be applied rationally in the farm business depends, as will be 
shown in detail, entirely upon the economic, natural, and personal 
conditions. There is therefore a "rational-extensive" as "iell as a 

""r'ational-intensive" mode of farming. 
Nevertheless, the practical farmer is inclined to look upon the 

httensive farm business as the most profitable type. This accords 
with the commonly observed fact that the increasing intensity of 
operati~n made necessary by progressive development of the social 
structure does not take place with equal rapidity on all farms. 
Instead it comes about now more quickly, now more slowly, depend
ing on the personal abilities of the individual entrepreneurs. Under 

l similar naQIral and economic conditions (Verkehrsverh1iltnisse) 
'1 those farmers who keep pace with economic progress usually ope

,rate riot only more profitably but ~o more intensively than do 
)those who follow but slowly the progress of the times. This latter 

group, as we know from observation, includes the great majority of 
farmers. Thus the intensiveiy operated farms are often at the saIne 
time the more profitable farms. To be sure, the more limited the 
range of observation the more this appears to be true: 

It is not easy to find a suitable expression for the degree of in
tensity in a given case; that is, a nuinerical measure usable for 
purposes of comparison. To be sure, Ui.bor and capital and the dif
ferent forms of capital have in their money value a common denom
inator. But the amount of labor and capital expenditure per acre 

• expressed in money or, in other words, the total farm expense 
(Wirtschaftsaufwand), is nol a satisfactory measure of the inten
sity of operation. Even with a given expenditure (in terms of 

"money) the amount of labor accomplishment and of capital input 
may fluctuate considerably. In comparing one farm with another, 

i therefore, one cannot call the one "labor-intensive" merely because 
\its wage expenditures are relatively high. This term is proper only 
if high wage payments are accompanied by a correspondingly high 
labor accomplishment. High wage payments may result from high 
wage rates or from low capacity for accomplishment on the part of 
the laborers. This is true also of expenditures for teams and other 
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capital goods. Nevertheless, the money value of labor and caPitalf 
used per unit of land affords a comparatively safe measure for 
appraising the intensity of farming, at any rate a better one than 
various other criteria whic~ have been used. To judge intensity on 
the basis of the extent of the one or the other type of input, perhaps 
by the number of teams OJ; even by the amount of the gross return, 
as is not infrequently done, is not feasible because one cannot b~ 
certain that there is any correlation whatever either among the 
individual types of input Or between gross return and the total 
input per unit of land. And even if one plans \0 use the totlll money 
input, he must consider that he will obtain usable figures for com
parison only if he combines, for a given production period, the 
inputs of wages, of capital consumed, and of interest on the invest
ment. It is not feasible to limit the comparison to t~ "current" 
operating expenses as obtaiped by bookkeeping methods; that is, 
to the expenditures for labor pseit and capital consumed, even tak
ing into account t.he amounts needed for dep'reciation. Farms with 
large long-term investments, which have on the one hand compara
tively low oosts for labor and for production goods used, but on the 
other hand high interest charges, would then appear more exten
sive than they really are . .As has been said, the unit upon which 
money expenditure thus re~koned is based, is the unit of operated 
area and~ money value,"because the latter is itself a variable 
which is influenced by the samQ factors and in the same manner as 
the total amount of expenditure'per land unit. l 
, If, in accordance with the, foregoing, we indicate by I the degree 
of intensity of farming, by L the labor input, by C the capital used, . 
by M the interest on invested capital, and by A the extent of the 
operated area, then we shall ha~e the following formula: 

I=L+C+M'" 
A 

Next in importance to degree of intensity as a means of differ
entiating types of business organization in agriculture is the sys
tem of farming. This concept links up with the lines ~f production; 
that is, with the division of thl!' farm business according to enter~ 

. prises or branche~. Only i!!f very exceptional circumstances is a 
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farm given over exclusively to the production of a single product. 
r For reasons with which we shall be intensely concerned, several, or 
\ even whole groups of, products are, as a rule, produced side by side 
,on the same farm. The land is used partly as meadow and pasture 
which supply hay and grass, partly as forest for the production of 
wood, and partly as cultivated land and garden which furnish the 
-various crops. Each kind of use constitutes then a special type of 
land use. The primary or plant products of the farm need in many 
cases refinement or conversion into other products before they can 
leave the farm as marketable goods or can be made to serve other 
useful purp<;>ses. Thus hay and straw and other feeds are trans
formed, through the keeping of live stock, into animal products. 
Others again, as potatoes and sugar beets, are refined by technical 
processes. With the types of land ~, therefore, are linked certain 
kinds of farm activities concerned with the processing or refining 
of plant products; namely, live-stock enterprises, home industries, 
and technical side liJes. These constitute special farm enterprises, 
called the refining or processing enterprises. We can also, in, both 
groups, speak of "main" or "sub" branches or enterprises, as "Can 
be seen more clearly from the summary on page 5. 

Sometimes a larger, sometimes a smaller number of types of land 
use, of kinds of processing, and of maip and sub-branches, may be 
combined in a single business unit. This depends, of course, upon 
the economic, natural, and personal conditions on the farm . .Also 
the proportions in which the individual enterprises may be com
bined can be infinitely varied. Indeed, the number of possible com
binations is scarcely conceivable; so, in order to get a general view 
of the types of farming, we Usually combin~\s a single group or 
type those farms which derive a characteristic aspect from the 
existence or predominance of a specific enterprise or group of 
enterprises combined in a similar way. These typical farm organ
izati,ons are designated as farming systems. 

Of chief importance in grouping farms according to farming 
systems is, of course, the way in which the branches of land use are 

~ combined. Farming systems are therefore claSsified primarily ac
cording to the relationships of types of land use and kinds of field 
crops grown. We may speak of field-e~op systems and pasture sys-
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tems, these terms having reference to types of land use. We may 
also speak of grain farms, feed-crop farms, beet farms, etc., or of 
three-year rotation systems, arable-pastoral systems,t etc., if ·we 

Field-ilrop production 

Production of garden 
crops 

Meadows 
Pastures, etc. 

A. TYPES OF LAND USE 

"Sub-branch .. " of the 
first rank 

Production of grain 

Hoe crops 

Feed crops 
Commercial crops 
Vegetable growing 
Fruit growing, etc. 

II Sub-branchea" of the 
oecondrank 

Rye, wheat, etc. . 

{
Potatoes, sugar beets, 

etc. 

B. BRANCHES OF PROCESSING OR UFINEMENT' 

~ IlMaiD branohee" 

The keeping of pro
ductive live stock 

Technical side lines 

II Sub-branches" of the 
firat rank 

The keeping of: 

Cattle 

Sheep 

Hogs 
Horses 
Etc. 
Distilling 
Starch making 
Sugar manufacture 
Potato dryiBg 
Manufacture of dairy . 

products 
etc. 

.. Sub-branch .... • of the 
oecondrank 

The keeping of: 

{

Milk cows 
Breeding cows 
Beef cattle 

{
For wool 
For meat, etc. 

{
Butter making 
Cheese making 

1 TB.All'BLATOR'S NOTE: The "Feldgrassystem" and "Feldgraswirtschaft" 
are respectively a farming,system and a farm wherein the land is divided into 
cultivated and pasture lands. The cultivated land is allowed to go to grass as 
soon as it is exhauste~1. alid the pasture is then plowed up in its stead. 
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have in mind the field-crop systems and their characteristics. We 
~an also, where it is feasible, combine both the distinctions between 
the types of land use and the distinctions between the individual 
crops within these types, and may, for example, designate a system 
as crop-rotation farming with permanent pasture. Not infre
quently, however, one or another branch of processing, together 
with a type of land use, also, provides a main characteristic by 
which to define the farming system. So, for example, one may speak 
of a grain farm with wool production, a crop-rotation farm with 
distillery, a feed-crop farm with market-milk production (Abmelk
betrieb), or a pasture and fattening farm (W eidemastwirtschaft), 
etc. One always indicates, if possible, that which is typical for the 
combination of enterprises and therefore an appropriate designa
tion of the farm in respect to its fundamental operations. The term 
lisystem" is used of course if one wishes to indicate only one aspect 
of the tpe of farming, that is, the kind of land use or the process
ing set-up, and we speak accordingly of systems of land use and of 
processing or conversion systems, respectively. 

Since the individual enterprises require greatly varying 
amounts of capital and labor, the grouping of farms according to 
systems is at the same time, takeR' as a whole at least, a grouping 
according to degrees of intensity~razing lands, for example, make 
comparatively small demands upon capital and lab,pr, far less than 
do hoe crops or even forage crops ort1iiilirabi;;'pastoral system 
which is characterized by the predominance of tame pasture. A 
grazing system must therefore be termed an extensive system in 
comparison with one in which grain crops are'rotatecrWith sugar 
beets. Of course, inclusion in a certain system does not mean defi
nite determination of the degree of intensity, nor can the combina
tion of farming enterprises be accurately described thus.)\. par
t~cular system, as the ranching system, may have an extraordi
narily wide range of possibilities in respect to gradation according 

, to degrees of intensity: In designating types in such cases, it is 
well therefore to refer both to the degree of intensity and to the 
farming system; for example, extenSive ranching system or inten-
sive ranChing system. ' . . 



CHAPTEBII 

THE LEVELS OF INTENSITY IN AGRICULTURAL 
PRODUCTION AND THE ORIENTATION OF 

ITS LOCATION 

L MABGINS OF PROFITABLENESS AND FACTORS OF INTENSITY IfryHE AnI OP AN AGRIClJLTl1RiL ENTERPRISE is to achieve an in
\ I ~Y~~~al e~c l!rofit which is as high and as l~sting as 

posSlblellii his efforts directed to this end the agrIcultural 
entrepreneur aAhs his ~and l!l!2r-to his farm areal He may 
indeed increase both (intensify the business) until tlie money 
values of the last inputs (EinwendUligeiJ.) plus the customary rate 
of interest on these (the money costs in a broader sense) are 
just returned through the resulting gross receipts from such final 
units. He must stop increasing the intensity when the gross return 
no longer suffices for this purpose. He may then invest additional 
amounts of labor and capital only if he continues to rjlceive fO):. 
them equivalent values in the form of gross returns. \The que~ion 
therefore arises of identifying the general factors determining the 
degree of intensity which. for rational operation, may, and in fact 
must, prevail in agricultural pr04uction.\ 

The fact that, in the agricultural use of the. soil, additional 
amounts of capital and labor cannot be invested indefinitely be
comes clear if we keep in mind the law of diminishing rate of in
crease in return (ErtragzuwacIJ>, commonly called the law of 
diminiShing returns of the sOil.'\This natural law states th-;tihe" 
gross return in agriculture does not increase proportionally with 
increase of inputs; that, on the contrary, the increase in return 
which accompanies the successive units of input becomes less and 
less beyond a certain linIit and finally completely disappears. In-· 
deed, this law of diminution holds true without exception for every 

, kind of input. From the point of view of the individual, using 
money values for inputs and olUJlllts as the farmer is compelled to 
reckon, it means tha'tthe differences' between the money costs of 

1 A designation which is less in accord with the sense of the word. 

[7] 
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the units of input and the money values of the corresponding units 
of output gradually decrease and of necessity become negative 
before the limit of increase in [total] returns is reached. It is evi
dent, therefore, that it cannot be advantageous to strive for the 
absolute maximum of gross return, much less to increase intensity 
indefinitelY'f?espect of individual gains, the highest permissible 
limit for the total input lies where the value of the marginal [unit 
of] output and the value of the marginal [unit of] input just 
equal each other; that is, where the last unit of input is just paid 
for by the corresponding gross return, including of course interest 
on the capital ~sedAIf this limit is overstep'ped, then, to be sure, an 
increase in gross receipts in terms of money is sometimes gained, 
but an increase which is too small to cover the money costs apper
taining to it. The entrepreneur must then take a loss first in inter
est and soon in capital. 
\ This upper ~imit is at the same time the margin of profitableness 

for the application of inputs~Not only must this limit be reached, 
but, if the goal of agricultural entrepreneurship is to be attained, 
the application of inputs must be maintained at this level. Not only 
is the profit lessened by exceeding this upper limit but also by 
failing to reach it-not, to be sure, through direct money loss but 
through failure to make complete use of the possibilities of gain. 
This is apparent without further explanation, as a consequence of 
. the law of diminishing returns.ill the marginal input yields the 
I customary ra,te of interest, then of course every preceding unit of 
I input must yield a more than customary return. A lessening of the 
inputs must therefore lower the profit. Only at a quite definite de
gree of intensity can the highest profit from the farm busiBess be 
attained\ An in~ensity carried too far results in an actual loss. An 
over-extensity results, on the other hand, in the failure to make a 
possible gain.\ This concept forms the main basis for the derivation 
of all further laws of farming in~nsity.~ince it is based upon the 
law of diminishing returns, and ~ilce all questions of profitableness 
in farming are fundamentally opty questions of intensity, we may 
properly designate this as the fundaInentallaw of farm manage
~~n~owever much one maf"Ge'liite w1ietD:er~lirs""ffJaw'-6f th-e
son" at present increases the burden of providing civilized peoples 
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with organic products over that of past times, its practical signifi
cance in the sphere of private economics cannot be questioned. 

We can now define more exactly what the highest and most las~ 
ing possibll}flrofit, which has just been designated as the goal of 
agricultural entrepreneurship, consists of in the final analysis~ The 
application of capital and labor must be carried to the point where; 
reckoned upon the individual units of input, the net return (Rein
ertrag) has decreased so far that it just pays interest for the last 
unit of input at the customaryrate.fThe highest possible net proAt 
over and above expenses and interest is to be striven for, 9r, in 
other words, the highest possible land rent. This is the "goal of all . 
farm operations"~ and not net profit in the customary sense; that 
is, the surplus inbluding interest on capital investment.(Jt is con-\ 
ceivable that, with increasing intensity, net profit still increases 
even when ground rent again decreases. This results, however, from 
imputing insufficient interest on the last additions of capital. That 
this possibility has more than mere academic significance appears 
from the fact that many expenditures in agriculture, if made at 
all, can only be made by investing relatively large amounts of cap
italJTo illustrate this, one may assume the operation of a large 
farm to be intensified by the purchase of a steam-plow set whereoY,"" 
considering the replaced teams, there results a capital investment 
of 25,000 M, and an increase of the net return of 250 M,s equaling 
1 per cent of the additional investment. If the prevailing rate of 
interest were 4 per cent the entrepreneur would have to bear a loss 
in interest of 750 M.· The ground rent would be les~ned by this 
amount. ' ' 

If we have recognized the limits of profitableness as determined 
by the fundamental law governing the application of labor and 
capital to land, a further question now arises as to the factors 
which can shift these limits; namely, (the forces of orientatio~" 
which determine the locations of the different intensities of farm- J 

2 Lambl, Die Grundrentll ala Zweck aller Landwirt8chaft 'Und Viehzucht 
(Prag,1888). ' 

8 TRANSLATOR's NOTE: The German text shows these interest items" as 1000 
M and 3000 M respectively, an error to which Professor Brinkmann has since 
directed attention. 

, Lambl, op. cit. 
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- ing. The limits of profitableness may be shifted in the following 
ways: either, with' equal inputs, the amounts of output (money or 
physical output) may vary or, with equal outputs, the inputs (in 
quantity or value) may vary. The higher the gross return with a 
given input and the lower the input with a given gross return, the 
farther away is the point where marginal return and marginal 
expense balance, and the larger the additional expenditure which 
can profitably be made.h'he gross returns and expenses in agricul
tUre are affected chiefly by four factors, which may therefore be 
termed the general factors of differentiation and orientation of 
farming intensities, or, briefly, the "factors of intensity" (Intensi-
tatsfactoren). " , 
. These four factors are: (1) the economic location of the farm, 
(2) the natural conditions (physical productivity) of the farm, 
(3) the stage of development of the social organization (VolkS
wirtschaft), and (4) the personal qualities of the entrepreneur/To 
Put it differently and more precisely, of the many separate iriflu
ences which, through their joint action, play significant rOles in 
the differentiation of farming intensities sometimes reenforcing 
one another, at other times counterbalancing one another and thus 
creating the endless variety of individual combinations observed
all may be classified under thel¥ four headings. They fall under 
one or another of the concept&:--i!conomic location, natural condi

Jions, stage of development,~'personal qualities of the entrepre
neur./All these factors are fundamentally of equal im ortance, 
though, In r~ ty, e ec 0 one or another of them manifests 

'itself more predominantly depending on the point of view taken,; , 
that is, whether one is considering, historically, a longer or shorter 
period of time or, geographically, a larger or smaller area. The two 
first-named factors and the last explain the greater number of the 
'Ob$erved differences in a cross-section analysis as of a given time. 
The third is of importance mainly in considering successive pe
_riods; in other words, for historical analysis.'In order to make 
clear the effects of the individual factors it is necessary to isolate 
them deductively; that is, to investigate each individual factor 
under the assumption that the effects of the other factors remain 
unchanged. First, let us take up the influence of economic location 
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2. THE ECONOMIC LOCATION OF FilMS ,,"8 A FACTOR 
OF INTENSITY 

THE ECONOMIO LOCATION of a farm includes all its relations to the 
outside world, active as well as passive. We have, on the one hand, 
the ~r.!t_~!ing.1o~ation, on the other, th~_p~r~!,:~~~~!<>.~a!iQ!L_ The 
favorableness of a farm's location can be measured by the level of 
the local prices (farm price~U~~oquct!l of the)and and by th!l 
local price level for the goods and services purchased by farmers; 
The higher the prices of agricultural products and the lower the 
prices of purchased goods in a given place, the more favorable is its 

-economic location. 
The differences which the local prices show within the economic 

structure at a given time can best be made clear by an abstraction 
such as Von Thiinen has given us in his "isolated state." We assumli{ 
an isolated economic area which has in its center a single selling 
and purchasing place or market, and which is equ8.ny developed in 
all parts with respect to means of communication. In such a hypo
thetical economic structure the local prices of the agricultural 
products are determined, first, by the level of prices at the market 
JWu:e. second, by the amount of expense (freight commission 
charges, risk, etc.) which is incun-edin marketing. The market 
price is a standard price for goods of definite kinds ahd qualities. 
The local price is calculated on the basis of the market price after 
deducting the marketing costs. The farm price reaches its maxi
mum in the vicinity of the market where transportatwn exp'enses 
disappear, its minimum at the periphery of the trade area where -, 
the difficulties of marketing Jl,re greatest, and its gradations are
located concentrically around the market., So it is in the "isolate~ 
state." The reality departs from this only so far as the regularity 
of the pattern is broken by the fact that the amount of marketing 
costs is not only a function of distance in space but also of kind of 
transportation. Distance in space and economic distance do not, 
without some qualification, correspond to each other. This is be
cause of the manifold kinds of transportation facilities to be taken 
into consideration (highways, railroads, waterways, etc.).' Fur
ther, there is not merely one market; there are many marKets, the 
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spheres of influence of which touch and cross one another. But all 
this is too self-evident to need to be carried farther here. 

Not quite so simple are the causes of differentiation in the prices 
of goods used in agricultural production. Market price and trans
portation costs (in the broadest sense) are her.e:·~Iso the factors 
which we must consider. It should be added however that the dif
ferent production goods6 have quite different origins. Some are 
':obtained" from the market as industrially prod.':llOfd good.a;.othelJ 
are obtaine<tTrom the farm itself as agricultural products; others 
again occupyan mterinedlate position. Depending upon the origin 
of the production goods, we have therefore, as we proceed away 
from the market, sometimes an increasing sometimes a decreasing 
tendency in the local prices. 

The industrially produced goods, purchased from the market, 
show a rising tendency as a rule (tools, machines, fertilizers, many 
concentrated feeds, etc.). The farmer who purchases them hali to 

, pay the standard market price and besides has to bear the addi
tional expenses which vary with the distance and the means of com
munication: Such industrially produced goods therefore behave in 
a way opposite to that of agricultural products, and, .for these 
goods, the local price level reaches its minimum in the vicinity of 
the market, i~ maximum where trade with the market stops. 

Production goods of purely agricultural origin cannot behave 
differently in price gradation from agricultural products in gen
eral. They become not cheaper but more expensive as the market is 
approached. Draft animals, cattle, and similar production goods of 
purely agricultural origin increase in price with more favorable 
economic location. . 

Even the mOl,'lt important production good, human labor, under
goes a rise in price with approach to the market. This increase in 

• hi.bor expense is not so rapid however as the increase in prices of 
agricultural products. This is characteristic in the differentiation 
of labor expense under the influence of variations in economic loca
tion. Labor expense increases only absolutely with more favorable 
economic location. Relatively-that is, in relation to the prices of 

I TRANSLA'l'OB.'S NOTE: Bodennutsrungsmittelj that is, instrumentalities of 
production. See the following paragraph. 
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" agricultural products-it decreases. This pehavior of' l~bor ex
pense, lying as it does between two extremes, is explained by the 
fact that labor expense consists of two cost elements, both of which 
dUrer according to the economic location, but in opposite direc
tions. • 

In order to see this more clearly, we must distinguish between 
real wages and money wages. The real wage is the amount of the 
means of subsistence which is placed at the disposal of the laborer 
i; return for the labor he puts in for the entrepreneur. Real wage 
may be i, goods or in the form of money. Money wage is the real I 
wage calculated in money value. The latter we may think of, as we 
have already said, as consisting of two components: one part con-' 
sisting of the means of subsistence which are of agricultural origin, 
which we may designate I!S 1'i'Piineu does th~ '~ajD part," and a/ 
second p"krt consisting of the industrially produced goods needed I 
by the laborer; the latter being obtained from the market may 
therefore be designated as the "market part" of the real wa;l! 
Grain part and market part follow in their price gradations the 
rules already stated. With approach to the market the former rises 
in price while the price of the latter declines. The curve represent
ing the net effect of these movements, in other words the curve of 
money wages, must therefore lie between these extremes, though 
with an upward inclination. Since the grain part constitutes, for 
obvious reasons, the larger share..lof the total wage the curV1l of 
money wages must show, in comparison with the curve for prices 
of a.,aricultural products, a declining tendency, but, taken abso-
lutely, a rising tendency. ~ 

This result of course occurs only if we assume that the real wages 
are not influenced in respect to their level b~,the economic loca
tion. Such an assumption is justified since it corresponds to the 
hypothesis on which this whole consideration is b8J!ed, the hypothe
sis of a stationary or, as Thiinen says, a "static" condition Q,f na
tional economy. If there were dUrerences in the level of rllal wages 
this balance would no longer exist, since these dUrerence~ must 
bring about a leveling tendency. In reality then, dUrerences in real 
wages, even if they exist side by side, have, as will be ~hown later, 
causes which are connected with changes in economic rela~ionships., 
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They are phenomena of a "dynamic" economy, but not a result of 
varying"favorableness of economic location at a given stage of de
velopment. 
/ Let us review._Yhr()ugh savings in transportation costs prox

.' imity to the market leads to a growing price spread between the 
agricultural products and the production goods needed. This 
spread is greatest for those goods industrially produced and pur
chased from the market and is lower for the labor expense. For 
some obtlle production goods it disappears entirely. Taken· as a 
whole the farm expenses, measured in terms of agricultural prod-

'. ucts, decrease with the shortening of the distance between the 
'place...of production and the market. 
~lie price spread between product and expense, or the relative 

price level of the production goo~.ls. tlJ-en a determining factor in 
the optimum degree of farming intensity because the greater this 
spread the higher is the degree of intensity at which, according to 
the law of diminishing yield increase. the money values of mar
ginal output and marginal input balance. Districts near the mar
ket-that is, districts with favorable e~~oJiric·looations-are 
therefore districts of intensive methods of farming. Districts far 
from the market-that is, districts with unfavorable economic 10-

, ,cations-are the areas of extensive methods of farming. In the 
"":11Isolated state" the optimum degree of farming intensity reaches 

its maximum in the immediate vicinity of the market, its minimum 
I where communication with the market disappears entirely and 

.agriculture becomes a purely self-sufficing economy. 
.... Of interest for clarification of the laws of intensity in farming is 

the fundamental difference between the economic problem of a 
farmer imagined as entirely isolated and that of the agricultural 
entrepreneur who is within the sphere of influence of the market. 
For the farmer located outside the area which is in communica
tion with the market the land would have only the significance of 
a free good which one may utilize in any amount desired. For this 
farmer only labor and capital would have an economic value. His 

lconsideration must be directed to obtaining, with the help of his 
limited amount of labor and capital, the highest possible gross in
come without any regard to the area required. He would have to 
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operate in such a way that capital and labor would yield the opti
mum of physical goods, and if the amounts of those means of pro
duction which were at his disposal were increased he would have to 
extend his business by taking into cultivation new land. He should 
not, however, intensify the method of farming because in his sit:' 
uation the maximum return of physical goods reckoned in relation 
to capital and labor would not thus be obtained. Under a purel~ 
self-sufficing condition therefore, economically considered, capitJ' 
and labor are the factors to be utilized in production; the ftleanS of 
utiliza~oD for both is the land. The extent of input at which labor 
and capit8J. show the greatest productivity constitutes the lowest 
permissible limit of intensity. 

Fundamentally different is the situation in the exchange or 
money economy. Here the means of extending the area is lacking 
because free land is no longer available. Labor and capital have 
now become, because of their capacity to increase, the means for 
utilizing to the greatest advantage the land which is limited in 
area; a means of which so much the greater use must be made as 
the land gains in scarcity value with approach to the market. It is 
unimportant that the maximum return in physical goods per unit 
of labor and capital is not obtained in this situation. The question 
now is how to get from a given area a maximum of money return 
per unit of land (hochste Grundwert). 

Nevertheless, it would be confusing cause and effect if we were' 
to agree with the oft repeated opinion that in the final analysis the 
value of land, which increases with increasing favorableness of 
economic location, is the causal factor in the gradation of intensity.] 
The land value is to be regarded entirely as a result. It owes its! 
origin to the land's inherent possibility of producing a ground 
rent. It is ground rent capitalized at the "customary" rate oJ; in
terest and goes up and down with the level of this rent. The level of 
economic rent is related to the permissible degree of intensity 
through its dependence upon the price relationship"between prod
uct and expense. With approach to the market economic rt:nt in
creases for two reasons, as the previous explanation has made 
clear and as Ricardo and Thiinen have shown, first, because a cer
tain expenditure-one may take the amount of expenditure in the 
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purely self-sufficing economy as a starting point-yields a steadily 
increasing net amount in terms of money, second, because, more 
and more, additions to expenditure become profitable. These, with 
the exception of the marginal amount, yield contributions to the 
reconomic rent. In the chain of interrelationships between land 
value and the degree of intensity land value is therefore not the 
logical initial link but the final link. .. 

It is true, to be sure, that the land value thus originated and thus 
graduated now forces the maintenance of that intensity of farm
ing which corresponds to its level if the capital value which the 
land represents is to pay the usual rate of interest. Therefore, 
when we emphasized above that an incorrect extensity may result 
only in a falling off of profit but not in a direct loss, we were speak
ing only in a general way and not in strictly accurate terms. This 
statement holds true only so long as no actual interest obligations 
arise from the possession of the land, but not, however, for buyers' 
and tenants who must pay interest on a capitalized value of land 
resulting from the normal intensity of a given economic location. 
'bu-ough an incorrect extensity they suffer not merely imaginary 
but actual interest losses such as otherwise would occur only in 
overstepping the limits of profitable intensity and only in relation 
to the operating capital. Of course this differentiation, considering 
the practical range it may have, has only an individual or private 
significance. Considered objectively and from a purely capitalistic 
point of view it is entirely irrelevant.\But what is of importance 
here, land value and the necessity for maintaining a normal inten
sity both go back to the same source; namely, the relative advan~ 
~ge of the economic location; If, for some reason, these advan

tages disappear-we shall discuss this later-the fact that the en
treweneur has paid a certain price for the land can no longer jus
tify an intensity corresponding to this price. Only as long as the 
causes which have brought the land values into existence remain 
effective can these values exert an influence for maintaining a cer
tain intensity of farming. If they disappear no other course is 
open but to write down the land valuation and, by erlensifying the 
method of farming, avoid the second type of loss; namely, loss in 
interest on operating capital and in the capital itself. Elsewhere 
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we must consider more in detail this question which is closely in~ 
terrelated with the problem of agrarian crises. 

Considered as a whole the adjustment of farming intensity to 
accord with the economic location is, in the main, a purely quan
titative phenomenon-greater total expenditures and greater 
gross returns with increasing favorablenesS of location. Extensive 
and intensive methods of farming differ also in more qualitative 
ways. With the shift\ng by locational gradations goes another nO' 
less important pa-allel relationship. This relationship applies to 
the most signifi.ca~t features and to the direction of the intensificlIr 
tioni that is, the differentiation in forms of intensity, the main 
characteristics of which we have yet to investigate. 

We must first point out that increasing favorableness of loca-I 
tion does not increase the rational rate of expenditure for all fac- I 

tors of production equally, but does make a difference in the rela-i 
tionships of capital and labor and of the various forms of capital'l 
For obvious reasons those factors of production are most affected 
for which the price curves show the greatest spread with respect to 
the cUrves representing prices of products; thus the operating ca", 
ital is'affected more than labor, and of the operating capital chie:fl.y 
that which 'represents industrially produced goods that are pur
chased from the market. Variations in intensity with differences in 
favorableness of economic location are in the first place differ
ences in capital intensity, in the second place, differences in lahor 
intensity. Tools and machines, fertilizers, purchased feeds, and 
other purchasable capital goods are the chief elements which aid in 
getting a higher gross return in the zones of intensity nearer to the 
market. 

With this shifting of the constitution of the farming expenditure 
there goes hand in hand a change in its direction of application. 
One may in general distinguish two main groups of measur~; of 
agricultural activity: one which relates more to the passive part 
of the total activity, that is, harvesting and ~~gzing tlie p.t:!>!hwts 
of the land, and a second which includes those activities by which 
the agricultural producer promoting (forderend)-actively-un
dertakes to interfere in th~!:~c processes of plant growtlh..that 
is, works Oiithesorricwtivation, fertilization, and the care of 

-==-------
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'plants in the broadest sense. These two categories, which one may 
termthe group of crop utilization expenditures (Verwertungs
aufwand) and the group of cultivation expenditures [proper], 
behave quite differently in relation- to increase ofiiitensity. The 
second group is far more capable of being intensified than the first. 
With the same quantity to be harvested one can, to be sure, if the 
price spread permits it, increase the amount of labor per land unit 
used in harvesting (as well as the other crop-utilizing labor). With 
increasing favorableness of economic location Uris occurs, for ex
ample, through harvesting with greater care'the less valuable parts 
of plants (straw, leaves, chaff, etc.). The increase in output which 
is obtained in this way is comparatively smiill: however, and is 
much less significant than the additional output which results 
from intensification of cultivation expense propet. Or, if we keep 
in mind the law of diminishing returns, the rate of yield increase 
falls off far more quickly for the crop-utilizing expenditures than 
for the cultivation expenditures proper and, with relatively in
creasing p'rices of products, the limit of profitableness m the latter 
case is puShed out correspondingly farther than in the form~r. In
creased intensity as determined by economic location shifts the 
emphasis (Schwerpunkt) in operating expendituret more and 
more toward those expenditures which are associated with land 
cultivation proper. The association of land cultivation (cultiva
tion, fertilization, plant care, etc.) with the appropriation of the 
products of the land has been the means of bringing about a higher 
form of agriculture as contrasted to primitive land use (mere ap
propriation of the products). And, furthermore, the whole pro
cess of increase in intensity in agriculture is closely connected with 
increase in expenditure for land cultivation (fertilization, land 
cultivation, and plant care). 

With this we come to a further problem which is of major inter
est in this connection; namely, the differentiation between exten
sive and intensive types of land use or of crops.·The shift inrela
tionship between the two forms of expense above indicated applies 
fundamentally to every kind of crop and type of land use---t~ot, 
however, in the same degree for all of them. There are crops and 
types of land use which, no matter where located, occupy land 
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but use relatively little labor and capital and others which, no 
matterw1i'e"relocateir,liilve-a more inte.!!.siyuJ!!t~I].L~h3~a~t.~r: 
Pasture, meadow, and ~or which cultivation and also in part 
fertibzation play always a secon!Iary role, are specifically exten
sive types of land use. ~nd garden, whICllreceive their Char
acteristic impress through cultivation, are specifically intensive 
types of land use. Similar differences are to be noticed if we co -
pare the individual crops of field and garden; for example, in the 
field, a sequence perhaps of forage, of grain, of commercial crops, 
and of hoe crops,;Extensive and intensive types of land use differ 
from each other in th~ first peiii:it3'a.J:e,IJ!,.tiy~ly~~m!l.U,~~.p~ndi
tu~er_~_of surfa~ area, though its intensification reaches a 
limit aranearry'stage~~wnile the latter behaves in the opposite 
way; that is, requires a high minimum expenditure and PElmiit;sof 
considerable increase·in-rritEiii.sftFO"~ caD:' eipre~s the antithesis 
thus:"the one:categoryiidiii-'eiatively high measure capable of 
being extensified, the other is in relatively high measure capable of 
be~~slE~.9f, in terms of the law of diminishing r~ 

turns! ~ ~~!~lR~~g~L~culat~~~.p..~:~~~~_~!. e.x;:' 
P~~~H~~~e.~.!~~ . .:~t~~S!y~~;y£!!~~;t,~~~,~,<!~:2~,g)l,,~ 
rel~~~el! 1~.~!!:.~.!;~~~~~I?~~~j't~~,~!or intensive types through a 
reI'atIve1ynIgh per aere expenditure ..... Pasture and tilled land ~ 
in this re!ipect'e'speclilllflypriiliT'oppo;ites. In a pure ranch econ
omy, for example, '8 very small amount of herdsman's lab6r, cal
culated per land unit, is sufficient under certain circumstances, 
while on tilled land there must be at least plowing, cultivating, and 
harvesting if a: return is to be obtained. 

One recognizes the fact that a varying favorableness of economic 
location not only reacts upon the most profitable degree of inten
sity with which kind of crop or cultivatiOn.is conducted, but that it 
must at the same time be an influence in dhermining the most 
,pro~~e location _fort~~pro~~ion of~~~<>.p .. If one ima:gfii.~ 
lntlie Isolated stare---an extenSIve ana an mtensIve type of land 
use-pasture and tilled land-successively displaced "from the 
periphery to the center," both will, for reasons we already know, 
gain in profitableness or, more accurately, in economic rent per 
unit of area. However, under otherwise equal circumstances, that 
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kind of land use will gain most which requires the highest expendi
ture per unit of land because that type will profit most from a 
cheapening of the expenditures which are one element in the de
termination of land rent; the other element, which consists of the 
increase in local price for products, is assumed to remain constant. 

,''fherei~re, under otherwise equal conditions, intensive types of 
,f) ~and use and crops will show more and more superiority over the 

extensive as we approach the market. The former are more at
! tracted by the market than the latter and will force these away 
,! from the market. Zones near to the market are locations of specific

ally intensive types of land use. Zones at a distance from the mar-
I ket are locations 0.£ specifically extensive types of land use. In
(creasing intensity of land cultivation therefore means not only 

increased expenditure in cultivating the given crops but at the 
same time a change to specifically intensive crops. 

,--One can easily perceive further details of this picture. Thus one 
can distinguish between specifically capital intensive and specific~ 
ally labor intensive types of land use. Crops which require a rela
tively high expenditure for purchasable input goods are, for ex
ample, more strongly attracted than thdse for which hand labor or 
even animal labor is more important as a means of production. 

I ~ed land and pasture are also hi this respect typical opposites. 
?it seems unnecessary, however, to go more into detail in these self

explanatory matters. One further factor should be mentioned, 
however: "under otherwise equal conditions" must be sharply em
phasized in this connection. It will be shown later that the specific 
degree of intensity of a type of land use is not the only and not 
even the most important force in determining the locations in 
which it will be used. 

Thus we have learned two ~orms that an increased intensity may 
take: the one of which we think first is an increase of expenditure 
for the same crop; the other is a transition from extensive to inten
sive crops. There is finally still a third form which, however, is simi
lar to the second in many respects and relates mainly to the most 
important kind of land use; namely, tilled land. Nevertheless it 
deserves to be treated as a separate phenomenon. It is this: the 
shortening of the fallow periods, or, in other words, the increase in 
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the number of harvests which are obtained from the area under 
cultivation. 

The processes of plant growth and the maturing of crops, as is 
well known, are dependent on the periodIcity of -theSeasonal 
changes in weather. The farmer too'must adapt his production 
activities to this dependence on the seasons. He must seed at given 
times and harvest at given times. Only a few Mtiviti~s, namely, 
those of soil cultivation, allow him greater latitude 88 to timing. 
Although these activities are not independent of the seeding and 
harvesting times the farmer may choose either to concentrate them 
within a short period or to distribute them over a longer period of 
time within the year or even over a number of years. He must con
centrate them if he wishes to produce one or more crops each year 
on the area at his disposal. If he is satisfied with a lesser number of 
harvests and crops only a part of his' total area, keeping the re
mainder fallow, he can distribute them. 

It is apparent that in these two procedures a definite amount of 
labor and the same amounts of expenditure for capital and labor 
are not required for the production of a given amount of product. 
The factors of production,. whether labor or capital, cannot be ac
quired and discarded by the agricultural entrepreneur (Unter
nehmung) at desired times and in desired quantities, but must, for 
the most part at least, be kept available in the quantities neces
sary at the times of greatest demand. There are needed therefore 
relatively, that is, in comparison to the quantity harvested, more 
units of the factors of production as the farming activities are 
more concentrated in time and as the number of crops produced on 
a given area is greater. If upon a given area a large quantity is to 
be produced in a short time a greater amount of labor and cap~tal 
is needed than would be necessary if the same. quantity were to be ..J 
obtained over several harvest periods. Concentrating the farming} 
activities in time causes an increase in gross receipts but only by 
relatively increasing expenditures. Here again, therefore, the rela
tionship of prices of products to money costs of the factors of pro-i 
duction determines the procedure which must be Used. If We con-! 
sider an extreme situation: in the purely self-sufficing economy~ 
where the main problem is to produce large quantities of product'/ 

I 
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with the smallest possible amounts of capital and labor-although 
at the expense of a large use of land-extensive uSe is made of 
labor-saving and capital-saving methods, such as fallowing of the 
land. In the vicinity of the market, where the problem is to develop 
the highest possible productivity of the land, the time of fallowing 
or land rest is limited to a minimum even though there may be 
periods when the other factors of production are idle. Or, to de
scribe the tendency, the farmer must choose between two methods: 
(1) the temporary rest period for the land accompanied by the 
highest productivity of the agencies of land use; and (2) tempo
rary idleness of these agencies accompanied by the highest pro
ductivity of the land. The first method means foregoing part of the 
gross receipts, the second, an increase of farming expense. The· 
more unfavorable the economic location the more will the first 
result be the lesser evil of th~ two; the more ;favorable the economic 
~ion the more will the second result be the less undesirable. 
~th increasing favorableness of economic location, the fallow 
land therefore gradually disappears, first the "Schwarzbrache" 
and then the "Halbbrache."s The intervening periods between those 
required for the production of the main crops are more and more 
used to grow the so-called secondary or intermedil\te crops (Unter
friichte) and stubble crops_f Under very favorable conditions it 
may even be possible to grow two main crops successively in one 
year on the same field. All these are ways of increasing the total 
farm area on which crops are grown during the year; that is, 

S TI!.ANSLATOR'S NOTE: "Sehwarzbraehe" (literally, black summer fallow) 
is land frequently plowed, or cultivated alternately, or in three-year rotation, 
with crops. It is not seeded to any crop for a whole season. "Halbbrache" (lit
erally, half-summer fallow) is like "Sehwarzbrache" except that half [of the 
land lying fallow] is seeded to a forage crop. thus increasing the nitrogen con
tent of the soil and keeping the weeds down by the thick stand of such a crop, 
for example, as clover. Another form of the original summer fallow is the "be
sommerte Brache" where on the former fallow land a crop is grown-for ex
ample, corn or a hoe crop-in rows wide enough apart to allow cultivation be
tween them in order to keep the land clean. This third method has developed 
into the modern rotation system. 

f TRANSLA.TOR'S NOTE: Secondary crops (Unterfriichte) are seeded in the 
spring into growing crops-for example, clover into winter wheat-their main 
growing period timed to come after the harvest of the grain crop. Stubble 
crops are seeded into the stubble after the harvest of early crops in the same 
season, mostly lupines or legumes following in the same year the grain crops. 
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ways of increasing intensity. The significance of land rest or 
fallow is increased still further in unfavorable economic loca
tions by the fact that it not only makes possible a given gross 
receipt with a relatively small input of the means 0:1 land use, but 
also lessens absolutely the required expense for cultivation. This. 
latter result is caused by the favorable effect of fallowing in, re
newing the fertility of the soil through its accumulation of avail
able plant food. What in fallowing is done by nature must, in th&.. 
absence of fallowing, be accomplished through the application of 
labor and capital. This direct saving of expenditure is apparent in 
another form of land rest still more than in fallowing; namely, the 
so-called land change (Umlage). This is the arrangement whereby 
the fi!:ld'crops are from time to time interchanged with pasture. , 
Besides making the plant food soluble it leaves largely to the fret' 
action of nature the freeing of the soil from weeds and plant pests. 
One may therefore regard the farming methods that are based on 
periodic conversion of arable land to pasture, with which at the 
same time fallowing maY'De coIiibmed, as the most extensive fo~ 
of farming. I" this is found the clearest expression of the principle 
above discussed; namely, the production of a maximum of product 
with little labor.and capital through utilization of large areas. 

Periodic conversion of tilled land to pasture and fallow disa~i 
pears, therefore, with increasing favorableness of location. With 
this change there is a tendency to choose the crops that replace p 
ture and fallow so as to conserve as much as possible the advan 
tages of the latter. One chooses, therefore, as substitutes for fal
lowing and periodic conversion, those forms of cultivation, first, 
which need vtrllittle farming expenditure, and, second, of which 
the . of cultivatio incide with the time of fallowin~ and 
therefore come to be situated between the chief pe s 0 abor de
mand, thus contributing comparatively little to increase of total 
requirement for factors of production, and, finally, those forms 
which economize as much as possible th~ertility of the soil. Th!.l 
rOle of the fallow and periodically convertedland is more and more 
taken over by pa~, by other forms ot field crop cultivation, 
by l~umes, etc. These specifically extensive so-called "fallow 
crops" (Brachkulturen) share to a varying extent with the inten-
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sive crops and with the remainder of the fallow or periodically 
, converted land, the total cultivated area. The transition from ex
tensive to intensive cultivation under the influence of the economic 
location does not therefore take place by definite and pronounced 
steps. Instead, it occurs as a gradual shift in the relation between 
the extensive fertility and production-factor-saving forms of culti
vation and the intensive forms. Thus in all the zones the main im
portance naturally lies in the moderately intensive types of crops, 
namely, the grain crops, which in favorable economic locations 
find their main supplementation in intensive hoe crop production, 
and, in unfavorable economic locations, in extensive feed crops and 
fallow. 

There is no kind of expenditure in agriculture which is not gov
-erned by the law of decreasing yield increase (law of diminishing 
returns); therefore no kind of expenditure which is more than 

-relatively important to the economic interest of the individual. 
For each particular kind of expenditure the economically permis-
sible amount is that determined or reached in the balance of mar
ginal values. The fertilizing of the soil is no excepti~ to this rule. 

';' In contrast to this certain writers, mainly Justus VQn Liebig and 
. his more extreme followers, have attempted"tiShow by reasoning 
purely from a natural sci~nce standpoint that a ~ertain standard 
of expenditure for fertilization is a necessity from both a national 

:ind a private point of view. To support these ideas they erected 
their own scientific structure in the theory of statics, and even to-

.day in certain quarters their ideas still persist. Their conclusion 
was as follows: The cultivated soil does not contain unlimited sup
plies of plant food. It therefore requires a replacement of the quan
tities taken out by crops if it is not to be gradually, and in the 
course of decades and centuries, even cbmpletely impoverished, 
thereby placing in jeopardy the continuity of agricultural produc
tion and even the economic structure in general . .A natural bal
ance, that is, a balance between the quantities of plant food taken 
out in the crops and those contained in the fertilizers applied, was 
therefore proclaimed as the standard to be striven for and was 
looked upon as an important criterion in judging the suitability of 

...any given type of farming. Only in this way was it possible to 
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avoid the eventuality mentioned above-which might, indeed, 
occur so much the earlier if the rate of population increase be~ame 
more rapid. 

The untenableness of this replacement theory, in the sense used 
by Liebig, and the impossibility of carrying out this policy in an 
economic order which is built upon the principle of self-interest, 
are shown by the following considerations: The requirement for 
unconditional restoration of the plant food taken from the soil 
would be consistent with private interest only if, with the fertiliz
ing intensity which it requires, the limit of profitableness would 
nowhere, not even in the most unfavorable economic locations, be 
exceeded, and if this degree of intensity' coincided with the point 
where the maximum gross return to capital and labor would be 0lY-' 
tained. In reality, however, that is not at all the case. Fertilization 
is an operation which requires relatively much labor and"Cii.ptmr
one may think for example of the expensive method of keeping 
live stock which it presumes (stabling, etc.). Because of this the 
individual will find it profitable under unfavorable economie eon .. , 
ditions, or under purely self-sufficing conditions, to desist from fer
tilization, at least from a complete replacement, and to cultivate 
instead a correspondingly larger area more extensively. And this 
is true even if the entrepreneur considers not only his present ad
vantage but wishes to give his business a lasting continuity. The 
danger of soil exhaustion becomes less important practically as the 
yields produced from the soil become lower. 

The same proof can be shown.in another and perhaps still more 
convincing way. We know that the price of agricultural products 
is determined by the supply costs (production and transportation 
costs) of that quantity which is just required to supply the market 
demand. This quantity is, however, produced most advantageously 
with an entirely extensive method of farming which is, from the 
technical viewpoint, "miniI}.g." In fact it must be so produced as 
long as there is available uncultivated land worth cultivating ,and 
as long as the production area can be enlarged. Weare concerneaJ 
here again with the alternatives, in agricultural production, otl 
utilizing more labor and capital, on the one side, or more land, on 
the other. If we want to save labor and capital we can do so only at 
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the expense of the land, and inversely the land can be brought to 
its highest utilization only by the application of much labor and 
capital. Private interest forces the individual to take sometimes 
the one, sometimes the other course, depending on the circum
s~ances. If °a farmer for whom price conditions indicated the most 

extensive method of 'ar~ing operated on the basis of replacing 
fully the~fertility removed, that is, if he avoided the mining of 
-plant food, he would be mining his labor and capital. He must use 
'aoor and capital in order to get something which he does not re
gard as profit. Of course the interest of the individual demands a 
continuing profit, but this requirement should not become an ob
session. It is not feasible to sacrifice entirely, or in large part, for 
continuing gross returns, the net return for periods over which 
individual farmers and even generations of farmers are accus
tomed to reckon. If this seems an unfortunate circumstance one 
.must remember that in other phases of economic life, especially in 
.minJng, exploitation is resorted to far more widely. 

:in"contrast to Liebig's replacement theory with its demand for 
a standard of intensity of fertilization independent of economic 
laws, fertilization in accordance with the point of view. here pre
sented behaves in the same way as every other kind of farming 
expenditure. Its ~ost profitable intensity increases gradually with 
increasing favorableness of the economic location. The most exten
sive agriculture usually does not involve any fertilization at all; 
through extensive use of fallowing one must endeavor to retard 
the lowering of returns which are already small. Fertilization be
gins only if the economic conditions call for higher yields, obtained 
l mahily through greater frequency of cropping. Only gradually, 
! with increasing favorableness of location, does its degree of in
I tensity reach (though for some kinds of plant food earlier than 
; for others) the point where a complete replacement of the ele-
ments taken from the soil occurs. In fact it need not stop here. A 
storing up of fertility may be desirable in some cases.l~xtensive 
~iculture is therefor~.~.~~}em~!.~~ 0 ot.pla~~.mtensive 
a~fure'"tlleusrllgOl them. This contrast is so marked that fer
tilizmg mate'riaIS~of' ~iner~ origin, procured in regions distant 
from markets, are chiefly utilized not in the vicinity of th~ .E!~es 

......,...,. .. ~~ .... 1.... ~.~r: ... : __ ,_ ... ::~ .... ,... .•. , .. ~ ....... ~., ..... _,,: "";,;.."''''' ... ' . ,",. ,_'!'''' .... 
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where they are found, but often thousands of miles away on lands 
which are cultivated intensively. Guano and Chile saltpeter, for 
exampre:&fiiOrouglinr'i>ii-South America, while raw phosphates 
are exported in great quantities from Algiers and Florida to 
central and western Europe. 

3. THE NATURAL LOCATION OF FARMS AS A FACTOR 
OF INTENSITY 

IN CONSIDERING, THE "NATURAL LOCATION" of a farm we have in"; 
mind the conditions of soil and climate and all those character
istic qualities which are sTgnificanTfu"lhnuccessful cultivation of 
agricultural plants-the amount and distribution of h,!lilt and pre~ 
cipitation associated with a piece of ground, its topographY, con
tent of fertility, ground-water conditions, physical condition of 
the soil, etc. 

The practical farmer bases his judgment of the fertility or'prq;. 
ductivity of a piece of land on the degree to which the natural 
conditions will favor plant growth and facilitate the cultivatio;~f 
plantS:-One might therefore be tempted ,to parallel favorableness 
of economic location with "favorableness of natural location" and 
to try to ascertain whether the latter exerts as lnequivocally as 
the former a decisive influence upon the level of intensity which 
will result in optimum use of the factors of production. The ques
tion arises: Is there a universally applicable law in the sense of a 
functional relationship between soil productivity and farming 
intensity' • 

Establishment of such a conformity to law is frustrated by the) 
fact that we do not have a suitable, that is, a generally usable, 
measure for the determination of soil productivity such as is pro-

. vided for the appraisal of economic location by the level of local 
prices. Such a measure is lacking here because no constant ideas con
cerning certain soil qualities are associated, with the concept of soil 
productivity. Agriculture produces not one but many cultivated 
plants; in fact, plants which do not grow equally well on a soil of a 
certain quality and which do not have everywhere equal relative 
values. In the eyes of the farmer that land always appears fertile 
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which has a specific yield capacity for the cultivated plant which 
is most highly valued at a given time. If farmers tended to produce 
rye alone, all kinds of soil might be brought into a single scale.-Q! 
productivity, the degrees of which might then be graduated ac
cording to-the amount of return (in form of rye) which could be 
obtained from them with a given expenditure; or, ~th a given 
return, the amount of expenditure required. Similarly, if agricul
ture consisted exclusively of the production of pasture grasses, all 
the various soils could be arranged according to a fertility scale in 
terms of pasture grasses, which would of course present an entirely 
different gradation from that provided by the appraisal of soil 

,fertility in terms of t,1e yields of rye . .AB a matter of practical 
I application, however,@ is the relative fitness of a soil for a given 
use that determines for the farmer its degree of productivity, since 
a soil is sometimes more favorable for one crop, sometimes for an
othe.i)In every economic location-the reasons will occupy our 
attention later-the judgment of value will be different and will 
be associated with different natural soil qualities. For this reaso:q 
we must deny the functional relationship that was mentioned 
~above. A conformity to law, in the sense of a functional relation-

l
'ShiP between soil fertility and farming intensity which would have 
the sa~e gener8l significance as the dependence of farming in
tensity on the favorableness of economic location, does not exist: 

This of course does not preclude recognition of the fact that 
natural conditions do influence_greatly.th.~Ldegree .Qf farming in
t£!lsiQt--We have just noted that each particular type 'of soil may -
have specific adaptability for producing sometimes this type of 
product, sometimes that. Each soil tends to, exhibit a specific suit
ableness for intensive or extensive kinds of crop production. Our 
attention will be occupied in still more detail with questions relat
ing to the locations of different farming systems (Pr.oduktions
richtungen). Here we may only mention the fact that the regu
larity of the zones of intensity which group themselves around the 
market centers may undergo far-reaching modifications as a result 
of the influence of natural conditions of the individual farms and 
areas. Extensive, eve'n the most extensive, forms of cllltivation may 
under some circumstances appear in the most favorable economic 
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locations because soil and climate are unsuited to an intensive culti-
vation, or at least make it unprofitable. So in pronounced coastal 
climates or in lowlands, because of favorable conditions for the 

, growth of grass, utilization of the land for pasture is often more 
profitable than it81IttlhaUun as IntensIVely cutttva:ted'land. Even 
in the most favorable economic locations, as in the immedi~ 
vicinity of the city of Hamburg, pasturage is ablE; to maintain 
supremacy. The advantage of pasture use lies in the fact that it 
en/lbles one to produce with relatively small expenditure gross 
returns that are almost as high iIB, or possibly even higher than, 
those which would be obtained through its utilization for produc
ing crops, which nevertheless would be a possible form of utiliz -
tion. In other locations again, as, for example, steep slopes, or in 
the flooded areas of rivers, pieces of land are asMg'fted to e~tensive 
pasture uses because their use as arable lands would be linked with' 
iIiSproportionately high costs while their use as pasturage pays 
very well because of the low expenditure involved. Even in the 
cultivation of arable lands the optimum degree of intensity is- e ' 
pendent to a great extent upon qualify of soil and the climate. A 
intensive form of cultivation, for example sugar-beet PFo9:,!ction 
tends not only to seek locations of relatively low expenditure for 
labor and capital but also makes rather definite demands.on the 
natural conditions of its location. It must not be undertaken where 
these are not provided, or at least not provided to an extent such 
that the cultivation of sugar beet~ is more profitable than more 
extensive types of land use. Again, in respect of arable land pagr 
ticularly, the relationship between times of fal1o~ng a~.(Lo~.!Lgt . 
growth is strongly influenced by natural conditions. In climatic 
regions like those in many parts of northern Europe where, b 
cause of the shortness of the summer period the time for seeding 
winter crops conflicts with the harvesting of spring crops, an ex
tensive fallow system is necessary under any circumstances, even 
though economic location be very' favorable. In the most favorable 
locations,two harvests are produced in three years. Somewhat simi
lar are conditions in regions of so-called dry farming. There, how
ever, it is not the shortness of the warm season but the shortage of 
precipitation which necessitates fallowing, the main purpose of 
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which is then the storage of water. With us in Germany fallowing 
is of major significance only in those places where annual produc
tion, either from climatic reasons or because of unfavorable physi-

fr
Cal condition of the soil, would require a disproportionately large 
mount of labor. On lighter soils where the climate is mild arable 
and, with us, can yield a harvest every year. Conditions are still 

,more favorable in subtropical regions; in the Nile Delta, for 
ex~ple, where winter does not interrupt the growth of vegetation 
three harvests in two years are usually produced (cotton, wheat 
or barley, corn or rice). 

Theoretically, therefore, it is conceivable that in the most favor
able economic locations, under the influence of natural conditions, 
the same succession of degrees of intensity may appear as that 
which, if we assume a soil of varying possibilities of utilization, 
was found to result from the influence of the market. A radial 
differentiation corresponds to the concentric differentiation (based 
~n differences in economic location). To be sure, even here the 
changing quality of soil can only weaken or strengthen the inflli'
ence of the market upon the arrangement of degrees of intensity, 
but cannot remove it entirely. Even on the best beet land there 
must sooner or later appear, with increasing unfavorableness of 
economic location, a limit' where such an intensive crop as beets 
becomes unprofitable and must be displaced by a more extensive 
crop. Generally speaking, the more unfavorable the economic loca
tion becomes the more the possibility of a differentiation caused by 
natural influences is limited and the more uniform the agriculture 
becomes because, as a result of economic influences, intensive 
forms of cultivation are successively ex:cluded from competition. 
Zones near the market are therefore not only locations of intensive 
agriculture, but may at the same time show the greatest variety 
in gradations of intensity. Where the range of natural conditions 
is greatest, the possibility of differentiation is also greatest. 
ll-reater uniformity of course favors those crops which do not have 
special requirements in respect to quality of soil and climate and 
are therefore extensive in type. Such types of land utilization are 
pastures and forests and, of the tilled land crops, grain. So far as 
these occupy all land not suitable for other crops-land, that is, 
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not sufficiently fertile-one can speak: of a relationship between 
productivity and intensity .. However, as set forth above, a gen
erally applicable law does not exist. Greater productivity can 
under some conditions cause a high as well as a low intensity, 
because the determining factor is always the ~rticular. type of 
productivity. 

Even if we consider the .differentiation which cultivation of a 
given crop may show and e%amine its relation to the quality of the 
soil, we cannot state as of general applicability that the intensity 
increases with the degree of soil producthdty. Of course one must 
grant that ir· soil which hecause of its favorable quality yields a 
high return, needs proportionately more labor and capital even 
for harvesting and utilizing these higher yields. It is often tr~ 
also that good land is more responsive to careful preparation, fer
tilization, care in cultivation, etc., and thus it permits a higher 
intensity in the way of cultivation expenditures (always having 
in mind a given crop). This becomes clear without further expla
.ation, from the cooperation of the various factors in the growing 
process, that is, from the law of the minimum.s If for a given soil 
the factors which are entirely or mainly beyond the control of man 
are provided in good measure-we are here concerned with a good t 
soil-relatively much labor and capital is required in order to 
bring about an optimum relation between the various factors 
affecting production. A medium loam soil with a good water 
mpply repays in grain production a greater expenditure than will 
11 light sandy soil. One thinks usually of such types of soils if the 
matter under consideration is the interrelationship between pro
:Iuctive capacity of the soil and intensity of farming. Conditions 
may, however, be quite different. There are many soils which, if 
they are to repay cultivation at all, must be farmed very inten-I 
lively, yet we cannot speak: of them as being. especially productive. 
r~~et clayey soils (TonbOden), for example, are less produc
:ive than many medlUi heavy soils but must nevertheless be 
[armed as intensively as these, or even more intensively. One can 

S TRANSLATOB.'S NOTE: The German text reads "the law of the minimum" 
:Gesetz vom Minimum), but the context indicates that the author had in mind 
he law of diminishing yield increase. 
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therefore, in a sense, speak of specifically extensive and specifically 
intensive soils, of which as a rule the first are of higher produc
tivity. Certain kinds of farming practices are often the,means by 
which a particular and thorough correction of growth conditions 
is sought; so-called ameliorations, which result in a specific inten
sity. W e m~y imagine that the two types of soil above mentioned 
require for the attainment of a certain yield the same amount of 
current labor for cultivation, but that the clayey soil must, in. 
addition, be drained. This circumstance then makes its cultivation 
specifically intensive. Nevertheless, conditions may be fundamen
tally the same for expenditures which cannot be described as 
ameliorations. For example, in the matter of fertilization, pastures 
~n moor and sandy soils are. more responsive to intensi~ili~ 
zlifion wIth potash and phosphate fertiliZer than are rich pas
tures in the marshes, upon which such,fertilizer may often be quite 
without effect. 

Theoretically we can establish a limit up to which the forced 
intensity may go in comparison to a soil having the highest gross 
output and lowest cost; that is, to the best soil. A soil remains 
worth cultivating as long as the total costs (labor, use of capital, 
interest) required to obtain the return do not exceed the gross 
nturn of the best soil. Earlier explanation has shown that soils 
With specifically high farming intensities are worth cultivating 
only in favorable economic locations. This requires no further 
proof. 

The optimum farming intensity at a given time with a given 
development of technique is determined by the natural and eco
nomic factors of intensity. One might raise a question as to which 
of these two factors has the greater practical significance or influ
ence. Does the differentiation appear in reality more marked with 
respect to differences in location or is the quality of soil a more 
significant factor' 

The influence of natural locational factors is no doubt more 
significant than that of economic factors. In a particular localized 

I area differences in economic location are slight while soil condi
tions may show the greatest extremes. For & more generalized 
comparison, however, it is the climatic variations which are" of 
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greatest significance. One need only think of the great contrasts 
which exist between forms of cultivation in the polar, the tem
perate, thl' subtropical, and the tropical zones: from reindeel' 
pastures to sugar-cane plantations. These differences overshadow 
any influence which the economic location is able to exert. 

&--
4. CHANGES IN THE INTENSITY OF FARMING UNDER THE 

INFLUENCE OF A PROGRESSING ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

IN A NATIONAL ECONOMY thought of as being in equilibrium, that \ 
is, with & given market price for the products and for the means , 
of production, accompanied by a certain agricultural technique in 
universal use,.the economic and natural locations explain for us 
the different gradations of intensity existing side by side. We may 
call these the factors of intensity in a "static" national economy, 
to apply a term much used recently. 

Actually, however, a "static" national economy is not possible.! 
Economic life is in continuous movement, is in process of "develop';' 
ment."We must now therefore drop the previous supposition while' 
we turn to a comparison of past and present, to the phenomena 4 

of the succession of events\How do the different stages in the devel
opment of national economy influence the degrees and the forms of 
intensity in agriculture; how does progress in economic life affect 
both' 

It is impossible to describe exactly the development or the prog
ress ola national economy or even to give it a unified expression 
because we are concerned with the summation. of the effects of 
manifold and entangled groups of causes (Ursachenreihen). Be
cause it has this complicated character economic progress does not 
exercise a unified influence as a factor of intensity_ On the con
trary it brings about different and variously directed tendencies, 
intensifying as well as extensifying. One may therefore speak of a 
group of factors which are to be designated as "dynamic" in con
trast to the "static" factors because they explain the changes over 
time of the degrees and forIns of intensity and thus in a certain 
sense its phenomena. 
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We begin with the following summary: If we go back a little and 
consider only the progressing, not the possible backward move
ments in a given locality the following factors are found to exert 
a changing influence upon the optimum expenditure of labor and 
capital in a given locality: (1) the strengthening of the demand 
for agricultural products, which may result from (a) a growing 
population and (b) increasing consumption per capita; (2) im
provements in technique: (a) technique in general and (b) the 
technique of agricultural production. These factors stand of course 
in a causal relation to one another, which is not further discussed 
here. • 
r Strengthening of demand brings about increasing intensity of
agricultural production by raising market and local prices. If the 
population of a country increases or if the cons~ption of agri
cultural products per capita rises the marginal increment which 
determines market price must, other things being equal, be drawn 
from a greater distance if the demand is to be covered. The result 
is an increase in the supply cost in two directions: (1) transpor
tation of the product itself to the market; (2) transportation of 
that portion ~f the production goods which must be obtained from 
the market. As a result of this twofold cost increase the prices at 
the market rise and with them the local prices in all zones. If we 
turn again to the "isolated state," strengthened demand operates 
in such a way that the diameter of the market area increases and 
a new curve of local prices appears running parallel to and above 
the previous one. \ ...., 

The spread between gross value ~nd production costs, which 
determines the degree of intensity, is not expanded however by the 
full amount of the increase in price of the product. The costs also 
undergo an upward movement because the money cost of the 
agrarian or farm share (Korn-Anteil) of the production expense-
namely, the business capital of agricultural origin and the grain 
share of real wages--rises with the increase in market price. A 
mathematical example may illustrate this relationship. 

Assuming that production expenses of growing 10 Zentner (500 
kg.) of rye, requiring an area of one Morgen (a quarter-hectare), 
are, when applying a normal intensity at a distance X from the 
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market, 250 kg. of rye (farm share) and 20 M + % x M (market, 
share) while the transportation costs per Zentner of rye for this 
distance amount to % x M,' we can then set up the general for
mula for the market price per Zentner of rye (R) as follows: 

R=5R+ (20+ %x) M+%xM 
10 

Thus we get the value R=7 Mor R=10 M depending upon wl\ether 
the marginal unit is located at the distance 10 (for a weak de
mand) or 20 (for a strong demand). Local prices, gross proceeds, 
and cos~ vary then with choging diStance as follows: 

MARKET PRICE 7 M 

• Coote per Morgen 
Local price GlOIIIIp .......... 

Diltance _Zentner _Morgen 
Farmahare Market ahare TotaIcoat 

M M M M M 
0 7 70 35 20 55 
5 6 60 30 22.5 52.5 

10 5 50 25 25 50 
15 .... . ... .... . ... . ... 
20 .... .... . ... .... . ... 

MARKET PRICE 10 M 

Local price Gl"OIIIIp .......... 
eolte _ Morgen 

Diltance _Zentner per Morgen 
Farmahare Market ahare Totalooot 

M M M M M 
0 10 100 50 20 70 
5 9 90 45 22.5 67.5 

10 8 80 40 25 65 
15 7 70 35 27.5 62.5 
20 6 60 30 30 60 

The purpose of this mathematical example is to illustrate the 
following principles: Expansion of the territory supplying a 
market increases the production and transportation costs of the I 

• To be exact one should sgain separate the transportation costs into the 
farm and market shares as Thiinen has done. . 
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.marginal price-determining quantity and raises the price at the 
market, the local prices, and the gross proceeds for all locations by 
the same amount. It also raises, though to a less degree, the cash 
expenses. In proportion to the thus expanded spread between the 
gross proceeds and the cash expenses, it is then possible to increase 
the farming intensity. • 

The series of stages of development which is thus brought 
about-that is, entirely in consequence ~f progressive strengthen
ing of the demand for agricultural products-shows, in relation to 
the intensity, exactly the same behavior as the differentiation 
of the zones at a given stage of development. The vertical 9-ifferen
ttation, or the nonsynchronous succession of the degrees of in
tensity; corresponds to the horizontal arrangement or the. syn
chronous juxtaposition of the zones of intensity. Tpis applies not 
only to the degrees of intensity but also to the differentiation as 
to the forms of intensity. We would have to repeat all the earlier 
explanation if we were to show in detail that an increase in the 
prices of products caused by increased demand in itself raises the 
intensity, shifts the emphasis of the intensity more toward the use 
of capital, and lessens the importance of fallow while emphasizing 
the specifically intensive forms of cultivation. We may assume 
without more ado that all the degrees and forms of intensity which 
we have recognized heretofore as resulting' from an orientation 
according to economic location may appear successively in a given 
location. 
I The great revolutionary forces in economic life are the pro
gressive changes in methods applied in the production and sup
plying of economic goods; that is, changes in technique. 

The status of technique indicates the extent of the domination 
over the forces of nature which man has attained, and its stage of 
development is the decisive factor in determining the location and 
quantity of goods which can be obtained. for the sustenance of the 
nation. Further, it is decisive in respect to the zp.ethods of pro
viding goods in general and the methods of agricultural produc-
tion in particular.10 I .. 

10 Cf. Philippovich, Gnlndri8s der poZitischen OekollOmi.!, 1 Bd., 7 Aull., 
1908, S. 109. 
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I The influence of technical progress upon agriculture proceeds 
IJoth indirectly and directly; indirectly in that agriculture par
ticipates in the improvements that originate in other fields of the 
national economy, especially in the production of industrial goods; 
directly, in that ,agriculture itself .develops better techniques. 
Furthermore, these improvements may have quite different char
acters. Without attempting to be exhaustive, one may indicate
some fUndamental differences: 

'I. Improvements in the methods of producing mechanical and 
other inanimate agencies of agricultural production; for example, 
machines, buildings, fertilizers, commercial feeds, etc. 
\ 2. Improvemerits thro1!gh betterments In the eiternal growth 

cdnditions and of the internal growth qUalities of the cultivat~d 
plants and domestic a;imals; for example, :ui:iprovements in plant 
and animal breeding, etc. \ 
\3. Improvements in the processing or conversion of agricultural 
raw products of vegetable or animal origin, as in the production 
of alcohol, starch, butter, etc", 
'4. Improvements in the organization of the personal and mate
rial means of production; that is, the "technique" of farming 
which, like the technique proper indicated above, is an historical 
product and capable of development. \ ' 
~very improvement in farming technique exerts a direct influ
ence, either by increasing gross output or by decreasing produc
tion costs. In both cases, after the introduction of the improvement, 
a given expendit~~ brings forth a higher gross output than 
before; that is, each' cost unit then results in a higher gross output. 
If with a defective technique the expenditures have been carried to 
the margin, that is, to the point where the last input just produces 
an equivalent amount of income, then with a perfected technique 
and the same amount of expenditure, and the same prices for the 
products, this balance will no longer exist, for the marginal ex
pense (as above determined) will now bring more than an equiva
lent return.\In order to reach the margin of profitableness addi
tional expense units musi be added. Technical progress in agricul] 
ture therefore, other things being equal, not only saves expensel 
but also increases the intensity of farming operations. , 
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The following consideration, which is associated with the law 
of the minimum, reveals the inte~relation between the respective 
phases of technical development and intensity better than the short 
series of ideas indicated above has done: The agricultural produc
tion process consists of many and various singl-:i activities which 
must cooperate in order to assure flUccess. It is hot expenditure in 
itself that pr~uces income, but rather the manner of spending, 
together wit!tthe relationships between the different kinds of ex
penditur~ultivatingj fertilizing, seeding, and harvesting _~!-n 
bring a return only when they work together, andtneywI1r bring 
the highest return only if they are in a certain relationship to one 
~other.\Also in cultivation there are various specific operations, 
'and in fertilizing there are various elements of plant food, which 
must be interrelated. The same is true for .alI""the other activities 
and arrangements of the farm business.\frhere is a' theoretical 
optimum interrelationship of all the prodJcfi'on factors for which 

f.ne must strive in order to obtain the maximum net income/So 
long as this optimum is not reached the net income depends upon 
that factor which, in relation to its demand, is at a minimum. If a 
single factor is les~ adequate than the other~h~annot 
come into full effect and must be limited in their extent if they are 
not to be partly unutilized. for a field which suffers from ex
cessive moisture/intensive fertilizing, as well as intensive cultivat
ing, is out of place. Where in the first place nitrogen is lacking, 
potassium or p.b.osphoric acid can have either but a limited effect 
or none at all. \x.he more imperfect the coordination of all inputs 
the sooner t~imit of profitableness is reached for each individual 

. type of inpu~nly if the field suffering from excessive moisture is 
"drained, and the unfavorable relationship is thus corrected, is it 
possible to increase profitably the extent in which the other factors 
are used. 
'-}Every technical improvement, considered fundamentally, repre
sents a correction of this relationship and therefore increases the 
amopnt of expenditure that can profitably be made not only for 
that;'type of input to which it is directly related but also for all 
the others which stand in organic relation to it.~evelopment of a 
better balance among the fertilizing elements not only increases 
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the amount of fertilizer which can profitably be applied; it also 
makes profitable a greater amount or cultivation and greater care 
in seeding and in harvesting. Replacement of extensive grazing 
by field cultivation would have been impossible on many soils 
except for the invention of tile drainage. This is fundamentally 
true for every technical improvement: /the more favorable the 
coordination of the inputs, or, in other words,the higher the stage 
of development of technique, the more intensive~ le farm can> 
operated, other things being equal./ f/....- l C 1 '< I 

In this connection it makes no difference whet\le the technical 
improvement is achieved by means of an invention and the appli
cation of new and improved methods or only by a lowering of the 
costs of methods and operations already known aJ,ld used. If we 
should succeed at the present time in offering to agriculture the 
nitrogenous fertilizers at a much lower price than that at which 
they have been selling, the fundamental effect upon the cooperation 
of inputs and upon their degrees of intensity would be the same as 
that of the improvement which lay in the development of such 
fertilizers in the first place: 

This general rule in respect to the mtensifyjng effect of techni
cal improvement needs, neverthele~s, a not unimportant qualifica
tion. It ias already been stated that not all inputs behave the same 
with regard to the possibility of an increase in intensity) An ex
penditure which has to do with the operations involved in active 
f~ce of the growth processes of cultivated plants allil'Of 
domestic animals iacapable of considerable intensification, while a 
utilizing or processing expenditure which-has.a.J.nore passive char~ 
acter is far les.~ susCCpfibfEi ~f inten~ationJ Improvements that 
affect the first type o{ expenditure result irl a greater intensifica
tion; whil;}nthe last-mentioned type they usually result in a 
mere cost-saving"which at best is reflected only indirectly in the 
intensity with which the soil is cultivated, the effect being to in
crease the utilization value of the products.\When scythe and flail 
are replaced by machines the purpose is no~, or at least not at first, 
to increase yields but rather to lower cost(. frhe situation is similar 
for many other operations connected with the harvesting and 
processing of farm crops. Another result of this difference in be-
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havior is that, under the influence of increasing favorableness of 
economic location brought about through progressive technical 
development, the emphasis in intensity is shifted more and more 
to~ard actual expenditure fo!..~ulti!ation. This tendency is still 
further increased through the fact that, as a result of the division 
of labor, the ~roc..!l~ing of products is more and more withdrawn 
from the farm. This will be discussed more fully in a later section. 

] -:Jrechnical progress, in its influence upon the direction which 
, intensification takes, corresponds to an increasing favorableness 

of economic location at a given stage of development in that it 
. emphasiZes the importance of capitalIDndeveloped agriculture is 
rf~bor-intensive; developed agricultur~ capital-intensive::i 
it This ~.w.tement is no doubt really a tautoJogy, because, as is well 
known, l.echnical progress consists simply in the fact that human 
labor is continuously made more productive through a more com
plete supply of aids to labor,~hich may be summed up in the one 
~ord, capital. Even on an is~ted farm every technical improve
ment woUla:Sliift the direction of intensification toward the larger 
use of capital. Early man moved in this direction when he in
creased the power of his arms by some primitive tool or when he 
-used the power of ~nimals for his benefit. In a society based upon 
the exchange of goods this tendency is strengthened by th~ division 
of labor between agriculture and the other fields of profit-making 
activity. This results from the fact that these other activities place ... 
more and more effective tools at the disposal of agriculture and 
are able also to cheapen the production of-those tools as society 
advances .from stage to stage. If we consider the general tendency 
of the price movements which the implements of agricultural pro
duction display during the progress of economic development, we 
find that the directions taken by the prices of industrially pro
duced means of production and the prices of human labor are 
diametrically opposite to each other. Industrial costs decrease 
greatly, while wages do not decrease as development progresses 
but rather tend to increase. The explanation of the cheapening of 
the purchasable industrially produced means of production lies 
in the great advantages which are associated with the progressing 
division of labor and the concentration of labor within the field 
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of industrial production. These very advantages were the principal 
reasons for the separation of the manufacturing operations from 
the primary production of agricultural products, and for their 
being concentrated and made independent of the farming opera
tions. If, in the course of further development, industrial PI;oduc
tion processes become cheaper and cheaper, this will be therefore 
merely a continuation of this original tendency. 

In order to recognize why human labor does not participate in 
the cheapening process at constant prices for a"ooricultural products 
(these are always assumed in this discussion) we must remember 
that the main part of real wages consists of agricultural products 
and thus that the share of cash wages which is made up of these 
products stands in a constant relationship to the prices of the 
products. Only the so-called market share of the real wage partici
pates in the decreasing cost of the industrial products, and, as a 
whole, there could be only a relatively small reduction of the total 
wages. But it does not take place at all. This may be explained by 
the fact that the real wage increases in the course of development, 
and can increase because labor, being supplied with better equip
ment, becomes more productive. While the problem of the "natural 
wage" (Von Thiinen) may be regarded -as unsolvable, one may 
assume fS a certainty that the absolute amount of real wage in
creases with the productivity of labor in general. At least all the 
experience of modern development points in this direction. If ai\ 
increasing real wage which consists mainly of agricultural prod
ucts is converted into money, at constant prices of agricultural 
products, it means also an absolute increase in the money wage. 
This must increase, especially if, as is really true in progressive 
development, the prices of agricultural products increase at the) 
same time because of increased demand. ~ 

'\However that may be, labor costs do become relatively higher 
in the course of economic development; in comparison, that is, to 
prices of the industrially produced means of agricultural produc
tion~,The successive shifts of the emphasis in intensity toward the 
use 0'£ more capital or, as one often but less sensibly expresses it, 
-the progressive substitution of capital for labor, must be the con
sequence of this changed price relationship. \ 
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Special mention must be made of the fact that we are to under
stand the cheapening of capital to mean not only an absolute and 
relative lowering of the purchase price but also a reduction of 
the imputed interest which the capital-using entrepreneur must 
charge against the business. The so-called common rate of interest, 
although fluctuating usually not insignificantly, shows, in general, 
in the course of economic development a falling tendency. This 
factor plays an important role in long-term investments. For 
current capital ;"hich will be reproduced in one year, the difference 
between 4 per cent and 6 per cent interest is, for the limited extent 
in which it is used, not very important. Such a difference in the 
interest rate is important if the matter under consideration is the 
erection of a building, the construction of a drainage system, or 
the purchase of a steam plow. The capital invested in such im
provements is consumed over a period of several years, often over 
several decades, and appears again in the production, but interest 
must be charged up to the time of such reappearance. The lower 
the customary interest rate the greater will be the importance of , 
long-term investments for the purpose of saving labor and oper
ating-capital in agriculture. 

1 
Thus far, we have seEm that, with prices of products constant, 

. technical progress extends the limit of profitable expenditure. We 
; have not yet covered, however, all the interrelationships' between 
the phases of technical development and intensity. In order to dig 
more deeply into the problem, we must in addition take account 
of the fact that the prices of the products are dependent upon the 
current stage of technical development and that these, conse
quently, may influence indirectly the optimum degrees of in~ 
tensity. 
I It is easy to recognize the nature of this influence. Every im
: provement in technique means a lowering of production costs. The 

~ higher the stage to which the technique is developed the cheaper 
can a certain quantity of agricultural products be produced. The 
price-determining marginal quantity will likewise be more cheaply 
produced and, therefore, if the market demand is constant, the 
market price will be lower. The indirect effect of technical progress 
upon intensity is therefore exactly opposite to the direct effect. 
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We have on the one side a tendency toward intensification, on the 
other a tendency toward extensification, and it is only if some 
other factors are operating at the same time to prevent a price 
decline that an intensification will appear as a final result. 

Consider again the situation in the "isolated state." Let us 
assume that, at a given moment, the static balance is destroyed; 
that a technical improvement, suddenly appearing and generally 
applied, increases the productivity of agricultural labor tre
mendously while all other conditions, especially the demand for 
agricultural products and the conditions of transportation, remain 
unchanged~ The first consequence of this technical improvement 
will be a drop in the market price. Production expenditures must 
therefore be cut down; in other words, farmers must operate more 
extensively, at least the group as a whole, because otherwise more 
products would be raised than the market would be able to absorb-, 

Of special interest in connection with this tendency is the fact I 
that the di1ferent economic locations. may be affected in very 
di1ferent amounts depending upon the nature of the technical 
improvement that is occurring. If it consists of improvements in 
the methods of cultivation which are directed toward lowering 
costs and at the same time toward greater yields per unit of land, 
it strengthens the position of the favored locations at the expense 
of the less favored locations. The latter may even be entirely ex
cluded from supplying the market. This follows from the fact that I 
the less favored locations are included in supplying the demanr 
only so far as tte transportation costs which theF-Ulust meet are 
lower than the additional expenditures required in providing for 
the demand through more intensive utilization of the ones close 
to the market. This is all the more true where the productivity of 
the land is low and cannot be significantly changed by improve
ment in technique. If one succeeds in increasing' the yield by means 
~f technical improvements it.Jiill be profitable to save in transpor
tation expenditures tb,rought;patiallimitation of the supply area.~ 
rhe stronger the "pressure" ;r the law of diminishing returJ:1. upon 
production, the more will a spatial expansion of production take, 
place in spite of increasing cost for transportation. 

If, on the other hand, technical improvements result exclusively 
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or even predominantly in a saving of human or animal labor, as, 
f.or example, construction of new harvesting or threshing ma
chinery or the use of tractor-drawn plows, etc., and have therefore 
no organic-technical but a decidedly mechanistic-technical char
acter, the consequences are entirely different. The mere mechaniza
tion of the operations associated with the organic processes of 
plant and animal production does not increase the competitive 
strength of zon~s close to the market but rather that of zones at a 
distance from the market. That such types of progress are at least 
neutral in their effect follows from the fact that they do not make 
transportation costs unnecessary in providing for the demands of 
the market, because they do not increase the yields as the organic
technical improvements do. In fact, they benefit the more distant 
zones and therefore directly favor extensive utilization of large 
areas at the expense of intensively cultivated small areas. The 
reason for this lies in the fact that the total production expendi
tures distribute themselves unequally between the organic and the 
mechanical types of labor, according to the degree of intensity of 
cultivation. Under extensive conditions the main expenditure goes, 
as we have already seen, to mechanical labor, while under inten-

~
.ve conditions the labor associated with organic processes comes 

more and more into the foreground. Therefore an advance in the 
mechanization of labor means a strengthening of certain phases 
of the activities on the extensively operated farms. 

Quite certainly, therefore, the reason the competition in grain 
production which came from the oversea countries toward the end 
of the nineteenth century was felt so pressingly in western Europe 
was mainly that the improvements in agricultural machinery in 
those countries made it possible for them to lower their production 
costs tremendously. If, after all, the tendencies here presented in 
the abstract seldom tl?~~ar clearly, the explanation lies in the 
.fact that, in practice,ftechnical improvements are never suddenly 

~
adOPted by farmers, tlui always slowly':1rhus they exercise their 
price-depressinginfiuence only very gra~ually so that it is usually 
offset by the effect of the absolute and relative increases in con
sumption. In reality what mainly obscures these tendencies is the 
reaction upon the intensity of farming, which-in contrast to the 
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changes in agricultural technique-appears as a consequence of 
the progressive and more 'suddenly occurring improvements in 
transportation. For theoretical and practical reasons this question 
deserves special attention. 

Economically every improvement in transportation means a 
lowering of the expenses and losses incurred in marketing agricul
tural products. Improvements may come about either through re- I 
duction in the rates charged for the same meallli of transportation, ~ 
through substitution of a cheaper for a more expensive means of 
conveyance, through acceleration of transportation, or through' 
better organization of the intermediate handling and similar im
provements. These influence the market price as well as the local 
price; the market price, in that the marginal quantity can be ob- < 

tained more cheaply, the local price, in that the difference between 
local and market price is lessened. Also the differences between the 
local prices are lessened. This can be shown in more detail by the 
following example in which it is assumed that, through improve
ments in transportati9n, the marketing costs fall by 50 per cent. 

Transportation costs per km. and 100 kg ... 
Distance of marginal zone from market .... 
Production costs of the marginal quantity 

per 100 kg ............ A. ...................................... .. 

Market price (production plus transpor
tation costs of the marginal quantity) .... 

Local price at a distance from the market 
of: 

Okm ......................................................... .. 
. liOkm .......................................................... . 
100 km! ......................................................... . 

Befo .... : After: 

Improvement of trBlUlportation 

O.IOM 
lookm. 

10.ooM 

10+looXO.IO 
=20M 

20.ooM 
lli.ooM 
10.ooM 

0.05M 
lookm. 

10.00 M* 

10+looXO.05 
=15M 

15.00 M 
12.liOM 
10.00M 

* For the ... ke of simplicity. ooote are B81umed to be oonatant: in reality the production ClOIt 
...... change .. a result of improvements in trBlUlportotioD. 

The market price is reduced from 20 M to 15 M, that is, by the 
amount which is saved, as a result of the improvement in trans-
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portation, through lessened transportation costs in obtaining the 
marginal quantify. Local prices are also affected but not equally, 
being affected less in the zones of more unfavorable economic lo
cation. In more distant zones the reduction in market price is more 
and more offset by the advantage of the saving in transportation 
costs, in the marginal zone to such an extent that the local price 
remains unchanged. In other words, an improvement in transpor
tation, that is, a cheapening of transportation, affects the local 
prices by leveling them out. If transportation and handling costs 
(Absatzkosten) could be entirely wiped out, prices would be the 
same everywhere. 

With the leveling out of local prices, one of the most character
istic manifestations of a progressing economic development, 
namely, differences in intensity between the various economic loc8.-

, tions, will be lessened accordingly so that, within a given area, the 
nature of the soil and the climate will be more and more the deter
minants which will explain the existing differences in intensity. 
Actually the leveling process does not usually take the form pre
sented in the foregoing scheme; that is, the intensity in the most 
unfavorable locations remaining constant and in the more favor
able locations a backward movement gradually increasing (toward 
a less intensive agriculture). Rather, as a rule, under the influence 
of compensating forces in the zones near the market, the exist
ing degree of intensity tends, more or less, to hold its own while in 
the farther zones the degree of intensity increases and thereby the 

'whole trade territory is extended. Remote districts are "opened 
up" by means of communication, and thus are operated more in
tensively. We may assume that, in our example, the market-price 
reduction is offset entirely or partly by increased demand so that 
one gets the following gradation of local prices. 

Distance, km. M 

0 .... :................................................... 17.5 
50........................................................ 15.0 

100........................................................ 12.5 
150........................................................ 10.0 
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In zones close to market there is now only a slight reduction in 
price; in the more remote ones, on the other hand, there is an in
creaSe in local prices and at the same time an extension of the en
tire supply area. This situation will be in reality the usual one for 
this reason: an extensification of farming in the zones near the 
market would be associated with a reduction of the market sup
ply which could only be offset by an expansion in more distant 
zone,. Furthermore, this' will be especially true if an increase in 
Ilonsumption occurs, the cause of which is to be found in the reduc
tion of the market price itself. 

Let us review. Society as a whole, like the individual economic' 
unit, follows the principle of conserving power. It tends to obtain 
the amount of goods required with the least expenditure of effort 
and has a choice between the intensive utilization of a small terri
tory or the extensive utilization of a large one. There is a tendency 
for ~ leveling in two ways: the one through yield-increasing im
provements in cultural methods, the other through mechanical 
improvements that economize labor and remove transport diffi
culties. From the social standpoint, all improvements in technique 
have the same objective: they counteract the necessity for obtain
ing, at an increasing expenditure, a growing volume of the prod
ucts required. They all increase the productivity of the labor of 
society. In considering these influences, when comparing the vari
ous kinds of progress and their effects on one another, we observe, 
however, the following differences. The yield-increasing improve
ments in cultivation make a direct saving in production expendi
ture, and an indirect saving in transportation expense, by limiting 
the production area. The application of machinery saves, primar
ily, production expense. Finally, improvements in transportation 
make a direct saving in transportation expense and an indirect 
saving in production expense through limitation of the less pro
ductive intensive effort. In supplying market requirements, the 
first-mentioned type of- technical improvement strengthens the 
competitive position of the areas close to market, the two latter 
ones strengthen the competitive position of the areas far from mar
ket. If, in recent decades, in spite of all the iniprovements in agri
cultural production technique, the last-mentioned tendency has 
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been predominant within the whole field of economic life, the 
reaffon lies in the fact that transportation and traffic represent just 
that field of human activity which, because of its mechanical na
ture, is most susceptible to improvement. This does not mean that 
the relationship might not be reversed after the improvements in 
transportation have passed their peak. . 

One may speak of a normal procedure in the development of 
agriculture and of crises which distur!>.1i temporarily. Fro~ the 
individual point of view, development is normal when the intensi
fying tendencies which occur here and there make themselves felt 
only as a negative force tending to slow down a movement which 
has a different direction; but let these forces be triumphant and 
the disconcerted agricultural entrepreneurs suffer a financial in
jury which constitutes, for them, a genuine crisis. Such a develop
ment occurred, for example, in the last third of the nineteenth 

\

century in many districts of western and central Europe, because 
of the abrupt expansion of world traffic which outdistanced a.n 
other improvements. Such a crisis results from the fact that, be
cause of the decreasing prices of the products, land rent, and with 
it the value of land, is decreasing. The entrepreneurs' income and 
property are thus injured in a way that may lead to economic ruin 
.for those who have to pay contract rents and interest on mort
gages, if these are computed on the basis of the former level of land 
rents. There is, in addition, a further injury in that the degree of 
intensity which has been reached no longer corresponds to the 
price relationships, and the last "additional" expenditures no 
longer pay. Although the entrepreneur may prevent an injury of 
this kind from becoming permanent in its effects by developing a 
more extensive method of operation, to do so usually means great 
loss because expenditures once made cannot be readily withdrawn~ 
The entrepreneurs mostly prefer, therefore, to continue, come 
what may, with the old operating methods, writing off a part of the 
expenditure as loss. They depend upon the coming elf better time!! 
and, for the rest, try by the greatest possible utilization of techni
cal improvements to ch~ the irrationally intensive operating 

~ethod to a rational on~~e farmer is never more receptive t{) 
~&provement in his business than in times of crisis when ~~e saving 
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of his present property is involved. Although for the ."economic 
man" (homo mconomicus) accustomed to accurate analysis it 
makes no difference whether by utilizing an improvement direct 
damage is avoided or new profit obtained, this is not true for the 
imperfect practical man. For him the urge is far !ltronger to turn 
to the first alternative)rhe means which governments apply as 
their part in helping to overcome agricultural crises are not within 

. our present purview. . , .. 
Competitive clashes between areas of extensive and of intensive) 

production occur both on a large and on a small scale: on a larg~1 
scale in the supplying of the world's grain markets; on a small 
scale, often in recent years, in supplying fresh milk to cities and 
industrial centers, in meat markets, etcY 

While improvements in transportation and in agricultural mech
anization, as we have seen, affect the degrees of intensity in relation 
to distance from market by leveling them out, in doing so they indi
rectly strengthen the effects of the natural differences. The organic
technical improvements, on the other hand, tend to lessen the 
effects of natural differences. This phenomenon, namely, the grad
ualleveling of the differences in intensity caused by nature, is a 
striking trend in the modern development of agriculture. It is not 
contended, of course, that, in the course of time the extremes of 
natural difference come closer together. On the contrary, as de
velopment goes on they become more widely separated as long as 
there remain soils which are close to the present limit of suitability 
for cultivation. In the higher degrees of intensity, however, the 
differences disappear more and more. Improvements in methods 
of cultivation cause all cultivated soils to rise in the scale 'of in
tensity. And the more extensively a given type of soil was formerly 
operated the faster this change takes place, while below these 
levels of land quality the less productive types of land heretofore 
uncultivated come into production. This can be expressed still 
more schematically as follows:·AlI soils, cultivated and not culti
vated, tend with slowly decreasing rapidity toward a level of in
tensity which theoretically is different for each type of soil. 

11 Cf. Brinkmann, "Die Stellung des Abmelkbetriebes in der neuzeitlichen 
Landwirtsehaft," Fiihliftg8laftdw. ZeitUftg, Jahrg.1914, Heft 13. 
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Differences in intensity will thus grow increasingly smaller as this 
goal is approached. In this process sooner or later the less produc
tive soils will pass the better ones, in intensity of operation, so that 
the above-conceded law of higher intensification of the more pro
ductive soils, which we have mentioned with many limitations, 
reverses itself and remains true only for certain stages of develop
ment. This much must be admitted, though as yet we know very 
little about when and where such changes occur in reality. That 
today we have already many illustrations of the reversal of this 
law we can prove by pointing out the ameliorated soils which 
absorb, or better demand, usually under the same cultivation 
methods, more labor and capital than other naturally more fertile 
soils which do not need to be ameliorated. This becomes quite clear 
if one considers that technique, after all, is meant only to help 
where the natural fertility fails. Improved technique, and labor 
and capital as well, are directed first to those areas where correc
tions are easiest to make and most profitable, that is, to the better 
soils; after that, gradually and in the extent permitted when these 
better soils have been fully supplied, to the less productive soils 
where the necessary corrections demand greater expenditures. One 
can imagine that sometime in the future the farmer will try not 
only to correct the soil content as the home of cultivated plants, 
but also will try to produce artificially on a large scale the most 
beneficial "climate" for plants (greenhouses) where nature has not 
provided it. At such a stage of development one may perhaps say, 
generally speaking, that the intensity of the cultural method and 
the natural fertility of the soil would stand in inverse ratio to 
each other. 

5. THE PERSONAL QUALITIES OF THE AGRICULTURAL 
ENTREPRENEUR AS A FACTOR OF INTENSITY 

LOCATION IN RELATION TO THE MARKET and the character of the soil 
offer all entrepreneurs the same opportunities. They may there
fore be termed the objective factors of intensity. Thus far we have 
also given to the stage of technical development this same objective 
quality JJy basing our discussion upon certain assumptions; that 
is, we have assumed that at a given time all entrepreneurs apply 
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capital and labor with equal efficiency. We have thought of an 
improvement as, in a way, a change in the level of technique which 
affects all the farms at the same time so far as no objective hin
drances interfere. 

In reality technical improvement is a change of an entirely 
different kind. The originator of the technique is a human being, 
and as different as are the mental and physil;lal capacities of human 
beings are the farm-to-farm results obtained in setting up and 
managing the various agricultural establishments. ~When we speak 
of the stages of development in technique we refer in reality only 
to the average levels of technical ability attained. As a matter of 
fact, however, every stage has far-reaching individual differences. 
Changes in the level of technical improvement occur in the follow
ing manner :/At first a few individuals as pioneers or leaders im
prove the technique of their operations; but the great mass follows i 
slowly./The average farmer today works more effectively than he 
did a Italf-century ago, therefore we speak of our higher stage o! 
technical development. Nevertheless, there are farmers today 
whose technique has reached a stage of development which will be 
considered "common" ten or twenty years hence, and there are still 
others whose plants are equipped and operated as those of our 
grandfathers were. We can observe, therefore, a differentiation in 
intensity according to the stage of technical development, not onij;" 
if we compare for a given area the past and the present, but also 
if we compare at a given time the different areas with one another. 

Also the concurrent (one-beside-another) variations in develop
ment are to a great extent explained by the same reasons as those 
which account for the consecutive (one-after-another) gradations. I It is one of the most familiar experiences of practical life that the 
influence of the personal qualities of the entrepreneur, or manage
ment, upon the degree and direction of intensity often far sur
passes the influence of soil and of economic location/ The farmer, 
when he speaks of extensive and intensive types of fhrming, often 
has in mind only these differences. This is natural because they 
appear first in his range of vision. Moreover, he likes to identify the 
concepts rational and intensive (see pp. 1 f.) A method. of farm
ing which, because of the ability of the entrepreneur, has an inten-
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sity above the ~verage is properly called rational in comparing it 
with the averag~).Jecause it gives more than the average absolute 
return and at the same time is the reason for a relatively high 
profitableness of the invested capital. 

This fact deserves our special attention here since it provides 
the motive for technical progress in agriculture. Soil fertility and 
location considered al~e cause differences in the absolute amount 
of land rent but do not change the return on invested capital be
cause this varies with the rise and fall of the land rent which it is 
possible to get by the usual methods of operation in the diiferent 
economic locations and on the different qualities of soil-\ Only 
through the, subjective factor, that is, through the operating ability 
of the individual entrepre:p.eur, is it possible to influence the profit
ableness of, that is, the rate of interest on, the invested capital. 
This factor changes only one condition of profitableness, namely, 
the amount of return; the other factor, the amount of land capital, 
is left unchanged~ Only an individual farm which is above the 
average stage of ttchnical development produces in net return 
more than a usual rate of interest on the equipment and on the 
land caPital/This diiference in interest is called the profit of the 
entrep.~neu because it represents the compensation for his special 
J!..hl!it Opportunity for profit to the entrepreneur is therefore the 
motive or betterment of methods of operatiOts we have said 
above, the motive power in technical progress. . 
,This motive never weakens; it permits no st but drives on 
without cessation~et us assume that, in the "isolated state," at a 
given time, the majority of farmers are operating with a given 
technique and only very few have carried their operations to a 
higher stage. These farmers will receive entrepreneurial profit as 
long as they maintain this lead over the others. But if the majority 
of farmers succeed in catching up with them the diiference in 
profit disappears, because now lan<l!!lues have adjusted them
selve~ue. Under some circumstances these 
farmers might eveR have to reckon with an absolute decline in net 
return; for example, when a situation such as that mentioned above 
occurs, wherein the market price of the product falls because of 
lowered production costs. Only through new improvements can 
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these better farmers maintain their position and ~ain an advan
tage again. On the other hand, the rest of th~ farmers also are 
forced, whether they wish it or not, to make use of the improved 
technique and intensity if their invested capital is to be kept profit
ablelrhe initiative of individuals sta:ts the progressi~e m~vemerit 
whilh'then, because of the example It sets, extends In WIder and 
wider circles and finally draws everything relentlessly into the 
sphere of its influence., • 

IWe have already mentioned that the personal qualities of the 
entrepreneurs, as we can readily see, often cause marked contrasts 
in the gradations of intensity even within a small areaj It is also 
well known that te~ald.W:{!~nces in methods of agricultural 
operation are not infrequently wholly or partly due to the same 
cause. Agriculture in the western states of America is extensive in 
spite of the relatively high development of agricultural technique; 
agriculture in Russia is extensive largely be.cause of its undevel
oped technique. In America further intensification of agriculture 
is in the main a transportational, in Russia an educational prob
lem; in so far, that is, as education is necessary to overcome the 
inertia of the peasants.\penmark owes her intensive agriculture 
not primarily to favorabTh natural and transportation conditions, 
but chiefly to the outstanding ability of the farming class. In sharp 
contrast to Danish agriculture is the agriculture of Ireland, 
which is extensive in spite of the fact that the best ~arket in the 
world lies right at its door. \ 

Even though we further emphasize the fact that the personal 
influence of the entrepreneur may, not infrequently, exceed in sig
nificance the objective factors, yet this influence is, of course, not 
to be understood as having everywhere the same scope for its de
velopment. \Nature and economic location force upon the mosfi 
able farme~ liIpiting conditions which he can modify but cannot 
eliminate., fl'he more restrictive these conditions are, that is, the 
more intentive the farming has to be for objective reasons, the 
wider is the scope for the use of individual initiativeUln favorable 
locations and on fertile soils opportunities for individual initiative 
are greater than in unfavorable locations and on less productive ~ 
soilsyn an extensive type of farming, such as ranching, with its 
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few and simple operations, these are less than in intensive farming 
with its great variety of operations. Under objectively favorable 
conditions a whole scale of degrees of intensity may appear, while 
under objectively unfavorable conditions only a few steps, or only 
one, may appear with slight modifications. Naturally, the farther 
the whole development has progressed the more leeway there is for 
a sUbjectively based differentiation of intensity. Thaer has already 
~aid that the entrepreneur's ability is the facto;~ first impor
ftance in determining success. That is no doubt especially true at 
~}he present time. 
, It may be seen from this that the techniques of intensive and 
ext,sive agriculture cannot possibly be compared at the same 
time.iThe more intensively the agriculture must be carried on for 
. objective reasons, the higher the stage of technical development it 
assumes and the ~eater the demands :on the personal ability of 
the entrepreneur. Jrhe management of a ranch in Argentina de
mands, besides a high degree of physical ability and cleverness in 
business matters, only a limited knowledge of breeding methods; 
as a whole far less knowledge, at any rate, than is required in the 
operation of a large farm given over to the production of crops. 
Furthermore, crop farms make greatly varying demands accord-

-ing to their degrees of intensity; an American wheat farm is more 
moderate in its requirements than a Central European beet farm. 
Technical requirements increase correspondingly as trading con
ditio~s favor a higher gross return per acre. Where trading condi
tions are favorable there is, therefore, a greater interest in yield
increasing improvements than where trading conditions are un-

,favorable. In the latter case technical improvements that are 
primarily cost saving are important, a contrast which we have 
already pointed out in another connection. If the term "rational" 
is related only to technique, it is necessary to call the more inten
sive business the more rational. It is not a mere coincidence that 
modern agricultural chemistry and plant breeding were born in 
the Central European grain-import countries and not in the 
grain-exporting "agrarian countries." . 
I In order to value at its full importance the influence of the per
fnal factor upon the type of farming as measured by intensity, it 
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may be well to analyze this factor more closely. that not all agri
cultural entrepreneurs, to speak in the language of Thiinen, obtain 
equal results from their operations is due to various individual 
reasonstllt must first be noted that apparentl~.tl iljOllets . .do llot 
,!trive ~J equal degree to make the highest possib e profit( 'fhe spirit 
of the entrepreneuriai class, the spirit of capitalism, the pro
nounced striving for wealth, or whatever one may call the basi 
motive of modern business!Eds less receptive ground in the pop -
lation engaged in agricultui'ethan in other fields of business s 
can be explained by the @sSlnce in ag'1"jcn]ture of d~iIJ 
co~n.1Z The farmer, far more easily than theman engage~ 
in commerce or industry, can refuse to accept a purely arith
metical view of his calling without having to fear, at least for the 
immediate present, that he will be forced out by his competitor. 
Therefore ~ge gr~Uw:~!~le !.~~day do ~ot,look 
upon their property as a mere return on capitallliveiieT (Renten-

'-queIle), but are more or less satisfied t~ re!leive from it the means 
of maintaming a-Us~~ sta~dard of llvhtg-the so-called mainte-

yance "according to rank." The "concept 0t.!, 9,!l.P.~y.<!~~!9 ... J!l.9,d 
supply" (Idee der Nahrung) has nOt1ieendisPI~ed everywher~ 
by the "principles of the business d$.ce" (Sombart l. urthermore, 
pleasure in the ownership of ancestral property,' raditions and 
in sports and other'noneconomic considerations, as well as obsole~ 
ideas of profession and occupation not infrequently interfere wit 
the PUJ'ely businessliki~lculations of those who are engaged . ~ 
agricultural pursuitstpliis'is so much the more true, of course,pte 
more the traces of the past exercise their retarding influence in a 
country or district or upon a particular group.\ One could not 
maintain that the entailed property of a GermaJfamily of raDk: 
and the share capital of an Australian sheep company, or the prop
erty of a Westphalian peasant and the rent~ farm of an English 
farmer, are all valued by their owners in the same way. ~ 

co~en!!eent~ _~~:n,'" e~,J.viewp, Oin, t, there, a clo7 connection of 
a persOiiiifkmii6et~e~n t:anJ: and l~n~ ~!?~t:ator. 

Of still greater slgnificance''than 'tl1eqifferences in basic eco-

.2 Which again is associated with the price-m~ing process for agricultural 
producUL . 
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~'ic conceptions are the varying professional abilities, resulting 
from d~rences in the intelligence and characters of the entrepre
neur~e characteristics required in farmers are well known: 
diligence and conscientiousness, energy, and resourcefulness in 
the use ofexpedientsj knowledge of human nature and versatility 
in business, calculating talents, and economic c01lragej in short, 
all the capacities and attributes of character wfrich· make, as is 
commonly saidJthe kno~ledge and ability of the farmer, and which 
.!Re decisive fo~ his business successb,It is unnecessary to explain 
further how' much each singl~ capaCIty and attribute may affect, 
un~er giv:~,,~ircumstanceslthe rational degree of expenditure in 
agrlculture . ..l \...,. . 

I Of greater int~t to us, from the theoretical point of view, is 
the, Jf!cUlIat . .!~.e~an~i~_~~;z;t.i!i~ion or cap!!IlL&tre~t1?:e in-

, divi~u~L~lJtr~I?!~~eur~t a given t~~~!B:~~~I).iJ!l~I1l!!!t_!§le 
:il1J)iJL9.Uest!9!LOf..iptEl@~o far as it influences his economic 
mobility, warns the one fa l' to be cautious, or allows another to 
take great chances-\Let us examine this more carefully j The agr~ 
cultural plant is in any case subject to certain !i~.JThe farmer 
can never be absolutely sure of receiving the return upon which . 
he has based his calculation: ~n making the expenditure, or to 
which he has adjusted the intensityJ He knows that he can count 
certainly only on average returns, because yietds as well as prices 
vary from year to year. But the most able farmer can estimate even 
these average returns only approxinlatE\ly, never exactly. at the 
ti~e when he has to make the necessary expenditures for their 
production: a certain amount of uncertainty remains under all 
circumstances; so if the farnler can "insure" himself against some 
of these risks he has only lessened, not eliminated, this factorl1sut 
~at weare ~oncerned with here is the fact that. tinder g,iven 
ibjective conditions.of intensity, the risks too, are greater th;t 
E,0re the expenditures have been increased.'fhe relatively inten-f 
sive farm will protiuce pigh yields, but witi' comparatively high 
costs per unit; the relati~ exten~ive farm is satisfied with lower 
yields in order to operl\te at-comparatively low costs per unit (of 
land). If the expectations fail of fulfillment, the first has to suffer 
greater losses than tlJ&second. (See the example on p. 57.) "The 
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farmer has, as the illustration herewith indicates, a choice blltween 
the possibility of a too intensive, and the probability of a too exten4~ 
sive, method of farming; ~hat is, between the chance of a high but:' 
relatively uncertain return and the chance of a smaller but rela- i 
tively certain return.JIf he is able to take. the greater risk without' 
endangering hlS'f)conomic existence, that is, if h\ 4lan with his own .. 

N onnal return SO per cent failure 

E"""nditure 
Grooo return Land rent G,..,.. return Land rent 

100 ..................................... . 
50 ..................................... . 
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80 

• 
50 
30 

75 
40 
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resources stand possible losses, then he will be inclined to take the! 
chance of a higher profit. If he cannot, that is, if he must operate I 
with borrowed capital, he had better choose the other .way and bel 
careful in the application of capital and labor, even though his peri' 
81nal abilities may qualify him to operate more intensivelyJ In the~ 
latter circumstance it will be advisable for him to change to J 
more intensive mfthod only after his financial condition has im 
proved. A direct loss might defeat h~ while the failure to mak 
a profit only slows down his advancement. It is assumed, of course 
that the farmer does not drop below the average intensity which 
is necessary to obtain a customary return on the investment in 
land. If .is means are not sufficient to permit him to maintain this_ 
standard, the enterprise is d~med to failure from the beginnin,t 
except as the farmer has special ability which enables him to 
obtain an exceptionally favorable relationship between expendi
tures and returns~ that is, to obtain, with an intensity below the 
average, retll'"rns which correspond to the usual land tent. That js 
a situation ~hich in general should not be reglJ.rded as permanent 
but only as a passing stage, because such a far!Der will naturally 
try to arrive as quickly as possible at the dep-ee of intensity which 
corresponds with his ability. II , .~ • 

Special consideration must~e ~iven to tf;1e fact that the ~'rela
tive" intensity or extensity of a farm, whether caused by the men-, 
tal or by the material resources, is refietlted first in the choice of 
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crop combinations, that is, in the relations in which specifically 
intensive o~-;Pecifically extensive kinds of crops combine with one 
another-in other words, in the intensity of the farm organization. 

\\. To a less degree it is reflected in the intensity with which the culti
vation of. the individual crop is carried on within these limitations. 

i The reason for tiis is that, with extensification of the individual 
line of production, the point is reached comparatively soon where 
the combi~ation of factors for the farming operations begins to be 

, more .~nfavorable.(Relative costs of operation, therefore, do not 
~decrease but incre~A farmer dependent upon a relatively ex
.lensive procedure woUld be unwise if he undertook to raise sugar 
-beets on a largescale while planning to save by cutting down 
sharply the work of cultivation. In extensifying, such a farmer 
must limit or abandon this specifically intensive type of cultiva
tion. The decision in respect. to intensity as influenced by the per
sonal factor is also modified in other ways, particularly by the 
farmer's financial situation. A farmer whose capital is limited 
must first of all be careful that he has fluid capital in hand aJ).d 
therefore must beware of long-term investments. For example, he 
will not purchase an expensive steam plow but will be satisfied 
with teams, which may make for a more expensive form of opera
tion but which will lessen the present demands on his financial 
resources, thus releasing them for more important duties and for 
his "risk fund." In general, therefore, he will use relatively much. 
circulating and relatively little fixed capital. Technical improve
ments often mean a substitution of fixed for circulating capital. 
trhis explains the fact that the farmer who is financially strong 
~ able to keep pac~ with progressive developments better than the 
I 6ne who is financially wea'ki The fixed capital, of course, is rela-
tively less prominent in a ll:itancially weak enterprise, because the 
risk of the investment generally increases with greater durability 
of the goods purchased. It is more difficult to coordinate expendi
ture for buildings with expected conditions of intensity than to 
make a correct adjustment in expenditure on short-lived chattels. 

These differences are, of course, really only differences of degree. 
Everyone, even the financially strongest entrepreneur, must take 
into account the fact thllt all investments and activities do not 
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~rry th~ same ~~ Adjustment of in;~ty t~ ch~nged condi- t 
tIons, which we may here assume to be m the directIon of a 'Pro-I' 
gressive development, does not take place as & continu,ouS and/ 
uniform process, that is, a series of unimportant changes. It occurs: 
more abruptly in the form of sudden and drastic chabges. The 
lipread between conditions and the form and depee pf intensity, 
which develops in the course of time, is done away with after it 
reaches a certain size. This is in large measure the reason~at with 
every change in farm organization some of the capital which has 
been invested is wholly or partly deprived of value. In oth~' cases 
returns are temporarily foregone. The expected increase in return 
must cover both kinds of expense in addition to interest and 
amortization of the newly invested capital if the change, in this 
case the intensification, is te be profitablei ~e-!~~~~~~. e~ 1 
~epreneur must in a sense balance two 0pEQSingA~!!!!m9s, ~-I 
bility and p~\~tability is necessa9" in the interest of the 
maintenance and aniortization of capital; progress,in the intereSt 
of the highest utilization of varying economic resourceprhere
fore, in spite of sufficient capital and ability on the part of th 
entrepreneur, every farm business may appear temporarily to b " 
relatively extensive because the time for change has not ye 

.vI' 
arrived. I ; 

It has already been mentioned that, in these abrupt adjustments, 
individual inputs behave differently and permit at one time a 
faster, at another time a slower correction. At first, as a rule, the 
degree of intensity within, the individual crop combination is bal
anced if possible with the changed conditions, because this change 
can be made mostly through adjustments in short-term invest- ' 
ments or the application of circulating capital. Only if this pro
cedure is not sufficient to meet the need is the extensive 'crop com
bination replaced wholly or in part by an intensive one; for ex
ample, grazing by farming, or feed crops by hoe crops. 

The foregoing explanation of the influence of the personal factor 
upon the optimum amount of expenditure is based upon the 
assumption that the intensifying effect of & higher managerial 
intelligence is always associated with an increase in the produc- . 
tivity of labor and capital. It is further assumed that the more I 
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';;tional technique mitigates the pressure of "the law of diminish
\fng returns and, with a given price of products, shifts the point 
\where the cost of the last unit of expenditure balances with the 
ivalue of the resulting outpuljrhe price of the product was tacitly 
assumed to remain constant. 

Finally, this ,!ssumption also must be corrected; it does not 
necessarily follow that an increase in the quantity of products 
occurs. An increase in intensity may also be justified by the fact 
that the entrepreneur succeeds in increasing the value of the prod
uct. This is the case if one farmer, because of special business skill, 
gets higher prices than the average farmer receives for the same . 
quality of product, thus increaSing the farm price which deter- . 
mines the degree .of intensity. This aspect is of still more signifi
cance if the ,farmer is competent to produce products of high qual
ity, for example, ~tered seed. Such products repay a higher 
expenditure per acrethan that required for production of the 
usual market products not because the higher expenditure is bal
anced by an increase in quantity of output but only because of a 
high~t. value of the, ~utpu!)'he quantity m"';Ye;enb~o;para
tmly lo'W:~T1ie·sign'iflc8.iice of this factor is made clearer if we 
consider the br.eeding of pure-bred animals, or the development of " 
new plants for kitchen and pleasure gardens, etc. The possibilties 
of increased intensity are here almost unlimited, and it is there
fore understandable that especially the most able farmers aim less 
at a mere increaSe in the quantity of product and more at the 

'\production of valuable products. As long as they produce average 
products their activities are limited, because the price of the p~ 
uct is determined by the output sold by competing producers\ P~!l.. 
the production without competition, that of the so-called qudlity 
products, prices of which are determined by the purchaser's neces
'.sity in each individual .c~se, offers free play to the abilities of 
~hese more able farmers~he more intelligent farmer tries first, 
by increasing productivity, to use as fully as possible the objective 
conditions of intensity and, if this is insufficient, even tries to break 

~
thrOUgh these limits. lut the work of,.tb.0se who succeed-th~ 

e only a few~an Jt~dly be termed ~~icultural management.( 
t is rather the employment of a.r.!1l"~ i~~~~~enius. .......,) 



CHAPTER III 

SYSTEMS OF FARMING OR THE ORIENTA/ 
TION OF THE LOCATIONS OF THE 

LINES OF PRODUCTION 

1. GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF THE ORIGIN 
OF FARMING SYSTEMS 

T
HE DEGREE AND DIRECTION of intensity constitute one char
acteristic whereby the forinS"'or1iilming can be differen
tiated from each other. The other is the organization of the 

farm according to lines of production, or the system under wli.iCJl 
iiiefarm is operated. Weare accustomed both in practice and in ' 
8cience to classify the modes of farming mainly according to sys
tems, and rightly so, because through such grouping we are able 
to get a real insight into the great variety of agricultural phe
nomena. Wh~ther one terms a mode of production intensive or 
extensive depends entirely upon the measure of comparison he 
uses, but if one knows that a farm is operated according to a cer
tain system he has a real description of its operation. 

Systems of farming can only originate through the fact tha~1 
lntagonistic forces or groups of such forces work against each 
rtner. Un the one hand, forces must be operating which make some 
me ~ore advant'ageo-Us1Or a given type of production, an-! 
lilier place superior for another type of production; namely, I 
'orces of differentiation (Differenzierung). On the other hand, the 
:ombihlng of differentJ~~~~.4l!£j;!on into a unit must offerl 
~dvanfages; tliatTs~ there must be forces working which offset to 
:ome extent the advantages of specialization, and thus exert a , 
'9mpulsion in the direction of versatility-namely, forces of inill-j 
:ration. If there were none but forces of specialization the produc
ion ofCach individual farm would be compelled to take on a quite 
,ne-sided character. A consistently sustained div~iQ.IJ. __ ~~}abor 
mong the farms which supply the market would necessarily' re. 
ult, so that one could no longer speak of a farming system. Only 

[61] 
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'if all the farms be taken as a whole could they be described aa 
versatile. But on the other hand, if there were only forces of in.:> 
tegration, each individual farm would have all the lines of produc
tion" one can think of existing side by side and thus would present a 

I picture of" greatest versatility. The farms taken as a whole would 
be equal, or better uniform, because under these circumstances 
each one must of course be comparable to the others in its details. 
One would be spared the trouble of arranging farming methods 
according to systems. 

If we consider again the cI?5peratio!!...~"~~,~J~U,lJ,te.:w:!!~ 
we recognize there also two forces working in opposite directions .. 
On the one hand stands the force of extensification'; namely, the 
effort, in production, to overcome with the leasiCost,the .!~~~~~.~c.e 
of nature (the law of the soil). On the other hand, tliere IS at work 
ar~~ce ~f intensificatjQ;o.,. which originates in the effort· to over
come with least cost the resistance of transportation in supplying 
the market demand. The graaationin intensity arises from the fact 
that at times the one force, at other times the other, assumes 
greater importance. 

! The forces of di:Ii~tiation and inw~ration which bring about 
systems of farming have the same origin: for the purpose of saving 

t' as much as possible in production costs, supplemeJ).ting lines of 
production are combined on a given farm. In order to save as 
much as possible in transportation costs for supplying the market, 
it appears necessary to favor for one kind of production this loca. 
tion, for another kind that location. In addition to these, there is 
again, modifying the general rule, the influence of changes in 
natural conditions of the locations; that is, changes in the specific 
fitne'ii;s-of them for the different lines of production as well as the 
influence of the personal ability of the entrepreneur. ~ '. 

2. THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE ENTERPRISES 
ON THE FARM OR THE NECESSITY FOR DIVERSI· 

FICATION OF ITS PRODUCTION 

r THE NECESSITY·"FOR.m.l~SIFICATIO! which as a rule underlies the 
, entlre production of a farm can be explained mainly by three 

! different influences, which we therefore call the ~:U1;degra.:: 
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t,W!..The first of these is the desire for the most c~~f,! ,,!!~p!W,..;.. 
~lab9" eM eguiJ.rw~t; that is, the endeavor to obtain.a. 
competence with the smallest p~sible quantity of t~ mea~ of 
production. This tendency makes it necessary for thefarme'r to 
allocate his area to a larger or smaller number of kin~ o~ tJro
duction 80 that the ·seeding, cultivating, and harvesting *periods 
will differ as much as possible. The more specialized the crop com
bination, the shorter in general is the time mwhich the operations 
in a certain area must be performed and the more theJ:efore must 
labor and equipment be supported permanently on the farm. O~ 
course, cultivated plaIits do not behave alike in this respect. For 
some the cultJ\7ating '·and harvesting periods are distinctly fixed, 
while others permit a greater raIige in the timing ·of their care. 
Grain crops, for example, in contrast to hoe or feed crops, have a 
narrowly' defined harvesting period. None of the crops permits a 
changing or shifting of the growing period at will. Most of them 
show severe reductions in yield with comparatively small depar
tures from the optimum times for seeding,cultivating,or harvesting. 

One may speak, in analogy to the recognized law of diminishing 
1C~of alaw of increasing costs, which comes into~tthe 
farmer tries by expansion of one kind of production to give to the 
utilization of the land an increasingly specialized form. With suc
cessive expansion of one kind of production beyond a certain 
point, within the combination as a whole, the production costsyer 
unit of area and per unit of product increase progressively, in 
most cases even disproportionately. It is profitable, therefore, for 
the farmer, instead of growing only one crop-even though it be 
a very valuable or high-yielding one--to grow different crops side 
by side, crops whi~h h,ve different seeding, cultivating, and har
vesting periods and which therefere supplement one another in· 
'the utilization of labor and :quipment. With a small expenditure 
it is thus possible to obtain a comparatively large although differ
ently constituted quantity of gross output. The branches of a farm 
business, therefore, are associated through joint use of the means 
of production. The closer this community of use is niade--that is, 
the more the demand for labor can be evened up--the lower in gen
eral are the expenses per.land unit or per unit of product. 
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I Most complete, and therefore most important, is the ...i2~~~ }lI)EL 

~ of labor and equipmen,lin the production of those crops for which 
, the peaks ~emandfor labor in seeding and harvesting do not 
! coincide at all. In favorable climates this is approximately true for 
\ spring and winter grains, which are sown side by side nearly 
\ everywhere that winter grain grows at all, and which may even be 
regarded lis the framework of the tillage systems. Very important, 
too, is the spppleme~t~!io~ betF.e,en t~~-,llge~r:9psa,~d"the fee~_, 
~s, on the one hand, ana.~ltetween the ~rops andlhe"ciil 

i crops on the other; also the la1>of'~tribution which'is obtained 
'",iIiroiigh the cultivation of tilled land and meadows. Less important 

are the differences between the various sortlt61 winttr and summer 
grains or even between the varieties of a given kind of grain. This, 
of course, does not exclude the fact that these varieties or types 
may also in some cases be decisive in the selection of crops. It 
would lead us too far astray to explain the technical differences in 

/detail. It may suffice to say that a given crop gives, within a sys
i tematic land utilization, a greater resistance to the competition of 
, another the more its cultivation facilitates the distribution of 
labor on the farm. Through superiority in value or yield, winter 
wheat might be able under some conditions largely to force out 
winter rye, yet might influence but little the cultivation of summer 

_ grains. 
! The timing of the use of the factors of production is not the only 
.! decisivifinlIuence in the problem of balancing properly the labor 
,inputs. Also, of course, the special demands which the individl!al 
; crops make in respect to the quantity of labor input exert Ii-cfeter
IDiiilng influence. If a specifically intensive crop is more and more 
expanded, the costs of production increase- more rapidly than if 
the same thing is done with a specifically extensive crop. The more 
intensive the culture which must be practiced, the more the crop 
loses in independence unless it is a crop which employs the factors 
of production almost continuously, as, for example, vine culture. 
The most independent form of cropping, so far as labor distribu
tion is concerned, is e.~g, partly because of its specifically ex
tensive character but mainly because there is no periodic change 
between its growing and harvesting times. It is for other reasons 
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therefore that it seems profitable to combine other kinds of crop 
production with grazing to make up an 'Organic whole. 

There are other reasons why the cost-saving influence of labor 
distribution is not always of equal importance in the choice of type 
of land use. Soils which because of their natural conditions make 
large expenditures necessary, demand greater attention than soils 
which are easy to cultivate. As we have found in our earlier dis-. 
cussion, changes in the favorableness of the economic location also 
alter the importance of the distribution of labor. The smaller the 
price spread between productS and the factors of production, that 
is, the more unfavorable the economic location, the more important 
the distributicfu of labor becomes. It cannot, of course, be con
cluded from this that now also the diversity of the farm business 
must increase or decrease accordingly. The working tie-up of the: 
different forms of land use is one factor which facilitates the di3-
tribution of labor, but not the only one, nor the most influenti 
one. On the contrary, the most effective means is the summer faJ, 
low, which therefore assumes first place' where the crop combina-j 
tion is ineffective or at least is alone scarcely adequate; that is,; 
under unfavorable natural conditions where either the soil, be
cause of its "heaviness," demands an unusually large amount of 
cultivation, or where the climate is such that the growing season is 
much shortened. This is also true for the most unfavorable trans
portation conditions., where labor and capital, measured in terms of 
the product, are very expensive and where for this reason, as well 
8S by reason of the small number of crops which pay at all-we will 
speak of this point later-it is not possible to forego the extensify~ 
ing effect of the summer fallow. 

Diversity of land ~e for the purpose of distributing labor i; 
brought about on the one hand by dividing th~a.rea-aiii.ong"several 
types of land use which o~cupy the same area permanently, on the 
other hand by establish1tig a so-called crop rotation on the tilled 
land; that is, a certain number of fields is set ~p8.rt on. which, one 
after another, different crops are grown in such manner that an 
indivig.ua1.crop occupies continuously the same percentage of the 
total area. One might bring about an adequate distribution of labor 
simply by growing different crops llide by side although it would 
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) 
not be so complete as if a change iD. the sequence of crops were m:ade 
at the same time.. ' 

The second reason which makes necessary a diversity in land use 

lis the effort to get the best feasible utilization of all the fertility 
elements of the soil. One of the most familiar experiences in prac
,tical agriculture is that.the yields of crops are increased if they are 

(
not grown continuously on the same land, but are interchanged 
with other crops of different types. The main reasons for this are 
the following: The demands on the ch~l, physical, bio12gical, 
and other pr9rY and secondary attributes of the soil are not the 
same for all the cultivateac;ops but operate in different directions, 
and similarly there are differences in the conditionk in which the 
plants leave the soil. Only a few of the most important differences 

of this kind may be mentioned. There are plants which take their 
}Vater and nourishment chiefly from the surface layers, and others 
which extract both more largely from the deeper layers; plants 
which need easily soluble plant foods, and others 'Yhich are satis
fied with those which are less easily soluble. One Iflant has a rela
tively high demand for this plant food, another for that, and a 
third one even enriches the soil with plant foods, as, for example, 
the nitrogen collectors. Some plants like a high lime content in the 
soil, while others dislike soils with a lime content. One plant wants 
a loose, the other a more solid structure of the soil. And the con
dition in which the soil is left after the crop has been harvested 
varies according to the fertility demanded of it by the crop. But 
this is also true in another way. The one plant leaves the soil in a 
loose, fruitful, and clean condition, the other in a crusty, dead, 
and weedy condition. The oile crop contributes much to enrich
ment of the soil by buiLding up its humus content, thus making the 
plant foods more available by leaving great quantities of organic 
residues; the other contributes but little in this way. There are 
still other differences in the demands 'upon the conditions for 
growth and in the effects upon the condition of the soil. It will be 
seen from the examples given that an unbalanced crop combination 
must mean utilization of only a part of the capacity of th6l!oil and 
letting the other part lie idle, and, further; an unbalanced deterio
ration of the conditions required for growth. On the other hand, a 
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cooperation of crops which supplement one another in their' de
mands, which spare now this part, now that p~ of the elements 
needed for growth, thus giving them a chance to make restitution . 
through their own powers, and such that one crop repairs what the 
other has torn down, can bring forth a greater quantity from the 
soil than can a single crop. It is true that all crops do not depend 
equally upon this supplementation, which we might call coopera
tion in land utilization. Crops like rye, potatoes, and corn can be 
grown pretty well year after year, whereas others, like clover and 
sugar beets: decrease in yield very rapidly if they are grown at 
short intervals on the same field. Scarcely any of the European 
.crops, however, r~present fundamental exceptions to this ·rule. 
For all of them the change of crops in the rotation is significant to 
the cultivation; that is, it furthers the yield-increasing and cost
saving activities. The farmer, therefore, in choosing the crops for 
his rotation and in determining their relationships and sequences, 
tends to comb~e as much as possible the advantages of the coopera
tion of factor. of production with those of cooperation in land 
utilization. 

This is not possible, however, without some compromising. Al
though a crop rotation which takes into account only the principle 
of labor distribution is no doubt preferable to an unbalanced crop 
combination, in the sense of providing a varied utilization of the 
land, maximum results are in general obtained only by renuncia
tion of the ideal of labor distribution. How the balance is obtained 
in such cases may best be illustrated through the following ex
ample.1 

The crops-rye, potatoes, and lupines-permit of two d.i.fferentj 
rotations without any change in their relative proportions of the 
area, namely: 

I 
l.;Rye 
2. Potatoes 
3. Lupines 

1 Cf. Aereboe, Beitf'age, S. 63. 

II 
1. Rye 
2. Lupines 
3. Potatoes 
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Favorable distribution of labor calls for the selection of the first 
.' rotation in which ~he fall jobs of potato harvesting and rye seed
ing are distributed over two fields. Against it is to be considered 
the incomplete utilization by rye of the nitrogen which is left in 
the soil by the lupines. In the second rotation the conditions are re
versed. The potato crop assures a good utilization of the lupine 
nitrogen, while the timely seeding of the rye after potatoes causes 
difficulties. In order to benefit as much as possible by the advan- . 
tage of a high nitrogen utilization and to lessen the disadvantage 
of an unfavorable labor distribution neither of the two rotations 
is selected but both are combined to make up a six-year rotation .. 

1. Rye 4. Rye 
2. Potatoes 5. Lupines 
3. Lupines 6. Potatoes 

Or one may repeat one of the sequences in a nine-year rotation, 
which would mean an approach to one of the two extremes. The 
principle according to which one may proceed with such compro
mises is the multiplication of fields, so as to get a greater possi
pility of variation and adjustment . 
. " How far the consideration of cooperation of crops in land utili-

( 

zation, the principle of crop rotation, can maintain itself against 
, an unfavorable labor distribution depends again largely upon the 

physical and economic conditions of production. Crop rotation 
gains relatively in importance as nature and the economic location 
I make possible the production of high yields, that is, work in favor 
lof an intensive agriculture. This is true, first, because the compet
ing consideration, labor distribution, loses in importance to this 
same extent. Then too, and this is still more important, the num
ber of crops which it is possible to grow increases with increasing 
fertility. Furthermore, the number of crops which can be grown 
profitably also increases with increasing favorableness of the eco
nomic location. On sandy soils where only rye, potatoes, and lu
pines grow, or in severe climates where only potatoes an.P summer 
grains can be cultivated, the opportunity for carrying out a rota
tion is far more limited'than on soils which produce.all crops with . . ' 
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some degree of certainty. The type of farming is also far more 
limited in unfavorable economic locations, where only grain can 
profitably be sold, than in zones closer to market where a grea\ 
number of products is salable. Under unfavorable natural and1 
economic conditions, the diversity of land use is based chiefly upon 
the principle of labor distribution; under favorable conditions, 
upon the principle of rotation. In general, diversity increases with I 
increasing favorableness of the conditions of production. 

Important differences are also noted if one compares the individ
ual crops one with another. IIi determining the crops to be admit
ted into a rotation group, the effect"upon labor distribution may 
be" for a certain crop the more decisive factor, while for another 
crop the beneficial fertilizing effect which it will have within the 
rotation is more important. Grain alld hoe crops represent sharp 
contrasts of this kind, and the, so-called main crops on the one 
hand, and the interim or fertilizing crops on the other, represent 
still sharper ones. The latter, as is well known, are grown only be
cause of their "indirect" effects. 

In this discussion we touch upon one phase of cooperation in 
land use which needs special explanation; namely, the regulation 
of the fertility economy of the farm. It has already been shown 
that fertilizing the soil is as much a conditional matter as every 
other operation, that economically the right procedure may be
depending upon the conditions--mining, maintenance, or storing 
up of fertility. The demand for fertilizer in farming can be met in 
two different ways: first, by producing fertilize.!. on the farml 
the so-called farm fertilizer; or second, by pu1ting fertilizing mate, 
rials from outside into the circulation of the farm,im'Torerample 
commercial fertilizer, fertilizing materials from commercial feeds, 
waste materials, etc. The first-mentioned method is of more general 
importance because, on every farm, materials, especially manure, 
are produced as unavoidable wastage but are suitable for fertiliz
ing. It is apparent that the farmer will apply these first before he 
purchases fertilizer from the market. The purchase of fertilizer, 
the necessity of fertilizing being assumed, is profitable only when 
by this means a certain result can be obtained more cheaply than 
by making a corresponding increase in farm-produced fertilizer. -
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The importance of the purchase lies in its supplementation of the 
natural sources of fertilizer on the farm. ThiS importance in
creases, as also in general does the demand for fertilizer, with in
creasing profitableness of the economic location. A full restoration, 
or still more a storage of fertility, assumes the purchase of 
fertilizer in any event, although the mainstay of fertilization is 
always the farm-produced fertilizer. 

In the profitable production and application of farm fertilizer 
the mutual s2:P lementation of the forms of land use on a given 
farm 1> a s an extr~e y lDlportant role. The individual forms of 
land use and the different field crops act dll'ferently in respect to 
production of fertility as well as to demands for fertility. Some 
produce more fertility than they themselves can profitably con
sume; while for others these conditions are reversed. The first ap
pear therefore in the total fertilizer economy as fertility producers, 
the latter as fertility consumers. Both are interdependent; the 
producers need the consumers in order that their surplus may be 
utilized, and the consumers again can satisfy their demands for 
fertility only through association with the producers. A rational 
fertility economy on the farm is obtainable only if the fertility
producing and fertility-consuming types of land use are associated 
in the right relations with each other. Improper balance in the one 
or the other direction must prejudice the return of the farm, be it 
through an irrational intensity or extensity of fertilization. 
~, Meadows and pastures are fertility-producing types of produc
ltion, especially the former because they produce stall feed. Field 
,and garden crops are fertilizer-consuming types of cultivation. In 
'field-crop produc.tion the cultivation of green-manure crops or 
feed crops produces great quantities of fertility but makes small 
demand on the soil, while the hoe crops represent the other ex
.,treme, and the grain crops take an intermediate place. 

There is therefore a certain analogy between the relationships 
i presented by the types of land use on a given farm, on the one 
l hand, and the various economic locations on the other. On the indi

vidual farm the intensive types of crops are supplied with ferti
lizer at the expense of the extensive in much the same way as the 
plant foods flow from the extensive zones, which depend upon min-
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ing fertility, toward the intensive zones where they serve for 
restoration or storage of fertility. In both cases the principle is 
that of concentrating fertility from relatively large areas and ap
plying it on relatively small areas, or; viewed from the standpoint 
of the restoration theory, a robber economy in both cases. This 
again makes recognizable the inconsistency between the economic 
principles involved and the demand for a static balance between 
fertility extraction and fertility restoration. . 

One fact which may greatly lessen the importance of the static 
consideration of fertilizing one crop at the expense of another 
should, of course, not be overlooked: this is that the production of 
farm fertilizer is not solely, nor even primarily, an accumulation 
of those elements of plant food the extraction of which would con
stitute a permanent damage to the soil substance. Of first impor
tance are the gains resulting from increase in nitrogen and from 
building up the organic matter which assists in crop production 
through its so-called indirect or decomposing effect in the soil. 
These gains are, indeed, outstandingly important in the whole 
fertilizer economy of the farm. Farm fertilizer production is then, 
in large measure, the accumulation of ingredients the elements of 
which are not taken from the soil but from the inexhaustible reser
voir of the atmosphere. Of these two problems, that of nitrogen 
production has again the greater practical importance because; ifJ 
it is solved, the supply of organic matter has at the same time been 
taken care of. .. 

That the production of fertility on the farm is, from the eco
nomic point of view, mainly the production of nitrogen is ex
plained by the isolated positio~ of this element of plant food in the 
natural cycle, and this is the result of it~cu1Iar chemical quali
ties. Nitrogen is not a mineral-forming element. Its real home is 
rather the atmosphere, of which it is an important ingredient. 
Nevertheless, most plants must absorb nitrogen in the same way as 
they obtain the other mineral subst~that is, in the form of 
water-soluble compounds drawn from the soil. Although :fixe . 
nitrogen is returned to the soil by various chemical and biologic 
processes, this does not alter the facts that, in general, nitrogen i 
the element the supply of which is most limited in comparison t 
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the demands of the plants grown, and that the demand of farms 
for fertilizer is mainly a demand for nitrogen. That is one side of 
the nitrogen problem. The other is that the nitrogen-containing 
fertilizers (commercial fertilizer and the fertility contained in 
concentrated feeds) which can serve as substitutes for the farm
produced fertilizers are very expensive; this fact is of course re
lated again to the peculiar chemical behavior of nitrogen. Although 
the chemical industry has recently learned to fix free nitrogen 
artificially and to transform it into usable fertilizers, this process, 
because of the slight affinity of nitrogen for oxygen, requires a 
large consumption of energy and therefore, at least fOlf the present 
(1912), such fertilizers can be produced only at great~ost. Agri
cultural enterprises therefore still rely mainly upon their own re
sources in obtaining the nitrogen they need. 

Thus it happens that the pressure for diversification, which 
grows out of the fertilizer economy, is the principal reason for 
associating the cultivation of hoe crops, grain, and other nitrogen 
'Consumers with the cultivation of nitrogen producers. These may 
be feed crops or even crops which cannot be utilized in any other 
way than as fertilizer for the main crops (green manures). Also 
not the least part of the importance of meadows and pastures in 
the fertility economy lies in the nitrogen problem. 

How closely the fertility economy is associated with the types 
of land use is shown clearly by those situations in which the mar
ginality of some land depends entirely upon the existence of a suit
able" combination of fertility production and land"use. Poor sandy 
soils often can be profitably cultivated only if they are associated 
on a given farm with productive meadows, especially irrigated 
meadows. In mountain districts the cultivation of land is not in
frequently justified, in spite of most difficult operating conditions, 
merely because of the desirability of using the fertilizing material 
of the large grazing areas. In poor forest districts it is often the 
opportunity to use forest-bedding materials which makes the ex
istence of small farms possible. In these and similar situations it is 
the very definite interrelationship among the types of .land use 
which is decisive. The relationships existing between the individ
ual kinds of crops are not sufficient in such cases to justify tillage. 
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If the farmer is dependElnt upon the latter alone, the fertility pro
duction is so expensive that the less productive soils can no longer 
pay for it. 

Which course of action is advisable in regulating the fertilit! 
economy-whether the extensive types of land use, such as mead 
ows and pastures, or the extensive types of crops, such as feed 0 

fertilizer crops, are to be preferred for fertility production-de 
pends, first, upon the natural conditions, second, upon the ~co 
nomic conditions prevailing at given times. This problem will be . 
discussed later as a problem of differentiation. It may only be said 
that, especially with an increase in the tilled area of a farm, con
siderations connected with the fertility economy lead not only to 
the introduction of fertility-producing crops in the same rotation 
but also often, along with other reasons, to the establishment o£. 
several rotations. One of these, the extensive outer rotation, is in-I 
tended more for fertility production, while the other, the intensive 
inner rotation, is intended more fop fertility consumption. 

Finally, the third factor which exerts an influence in the direc
tion of diversification in land use is consideration of the ~~!i~~ . 
needed by the converting enterprises, especially by the live stock 
ofthe farm. -_. . 

Live stock is an indispensable enterprise on most farms for two 
reasons: first, because of the rOle it plays in the fe!.!~t,y.~c.9nomy; 
second, because on every farm greater or smaller quantities of 
plant products are produced and cannot be utilized except as.they 
@re fed to farm animals or used in caring for them. Where the 
k~eping of live stock is feasible, it must be supplied of course ac
cording to its requirements. This can be done only if, in choosing 
the types of land use, adequate consideration is given to it. 

The live-stock enterprise cannot be based now on this feed, now 
on that, as one may choose, but as a rule on mixed "feed rations" 
only. If a given production is to be obtainedTrom li.Ii1IIials'it is not 
sufficient merely to supply a certain quantity of nutritive material 
or starch value. This quantity of nourishment must also be con
tained in a certain volume of feed which on the one hand can be 
consumed and digested and which on the other hand does not fall 
below a certain minimum of bulk. An animal can neither absorb .. 
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any quantity of feed oile chooses to give it nor thrive on a too con-
centrated feed. On the contrary, the highest return is obtained 
~from a feed only ifit has an optimum concentration, which va
ries, of course, according to the result sought. In other words, the 
relation of nutritive matter or starch value to the quantity of feed 
must be fitted to the performance desired of the animal. As the 
concentration of a given feed falls below this optimum or rises 
above it, the efficiency of feed utilization decreases more and more 
until finally no value r~ults from its use. Feeds which do not ful
fill these requirements, whether they contain too large or too small 
amounts of bulky material, must be supplemented by other feeds 
in such manner that the total feed ration represents the desired 
relation of volume to nutritive value. It must be added that some 
leeds, for other reasons mainly dietetic, also require supplementa
tion by other feeds. For example, very succulent materials make 
a physiologically valuable food for most purposes only if used in 
connection with dry feeds, while, on the other hand, the utility of 
dry feeds is usually increased by adding succulent feeds to the ra
,tion. In other cases there are undesirable secondary effects which· 
make it advisable to give only small amounts of a certain feed and 
to provide the lacking nutritive materials in some other form. Thus 
many factors work together in such a manner that rational feeding 
can, as a rule, be brought about only by feeding mixed rations, and. 
the types of land use must provide for meeting this,requirement. 

The need for variety in the production of feeds is further greatly 
increased by the fact that, once live stock is on the $arm, a feed 
supply for the whole year must as a rule be provided. This makes 
necessary a timely integration of the various kinds of feed produc
tion. Only in exceptional cases can a profitable live-stock enter
prise be based upon summer feeding alone. On most farms summer 
feed can be sufficiently utilized only if at the same time provision 
is made for winter feed. Again, both summer and winter feeding 
may utilize different feeds which integrate with one another in 
timing. This factor plays an important rOle especially in summer 
stall-feeding. Here it is necessary to have continuously at disposal 
young green fodder in the best harvesting stage and this requires 
the growing of feed crops that have different harvesting seasons. 
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Besides this cooperation of the forms of land use and of the fac
tors of production (labor and equipment), there is therefore a 
third interrelationship among the various forms of land use; 
namely, a complementary use of the products. Partly for physio
logical reasons and partlYfor·reasons:assoc~ted with the organ
ization of the farm work, it is not possible to give over an unlimited 
part of the total area to a single kind of crop which depends on live 
stock for its utilization. This is true because the utilization of its 
product will be more and more adversely affected, and other sup
plementary types of cultivation will therefore become increasingly 
superior in spite of the fact that their cultivation may involve 
relatively high costs or other disadvantages. Let us suppose that 
there are, with respect to utilization of labor and of land, no rea
BOns adverse to unlimited expansion oUhe grain crops. Even in such, 
a situation, if we disregard exceptions, it would prove profitable, 
in addition to the grain crops, to grow to a greater or less extent 
other crops, especially those of which the products would supple
ment the straw for feeding; that is, to produce hay or clover, hoe 
crops, etc. Hardly any specifically agricultural mode of land use 
stands entirely outside of this complementary relationship between 
products, because nearly all of them are, either wholly or as sec
ondary or waste products, feed producers. Only in exceptional 
cases is an individual crop a profitable feed basis for the live-stock 
enterprise. Tb,e production of oil and of certain commercial crops 
might be regarded as on the whole independent types of land use 
80 far as utilization of such products is concerned, because they 
produce only small amounts of not very valuable feeding materials. 
Of the feed crops, pasturing may in exceptional circumstances 
maintain its independence when either a very mild climate permits 
the extension of pasturing over the whole year or the natural and 
economic conditions permit of an intermittent live-stock enterprise 
(Fettgraeserei). AU other forms of land use and kinds of crops, as 
grain crops, meadows, clover, feed crops, hoe crops, etc., must be 
regarded in all cases as dependent, that is, as requiring supplemen
tation for a rational utilization of the products. 

Of great practical importance on farms consisting predomi
nantly of tilled land, because of the greater extent of the grain 
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crops, is the establishment of a balance between the production of 
straw on the one hand and of hay or green fodder on the other. 
This can be accomplished either by means of meadows and pas
tures or by producing feed crops. It is also important to supple-
ment winter dry feeds with tuber and root crops (winter green 
feeds), and for farms depending upon summer stall-feeding to pro
duce fodder crops which bridge the intervals between the cuttings 
of the main feed crops. Aereboe designates the crops which serve 
this. last-mentioned purpose as the supplementary feed crops, in 
contrast to the main feed crops which serve the first-mentioned 
purpose. 

To summarize :~ threefold tie holds together the di1ferent enter
priseS~;1agi'ven farm, deprives them of independence, and makes 
them parts of an organic whole: (1) the relationship of the factors 
of production to one another, (2) the types of land use, and (3) 
the ways of utilizing the products. Regard for this threefold tie 
assigns to each individual enterprise within the farm business a 
certain sphere which may not be violated if the whole is not to suf
fer injury. If the farmer tries to loosen this tie by extending one 
particular enterprise at the expense of the rest of them, a threefold 
prejudice to the farm business will be the consequence. Produc
tion costs per unit of area and of product increase because of the 
unbalanced use of labor, yields per unit of area decrease because 
of the incomplete utilization of soil fertility, and finally the money 
value of the output declines because of the difficulties which stand 
in the way of a profitable utilization of the product. Only with a 
very definite relationship in respect to the spheres of the individ
ual forms of land use, therefore, is it possible to obtain the highest 
net return for the farm as a whole. To discover this relationship, 
and the most profitable degree of intensity for each enterprise, is 
the farmer's main problem in land utilization. The farmer there
fore need not decide upon the one or the other form of land use or 
kind of crop but must answer the question: "Where is the last acre 
of land which on the average over a period of years can be put 
to this forzn of land use or kind of crop with greater profit in terms 
of total net return for the farm than if put to any other use tna 

a Aereboe, Beitriige, S. 55. 
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The heart of the problem of most profitable degree of intensity is 
centered about the determination of the limit beyond which it does 
not pay to intensify. This is true also in the organization of kinds 
of land use. The only difference is that, in the second problem, we 
do not seek the point where a given enterprise will just pay for the 
last unit of area assigned to it but instead the point where it just 
makes better use of this last unit of area than do the competing 
enterprises. 

As yet, however, nothing has been said of the relationship of 
enterprises to which solution of the question of profitableness 
must lead in the individual case. It, again, may lead to entirely 
different relationships. In approaching this question we turn our 
attention to the second group of forces the effect of which plays 
a role in the formulation of systems of land use, namely, the forces 
of differentiation. If a certain kind of land use finds conditions 
on a given farm better suited to it than conditions on another 
farm, it will therefore be enlarged to the degree of its profitable
ness, at the expense of the other enterprises and of the interrela
tionships of these enterprises; that is, the system of land use will 
undergo so extreme a modification that, under some circumstances, 
diversification may be done away with entirely. An entirely one
sided form of land use is of course not only a most extreme form 
but, in general experience among all the types of land use, it has 
been but rarely noted-that is, if one considers each individual 
crop as a separate enterprise. In the competition for the land area 
we can the more easily contract and finally displace entirely a given 
kind of land use the less the advantages offered by its admission 
into the supplementary relationship of tlie factors of production, 
of the typel of land use, and of the ways of utilizing the product, as 
compared to those offered by competing uses. On t;he other hand, 
the looser the tie which connects a given use with the other enter
prises, the more easily that use can be expanded. Usually, there-l 
fore, as has already been mentioned and explained, the basis is 
provi.ded for t~e ent~re separat!on of pasture from ~he suppleme~-I 
tary mterrelatlonshlp of the kInds of land use, whIle of the cultl-_ 
vated crops only the grain crops can be thus separated, and these -
only in some cases-for example, wheat farms in the western 
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states of America. All the other kinds of land use show variations 
in respect to their most profitable extents and seldom free them
selves entirely from these ties. 

One can also see from this to what extent one enterprise dis
places---that is, limits through its increasing superiority-the en
terprises competing with it. The greater the similarity of two en
terprises in their utilization of labor, capital, and land, as well as 
in supplying feed for live stock-that is, the more the one enter
prise can be substituted for the other-the more easily can the one 
restrict and finally entirely eliminate the other. If the cultivation 
of winter wheat gains in competitive strength it must affect first 
the cultivation of the other winter crops, as rye, oil crops, etc., and 
much later the cultivation of sprung grains, hoe crops, and,fodder 
crops, because the latter differ from winter wheat in their require
ments and return~far more than do the other winter crops. For 
the same reason, with increasing competitive strength, the culti
vation of sugar beets affects, first, the cultivation of mangels and 
the other hoe crops, and second, the cultivation of fodder crops, 
while the grain crops are affected more in their relative amounts 
than in the total amount of all of them. Under the most favorable 
conditions (for us in Germany) experience indicates that the culti
ration of sugar beets cannot occupy more than 50 per cent of the 
cultivated area, in which case the rest is usually planted to grain 
crops (mainly barley for brewing). \ 

3. THE ADJUSTMENT OF PRODUCTION TO THE ECONOMIC 
LOCATIONS OF FARMS 

• LIKE THE PROBLEM OF INTENSITY, that of the differentiation of the 
lines'of production or of the location of the systems of farming has 
two fundamentally different aspects which, in the interest of scien
tific clearness, we must keep separate. Assuming a stable or static 
condition of the social organization, we shall first investigate the 
principles which e!plain for us the coexistenceL~t, aJ~~ve_~_ stage of 
development, o.f !iifferent lines of production in the sam~Y:-

\ 

Se'condly~e-shall turn our attention to the living and dynamic' 
econ~mic unit in order to learn the modifications of the lines of p,ro
duction which become necessary with changes in time. The first 
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consideration introduces the forces, or. factors of location, which 
are in general ex~tinLa.l!..influence in the hyi).din~ up of the_ ~ 
ferent systems of farm~. The second consideration introduces 
1li'e readjustments in the relative Strengths_Q~J~e factors of loca
tion which occur as a result of changing stages of development of - -s~ty. 

At a given stage of development three fundamentally different 
factors are effective in differentiating agricultural production: 

1. The economic location. 
2. The natural conditiO'ns, or the climate and the specific capac

ity of the SO'il. 
3. The personal qualities O'f the entrepreneur. 
The same factors which we have recognized as factod of inten~ 

mty are also to be regarded as factors determining the locatiO'ns O'f 
the systems O'f farming. We will first CO'nsidJ the orientatiO'n O'f 
production accO'rding to' ecO'nomi;;Iocation,' because theoretically 
it is of the greatest interest. 

Changing favO'rableness O'f the ecO'nomic 10catiO'n is caused fun
damentally, as is generally recognized, by the difficulties in trans
porting products. The orientatiO'n of agricultural productIon 
according tOeconomic location, or the market O'rientation, is there
fore equivalent to a transportation orientation:' Owing to' the 
transportation costs Involved, the place O'f production of each prod
uct, considered by itself, is attracted tO'ward the market~ because 
the product can be delivered at a price which is IO'wer as the re
sistance offered by distance is less. All products try to' O'ccupy loca
tiO'ns as close to the market as possible and therefO're cO'mpete with 
one another fO'r the absolutely most favorable locationl As long a

1 
they compete with equal weapO'ns, that is, as long as they derive 
equal advantages with a nearer approach of the locations of their 
production to the market, this competition must of course be with 
out impO'rtance for the combination of the enterprises Qn the farm 
If, on the other hand, the weapons are unequal, that is, if the ad
vantages from savings in transportatiO'n costs are greater for o:q.e 
product than for another, the first will be more stronglY attracted 
than will the second, and will occupy the absolutely ~~re favor
able locatiO'n; or will at least secure a predominant position within 
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the combination of enterprises, and will press back the competing 
product, and thereby limit accordingly the combination in which it 

ll! produced. This gives rise to a regional-in the "isolated state" 
a circular-arrangement of production in which the different lines 
of production follow one another from the inside to the outside 
according to the attractive power which the market exercises over 

them-the well-known zones of Thiinen. Thus in the market orien
tation of production two oppos~~, both originating in the 
market, are effective: a centripetal force and a centrifugal force. 
The advantage which th'e favorableness of the economic location 
gives to the product itself works centripetally; the advantage 
given to the competing product works centrifugally. Where the 
centrifugal force predominates the product must vacate the place~ 
-In this brief discussion we have only touched the problem. We 
need a more fundamental basis. In explaining the theory of the 
location of production, until recently one was as a rule satisfied to 
consider the specific transportability of a marketable agricultural 
product and the consequences of this. One argued as follows: The 
C?~ts_ wh:ich ~!"is_e !n !lle_m~!"~~#ng Qf a p.!"_od1!~t ~~~otd£p'end _upon 
its value but primarily upon its ~ight They therefore represent 

~
- varyingburden upon the product depending upon whether it has 

a high or a low price per unit of weight, that is, upon its valuable
ess (W ertigkeit). The lower the value of a product the more, rela
ively, will its selling price be reduced by the costs of marketing, 
nd the earlier will its value be entirely absorbed by these costs. 

'Depending-~pon the distance from the market of a given produc
ing area, no~ this product, now that will coml into the most favor
able price situation and its production will consequently result in 

l the greatest A.dvantage relatively. Thus an orientation of agricul
~. tural production according to the relative or specific transportabil
; 'Oity of the various products comes about in such a way that, in 

favorable economic locations, those products receive preference 
which, because of their low market prices per unit of weight, can 
bear only small costs for transportation; while. in unfavorable lo
cations products of high value per unit of weight will be more and 
more preferred. This rule is violated only so far as the specific 
transportability of the products is in reality not merely a purely 
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economic attribute but is, in addition, one which is influenced by 
the technical nature of the product. In practice it is not always 
possible to transport the same weight wi e. On the I 
contrary, some products re wre hIgher tariffs p~r unit of distance 
al1d weight. This may be true, for example, of l11iIk, which because 
of its perishable nature requires frequent haulings and for that 
reason does not utilize the means of conveyance effiCIently; or of 
sugar beets~which require large transport facilities at inconven
ient times, etc. For such products this factor increases the attrac
tive power of the market. 

In this way was explained the fact that potatoes (for table use), 
.,~nd s~are carried to market mainly from the producing 
areas nearest at hand, while in other economic locations the mar
keting of ~i!!.l!llnd of bJ!ll..ll!', and in others again the sale of wool, 
occupy the leading place. It was then not difficult to set up a scale 
which, by taking the market prices and certain tariffs, especially 
those of railroads, would express numerically the transportability 
of the most important products. 

Thetabllt on pages 82 and 83 has been compiled by H. Settegast. 
As we have already said, one cannot consider this traditional 

line of reasoning entirely wrong. It has, however, the serious de
~ it does not reach the fundlfmentals;1ieca1iSe1idOes not at 
the sametlme explain tile a~iUnounts of the relative 
costs of transportation, but accepts these siniply as facts. In orde~ 
to explain fully the principle' of regional orientation of produc
tion, we must first disregard entirely the relationship between mar
keting cost and marllet prices for the product. Consideration must , 
rather be given, first, to the varying relationship in which the 
costs of production stand to the marketing costs in obtaining a 
'unit of weight of different products and, secondly, to the v~-
&reiiSwrucn-the-different products require for their production. 
~et us first consider only the first-named problem by assuming 
that, on a given unit of land, an equal quantity of freight (Fracht
mengen) is produced by each of the products competing for the 
particular location. Those cost elements in production which 
can vary with the favorableness of the economic location and 
with the nature of the products ~aised, act upon production as 



COST 01' T&ANSPOBTATION' 01' AGBICULTUBAL AND FOREST PRODUCTS 

Pereentaf. ... of market valuee of gooda required 
or tranaporting one mile: 

The gooda 10 .... ita total value throufh trana-
porting It the foUowing number 0 mil ... : 

Market on on on 
Deeignation of ,ooda price per count'j{ roada improved roada railroada at on on on 

6Oka. at 1 Pf". at 10 Pf,. 0.25 Pfg. country Improved railroada 
roada roada 

per SO ka. hauled one mile 

Marh 
Manure ........................................ .40 37.50 25.00 6.25 2.67 4 16 
Green feed .................................. .50 30.00 20.00 5.00 3.34 5 20 
Pulp .............................................. .50 30.00 20.00 5.00 3.34 5 20 
Mangels ...................................... .60 25.00 16.60 4.17 4.00 6 24 
Sugar beets ................................ 1.00 15.00 10.00 2.50 6.67 10 40 
Straw .......................................... 1.00 15.00 10.00 2.50 6.67 10 40 
Brewer's grains ........................ 1.40 10.71 7.10 1.78 9.34 14 56 
Potatoes ...................................... 1.50 10.00 6.60 1.66 10.00 15 60 
Hay .............................................. 2.00 7.50 5.00 1.25 13.34 20 80 
Fresh fruit .................................. 4.00 3.75 2.50 .62 26.67 40 160 
Milk .............................................. 4.00 3.75 2.50 .62 26.61 40 160 
Rye, barley, oats .................... 7.50 2.00 1.30 .33 50.00 75 300 
Beer ............................................ 8.00 1.87 1.25 .31 54.00 80 320 
Starch from potatoes .............. 10.00 1.50 1.00 .25 66.67 100 400 
Wheat, legumes ........................ 10.00 1.50 1.00 .25 66.67 100 400 

gi!fe~ef!'it::: ..... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 12.00 1.25 .80 .21 80.00 120 480 
16.00 .94 .62 .16 108.00 160 640 

Live animals .............................. 20.00 @5Pfg .. 25 @5Pfg .. 25 @5Pfg .. 25 400.00 400 400 
AlcohoL ..................................... 20.00 .75 .50 .12 133.34 200 800 
Starch from wheat .................. 30.00 .50 .33 .08 200.00 300 1200 

~~t~~·~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 35.00 .43 .28 .07 233.34 350 1400 
35.00 .43 .28 .07 233.34 350 1400 

Oil ............................................... 36.00 .42 .28 .07 240.00 360 1440 
Tallow .......................................... 40.00 .37 .25 .06 266.67 400 1600 



CosT OJ' TBANSPORTA.TlON OJ' AOBlCULTURA.L AND FOUST PRODUC'l'S-(CoM/tufed) 

Porcentaceo of market valu .. of .oodo required 
for tnmaporting one mile: 

Tbe.ooda looea it. total value throulb t ........ 
porting it the 10Uowing number of milee: 

Deoignetion of .oodo 
Market on on on 
price peor oountry roedo improved roedo railroacla at on OD on 

6Oka. at 15 PI,. at 10 PI,. 0.26 Pf,. cor:y improved railroacla 
roacla 

per 60 ka. hauled one mile 

Mark, 
Flax. ............................................. 45.00 .33 .22 .05 300.00 450 1800 

~~::~::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 50.00 .30 .20 .05 333.34 500 2000 
60.00 .25 .16 .04 400.00 600 2400 

Clover seeds .............................. 60.00 .25 .16 .04 400.00 600 2400 
Hops ............................................ 90.00 .17 .11 .03 600.00 900 3600 
Butter .......................................... 100.00 .15 .10 .02 666.67 1000 4000 
Skins ............................................ 100.00 .15 .10 .02 666.67 1000 4000 
Wax .............................................. 150.00 .10 .07 .01 1000.00 1500 6000 
Wool ........................................... 210.00 .07 .05 .001 1400.00 2100 8400 
Extract of meat ........................ 600.00 .03 .02 .0004 4000.00 6000 24000 

Firewood (average of decidu-
ous and coniferous trees) .. .46 32.6 21.7 5.43 3.0 4.6 18.4 

Timber from coniferous trees 1.66 9.0 6.0 1.50 11.0 16.6 66.4 
Bark (birch, pine, etc.) .......... 1.70 8.8 5.9 1.47 11.3 17.0 68.0 
Timber from deciduous trees 2.75 5.5 3.6 .90 18.3 27.5 110.0 
Oak bark ......................... : .......... 3.50 4.2 2.8 .71 23.3 35.0 140.0 
CharcoaL .................................. 3.60 4.2 2.8 .70 24.0 36.0 144.0 
Lumber from coniferous trees 

(half-dry) ................................ 4.20 3.6 2.4 .60 28.0 42.0 168.0 
Paper pulp from wood ............ 4.50 3.3 2.2 .56 30.0 45.0 180.0 
Basket OSler, barked .... , ......... 8.00 1.9 1.3 .31 53.3 80.0 320.0 
Resin ............................................ 13.65 1.1 0.7 .18 91.0 136.5 546.0 
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forces of orientation. These elements are, on the one hand, the costs 
of marketing (transportation costs in the broadest sense), on the 
other hand, costs of production . .AB we have already explained, the 
costs of marketing act upon production centripetally, the costs of 
production partly centripetally also and partly centrifugally. 
Those elements of production cost which devolve upon wages and 
the farm-produced inputs (the part of the business capital that is 
of farm origin) act centrifugally, those cost elements which con
sist of inputs of industrial origin (the part of the business capital 
that is of market origin) act centripetally, as we know, because the 
first decrease while the latter increase in price with decreasing 
favorableness of the economic location. The net force with which a 
given product is attracted b'y the market is therefore the result of 
two positively and two negatively acting forces. Calculated per 
unit of freight and distance, the more it is necessary to use trans
portation and industrially produced means of production and the 
less it is necessary to use human labor and farm-produced mate
rials in obtaining a given product, the stronger is the net force and 
thus the greater the attractive power which is exercised by the 
market upon the location of the given line of production. Or to 
:state the matter possibly more clearly: Suppose a given line of 
~production successively shifted into more' and more favorable 
.locations, the saving in transportation and marketing costs and in 
costs for the industrial part of the inputs is partly offset by the 
increase in labor costs and in the farm-produced part of the in
puts. This offsetting occurs the more fully the more important the 
last-mentioned cost elements are, both absolutely and in relation to 
\the total production costs. To measure in figures the net force with 
which the market influences, as a locational factor, the various 
products we need only to add all the cost differences per unit of 
freight which arise if the location of a given product is moved a 
given distance nearer to the market. In this, the savings in cost are 
to be treated as positive quantities and the additional costs as nega
tive quantities. This may be illustrated by an example. We will 
indicate the number of labor units necessary to produce one unit 
of weight or freight by A, the units of farm-produced inputs by 
K l , the units of industrially produced inputs by Kg. We will as-
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sume that, in shorteIrlng the distance to market by the unit of dis
tance X, the cost of a labor unit increases by .10, the cost of a unit 
of farm-produced input increases by .12, the cost of a unit of in
dustrially produced input decreases by .20, the costs of marketing 
the product decrease, per unit of freight, by 2.0. The net force, E, 
with which the product is attracted by the market is then expressed 
in the formula: 

E=2.0 + K z '0.20- (K1 ' 0.12 + A·0.10) 

The value of E therefore depends upon the relationship in which 
K., K., and A stand to one another. The net attraction increases if 
the value of the variable K. increases or if the values of the vari
ables Kl and A decrease. If one wishes to consider also the fact that 
various products might have, under some conditions, different 
rates of transportation charge per unit of distance and weight, he 
must include in the formula, instead of the constant figure 2.0, a 
variable. As the value E represents also the excess in savings 
which is left after subtracting the additional costs from the gross 
savings, we may term it also the index of savings per unit of 
weight. The result of the foregoing consideration can therefore be 
summed up in the following statement: Under otherwise equal 
conditions the product with the highest index of saving occupies, 
in the orientation to the market, the location which is absolutely 
the most favorable. 

As far back as Thiinen, comparisons of this kind have been 
made, but without exhausting the subject. Thiinen distinguishes 
only two cost elements in production expenditures; namely, one 
which is independent of the "price for rye," which he expresses in 
money (Thaler), and a second, which varies with the price of rye, 
for which he therefore takes rye as a measure. We would term 
these the ~arket part and the farm part of the inputs. Thiinen as
sumes the first element-&nd iii1IiISlleS the incompleteness of his 
treatment-to be equal for all the distances of the "isolated state," 
so that the costs of production according to him act partly in an 
indifferent 'way in determining the location of production, partly 
as a centrifugal force, and therefore always, as a whole, operate 
centrifugally.- Thiinen figures that in competing with rye a crop 
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which requires only half the pro.ductio.n Co.sts of rye mo.ves into. the 
mo.re favo.rable location. On the o.ther hilnd a cro.p with twice the 

\productio.n Co.sts of rye must be gro.wn in a zo.ne farther away fro.m 
~,the market. He makes the generalizatio.n that, with the same yields 
per unit.o.f land (he says: with equal land rent resting upo.n each 

'., lo.ad), "that cro.p which requires the highest pro.duction Co.sts must 
be gro.wn at a greater distance fro.m the city."8 In the light of o.ur 
co.nsideratio.n given abo.ve, that is not necessarily true. Of co.urse, 
far mo.re untrue is the statement diametrically o.ppo.site to. the 
o.pinion o.f Thiinen which recently has been made and which main
tains that the cultivatio.n o.f a pro.duct which requires an especially 
large amo.unt of hand labo.r per unit o.f land is drawn into. the 
neighbo.rho.o.d o.f populatio.n centers. If such a crop is drawn there 
it do.es no.t happen because of, but in spite o.f, the high require
ments fo.r hand labo.r and because another facto.r which we must 
add to. o.ur theory is decisive; namely, the land part of the cost of 
pro.ductio.n which falls upo.n each unit o.f freight, o.r, in o.ther 
wo.rds, the land requirements o.f the individual product. . 

~ 
It beco.mes clear that the savings indexes o.f the units o.f freight 

co.nsisting o.f the different agricultural pro.ducts canno.t in reality 
etermine finaI!y the arrangement of the pro.ductio.n locatio.ns if 

f bne co.nsiders that the effo.rt o.f the farmer is no.t directed to.ward 
jsecuring the highest pro.fitper unit o.f freight but to.ward getting 
(the highest profit per unit o.f o.perated area, in o.ther wo.rds, the 
,highest land rent. The amo.unt of land rent depends no.t alo.ne 
'iupo.n the amo.unt o.f profit per freight unit but alSo. upo.n the num
"'her o.f units pro.duced o.n & given area. Fo.r example, the greater 
the yield o.f & given product, that is, the smaller the land area on 
which a,unit o.f freight is produced, the greater is the to.tal pro.fit 
in gro.wing the pro.duct. Of two products with equal savings in~ 
dexes, that o.ne which requires the smallest amo.unt o.f land will be 
most successful in competing fo.r a given lo.catio.n. Thus it is the ex
cess o.f saving in pro.ductio.n and transpo.rtatio.n Co.sts of the prod
uct, which results fro.m the nearer appro.ach o.f a given lo.catio.n to. 
the market, calculated upo.n the basis o.f the land unit '\ind no.t o.n 
that o.f the freight unit, which finally determines the arrangement 

8 Thiinen, 1801. Staat, I, S. 188. 
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of productIon; that is, the system of farming, s? far as the orienta
tion with respect to the market is concerned. ln order to distin
guish it from the savings index we will call this excess the land 
rent index, because it is actually equivalent to the increase in land 
rent which the increasing favorableness of the economic location 
yields in the production of the various products. The greater the 
land rent index, that is, the faster the land rent increases with ap
proach of the location to the market, the greater is the attractive 
power exercised by the market upon a given type of production. 

This was also recognized by Thiinen. He assumes two crops com
peting with rye for a given location of which one requires half the 
area per "load," the other twice the area, as compared to rye, and 
finds that the production of the second belongs in a district farther 
away from the city. He concludes therefore that, in general, with 
equal costs of production per load, that crop "which requires the 
largest area must be grown farthest from the city."· 

In order to obtain an algebraic expression of the net pull ex
erted by the market on products having different land require
ments, that is, to obtain a quantitative index of land rent, we need 
only to multiply in our formula the value of E ~y the yield per 
unit of land. We designate the index for land rent as G, the yield 
per land unit as M, and have then 

G = [2.0 + K J ' 0.20- (K1 • 0.12 + A· 0.10)] M 

or in shorter form G = E . M. 
One can see readily that the land requirements of the various 

agricultural products sold show in reality very great differences. 
One needs only to compare the water-containing crops with. those 
which are air-drieA as, for examPle, potato]"fWitligrain, or the 
unrefined 'Wiflithe refined products, tha"tis, producTs"Whlch are 
freed of their bulkiness by means of live-stock or commercial en
terprises, for example,-hay with butter. The watery and unrefined ) 
products nearly always require far less area per unit of weight I! 

than do t1lJ! air-dried and refined products. The figures in the table 
on page 88 may give some indication. ' 

jllBol. Staat, I, S. 186-187. 
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ASSUMING AVERAGE CAPACITY OJ' THE SOIL, ONE HECTARE OJ' CULTIVATED 
LAND 

Potatoes for table use ........... . 
Hay ............................................. . 
Grain ........................................... . 
Milk ........................................... . 
Butter ................................. : ....... . 

Yields 

250-300 Zentners 
120-160 Zentners 
40- 60 Zentners 
25- 49 Zentners 

176- 2 Zentners 

Requir .. per Zentner 
of the product 

1/300- 1/250 hectare 
1/160- 1/120 hectare 
1/60 -1/40 hectare 
1/40 - 1/25 hectare 
~ -~ hectare 

Thus the land requirements of butter are about 100 times greater 
than those of hay, and 150 to 200 times greater than those of po
tatoes for table use. 

In fact, it is mainly the changing yields of marketable product 
per land unit that are decisive in the orientation of production 
according to economic location. If one ranks agricultural products 
according to increasing yields per land unit, one obtains a line 
which in general runs parallel with the gradation according to 
increasing indexes of land rent. This is emphasized even more by 
the fact that products with a high yield per land unit are usually 
of such a nature as to have a relatively high savings index. Thus 
both of these factors, namely, the savings index and the land re
quirement, are usually effective orientating influences operating 
in the same direction. This may be explained by the fact that prod
ucts which show a high yield per land unit for that very reason 
require, as a rule, low production costs calculated upon the unit 
of weight; so a saving of transportation costs for these can be offset 
only slightly by the additional production costs (increased cost of 
labor). Illustrated in our formula: For products with a high yield 
per land unit the values A and K are relatively low (of course Ka 
also). Therefore the value of E can go only a little below the value 
of the constant 2.0. Potatoes and wool are in this respect very char
acteristic opposites. Potatoes, as compared with wool, are a prod
uct having a very high marketable weight per hectare and very low 
production costs per Zentner. They therefore have a high savings 
index. If the location of production is changed the differences in 
transportation costs are by no means so largely offset by the differ-
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ences in production costs in the case of potatoes as in the case of 
wool. In respect to the latter, one may even question whether, 
under present conditions, it shows any positive savings index at 
all. There are, however, exceptions to this rule, some of them 
indeed of great practical significance. They concern of course only 
those products for which the land requirements do not show such 
great differences. Examples of this are to be found in the cases of 
milk and grain. One might suppose that milk does not show a very 
much smaller yield per land unit than does grain. Yet, in spite of 
that fact, the market exercises a much stronger pull on the location 
of milk production (fresh milk, of course) than on that of grain 
production. The reason for this lies in the fact that, in this case, 
the yields per land unit do not run parallel with the savings index. 
Milk has, in spite of its smaller yield per land unit, a dispropor
tionately larger savings index than grain; so the result of the two, 
that is, the index of land rent, remains distinctly superior for the 
milk. The high savings index of milk again is traceable to its low 
transportability, from a technical standpoint; that is, to the high 
freight rates which must be talten into account. Weare concerned 
with a special, although here typical, case by which our general 
formula is modified (see p. 85). 

Summarizing these statements we arrive at the following prine 
ciples : 

1. The~eater the yiel.~.p~Jandunit. that is, the lower the land 
requirements, arur,fUrther, the greater the savings index of a 
marketable product, the greater the pull which the market exer
cises upon the location of its production. 

2. The land requirements are, as a rule, decisive in the competi
tion for a 'given -proauctlon location. 

3. The savingsjndex becomes of practical importance only for 
products -;rth-'siDiilar land requirements, especially if it is influ
enced by differences in the rates per unit of freight. 

We started with the practical observation that, i~ competing for 
a given location, a product advances closer to the market the lower 
its market price per unit, or its value, and therefore, with given 
transportation rates, its transportability. We must further con
sider how far the conclusions from ,the foregoing discussions agree 
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with this practical observation, and,further, if and why a grada
tion of products according to decreasing value also coincides with 
a gradation according to increasing index of land rent. For reasons 
of clearness we start again with a numerical example. 

Of the two products M and N 
M gives a yield per land nnit of 1000 nnits of freight 
N gives a yield per land nnit of 100 units of freight 

while the production and transportation costs per unit of freight 
as well as the indexes of land rent per unit of land are as follows 
at places at different distances from the market: 

Dialan';"of Production ooet. P Indexes of land rent 
loeation from (=A+K,+Kol Transportation P+T with the distanoe 

market SeepageM oootT of 20-0 

M{~ 
3 0 

1:.5} 2.5 10 (20-1) times 1000 
2 20 22 =19,000 

N {~ 
30 0 30 } 25 10 35 (20-10) times 100 
20 20 40 =1000 

Because of the relatively high index of land rent M moves into the 
zone near the market, N into the more distant zone, and the ques
tion now arises: What will be the market price per unit of freight 
with a given market demand for M and for N' 

We assume that the demand can be covered if the zones 0-10 
are used for the production of M and the zones 10-20 are used for 
the production of N. In the market price of M are included then
according to the well-known price law-the production and the 
transportation costs required at and from the marginal location, 
10; and, further, since the location 10 lies within the zone of land 
rent of N, the land rent which could be obtained in the growing of 
N is also included. The market price of N consists only of produc
tion and transportation costs which originate at the marginalloca
tion, 20. Since N is without competition, its price does not include a 
part which is the result of a charge for land rent. The result in 
figures will be as shown in the table on page 91. In that table 
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product N shows a market price per unit of land which is three 
times as great as that for M, because on the one hand the obtaining 
of the marginal quantity requires relatively high production costs 
and on the other hand the great distance of its marginal location 
from the market requires high transportation costs. Although the 
market price of M includes a cost item which N does not include, 

Coot of margiDal quantity 
Burdening 

H8I'IinaJ )""", of production Market 
tiOD in distance Production Tranaportation with price 

coote ooota Iandrenl· 

M 10 2.5 10 5XlOO 13 
1000 

N 20 20 20 ............ 40 

• Explanalion: M comp.tal h .... wilh N. N has a mark.t price of 40, requires in produc
tion and tranlportatlon COltl (at dlslance 10) 85, gives therefore a land rent per nnit of 
f ... lgh, of II, or per Dnl& of land (that ii, 100 unill of freight), 500, which muat be dis· 
trlbDIId over 1000 Dnill of fr.ight of M. 

namely, the land rent which N yields at lOcation 10, this burden is 
relatively small and does not by any means offset the advantages 
of lower transportation and production costs which M has in its 
favor. As long as, according to our assumption, the differences of 
the indexes of land rent are traceable to differences in yields per 
land unit, the land rent can neither here nor elsewhere nullify 
these advantages. The burden of land rent for M, by which its 
market price is increased, nullifies only the additional transporta
tion costs which the obtaining of a·marginal quantity of N requires 
in comparison to M and even this only partly, I never the difference 
in production costs of the two marginal quantities. 

The rule, based upon experience, that "under otherwise equal1 
conditions" products of low value p~r unit of weight (W ertigkeit) I 

I Because on the one hand the land rent is distributed over more units of 
freight than are concerned in originating it, and on the other hand the maxi
mnm land rent charge is limited by the additional transportation costs which 
are required for the marginal quantity of N. In our example the increase 
in market price of ],I by the land rent of N could at most reach the value 
10 X 100 • 

1. That It does not reach this height is explained by the fact that 
1000 

the costs of obtaining the marginal quantity of N do not increase by the full 
amount of the additional transportation costs, but by these minus the decrease 
in production costs. 
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are produced in the zones near the market, products of high value 
in the distant zones, must therefore be recognized as correct. It 
represents merely a confusion of cause and effect if, as has always 
been done up to the present time, the difference in value is looked 
upon as the cause of the orientation of production. The causes lie 
deeper and the differences in the values of the products are even 
partly the consequences of their orientation of production. 

"Under otherwise equal conditions" means, in this case, with 
equal rates of transportation as well as with a proportionately 
equal constitution of production expenditures. Products which for 
technical reasons have a low transportability can of course very 
~ell be of higher value than others which they displace, as we have 
stated before. The same exception holds true for products which 
have relatively high requirements for industrially produced ele
ments of productioll; in short, always when the savings index is 
decisive for the orientation. 

One may also look upon the problems of economic location from 
another point of view which, of course, does not really mean much 
more than a certain version of the illustration given. Every prod
uct goes to that location in which it can be most cheaply produced 
for the market. If the production of a given product could take 
place entirely without the. competition of others it would find its 
most favorable location in the immediate vicinity of the market. 
But since it must in reality compete with other products for the 
location which is absolutely the most favorable, and since the land 
rent yielded by these other products passes over into its delivered 
cost at the market, it can be delivered most cheaply sometimes 
from the vicinity of the market, sometimes fr·om areas at great dis
tance from the market, depending upon the relation in which the 
land rent of the other products stands to the advantages which are 
offered in locating the given product nearer to the market. Going 
back to our example we can make more clear the order in which the 
locations of the production of M and of N occupy the land by in
cluding the land rent of N in the delivered cost of M and conversely 
by including the land rent of M in the delivered cost of N. Thus 
the calculation of land rent can be based upon any desired zone, 
but in both cases it must be in the same zone as the one determining 



CoDlidered by it.1f requireo or yielda .... pectively With mutual oompetition for location, deliwnd 
GOata amoUDt to 

Di.otaJu!a per unit of land of land ..... , 
production and ~';.,~~~e~:l tTaDl!lport ooet Total 

In production In tl'BDllPOrt... PandT perunitoffreighl pe. unit of land (- (P+ T/, per unit rent per unit 
COIIIA tion COIIIA together (- oavinp indez) Index of land ..... 1) of rei&ht of frei&h& 

ProduotM Produot 101 

0 3, 0 3 22-3=19 19X1000= 3 1000 4 
19,000 1000=1 

10 2.5 10 12.5 22-12.5 9.5Xl000= 12.5 500 13 
=9.5 9,500 l000=~ 

~ 

20 2 20 22 22-22=0 .................... 22 0=0 22 

ProduotN ProduotN 

0 30 0 30 40-30=10 10XlOO= 30 19,000 -190 220 
1000 100 -

10 25 10 35 40-35=5 5XlOO= 35 9500 -95 130 
500 100-

20 20 20 40 40-40=0 .................... 40 0",0 40 
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the market price. We may choose the distance 20 and thus assume 
that without mutual competition the market price of M would be 
22 and that of N 40. The result is then as shown on page 93. 

Product M can be obtained most profitably from zones near the 
market, product N from those at a distance. As soon as M and N 
compete for a location with the result that the land rent of one 
passes over into the delivered cost of the other, the cost of supply
ing N increases as the location of its production approaches the 
market, while the cost of supplying M decreases thereafter as 
before. 

Theoretically it is of course conceivable that a given product, 
even though it is not burdened by land rent, can be obtained more 
cheaply from distant zones than from zones near the market. This 
will be true if the negative savings index of the production costs 
alone is sufficient to exceed the positive savings index of the trans
portation costs. The savings index as a whole then becomes nega
tive, as, for instance, in tripling the produetion costs of N. 

Production Transportation 
DiataDce COllis costa Total 

0 90 0 90 
10 75 10 85 
20 60 20 80 

One of the two centrifugal forces is therefore sufficient in this case 
to drive the production away from the-market. The only question 
is whether such a situation could in reality arise. 

Thiinen affirms that it can. He maintains that in the "isolated 
state" butter is produced more expensively in the vicinity of the 
market than in distant zones even if we donotconsiderthelandrent 
which rye production yields, and he has even emphasized strongly 
to critics that he claims for this result of his investigations a more 
than theoretical significance. His argument concerning it is as 
follows: Butter is a product which requires extremely high pro
duction costs, especially much human labor. In comparing produc
tion costs, rye and butter stand about as 1 :13 to 15. Butter is a 
product of relatively high value, grain, one of relatively low value. 
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Therefore, under the influence of increasing favorableness of the 
economic location, the local price of rye increases much faster 
than the local price of butter. But since at the saine time the money 
value of the labor, that is, the wages, increase and decrease with 
the local price of rye, it happens that the production costs of 
butter, as a whole, increase faster with the approach of the location 
of its production to the market than its local price increases or 
than its marketing costs decrease. The production of butter would 
only be profitable, therefore, where grain for the market cannot 
be produced at all, and where its price is no longer influenced by 
the market. But in the last analysis the matter in question is here 
again the competition of butter with another product; namely, 
grllin. The only difference is that the reaction of the price of grain 
upon wages and through them upon the production costs of butter' 
is alone sufficient to make butter production unprofitable in the 
grain zone. 

Our earlier explanation of the combination of enterprises on 
farms and the advantages resulting from it leaves no doubt con
cerning the attitude we are taking in regard to Thiinen's investi
gations with which the critics have recently again been busy. We 
can only concede that the given conditions lower relatively the 
importance of butter production with increasing favorableness of 
the location of production. On the other hand, we cannot concede 
that the conditions given make butter production absolutely un
profitable in the grain zone. Moreover, the question here is merely 
one of "more or less," not of the alternative "either or." It sh:ould 
also be recognized that today the technical conditions surrounding 
the production of butter are quite different from those which 
existed in Thiinen's time. To mention only one factor: the produc
tion of butter is no longer a hand-labor process but is mainly a 
mechanical one. The savings index may now, therefore, be as a 
whole positive rather than negative in its effect. Fundamentally it 
cannot be denied, however, that there are products for which the 
negative savings index of production costs exercises a greater force 
than the positive savings index of transportation costs. That is 
certainly true of cotton, for instance, and possibly also of flax. 

Granting this, still another fundamental factor, and one not un-
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important, must be recognized. Products such as those mentioned 
above constitute, then, an exception to the general rule, set forth in 
earlier pages (see pp. 12-13). According to this rule, wages in
crease with increasing favorableness of the economic location but 
only absolutely, not relatively; that is, not in relation to the local 
prices of the agricultural products. This rule therefore requires 
some limitation. It refers only to the great mass of products; that 
is, to these considered as a whole and particularly to those products 
which make up the principal part of real wages of agricultural 
labor, namely, the bread grains. It also refers especially, of course, 
to products which require less labor expenditure per unit than do 
the bread grains. On the other hand, this rule does not apply with
out some modification to all those products of which the production 
requires an extremely high labor input. In general terms, it may be 
understood as stating that in agricultural production the spread 
between the gross money return and the costs of labor input widens 
gradually with increasing favorableness of the economic location, 
and that, because of this, the most significant aspect of the matter 
is that the make-up of the gross return shifts in favor of those 
products which require small labor costs per unit and which for 
this reason show low transportability and have rapidly increasing 
local prices. 

We have now for the most part covered the theory of the orienta
tion of production according to economic location so far as it re
lates to the kinds of forces at work and their interrelationships. If 
we review the preceding discussion we shall find that the following 
principle assumes predominance. Although the effects of the fac
tors jointly influencing the orientation of production-transporta
tion costs, production costs, and their elements, as well as land 
rent-operate partly in a positive and partly in a negative way, 
in the last analysis they all originate from the same source, namely, 
the differences in transportation costs. This factorl in itself, oper
ating positively, creates land rent and reacts through the local 
price of a given product upon the production costs of the other 
products. It thus produces negatively operating locational forces 
which lessen its own effect. The negatively operating differences in 
production costs and the differences in land rent are contrary 
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tendencies created by the differences in transportation costs them-
selves. We can therefore still regard the economic orientation of 
production simply as an orientation determined by trll-Dsportatiorr 
costs. 

Finally, let us consider in a more quantitative way the orienta
tion of agricultural production according to economic conditions. 
We have shown, in our earlier discussion of the necessity for diver
sification in agricultural production, that shifts in types of pro
duction, under the influence of economic location, do not mean a 
regional arrangement in the sense of a sharply defined division 
into different lines of production, and frequent mention has been 
made of this fact. These shifts, however, are more than mere 
chan"ges in emphasis in p'roduction toward one or another enter
prise on a farm consisting of enterprises that are otherwise equal. 
Although the farming combination will not be dissolved completely 
into its individual elements in terms of the economic forces in pro
duction, this does not exclude the fact that under the influence of 
these forces the number of individual elements making up the 
whole farm business changes. The necessity for diversification 
insures, on the one hand, that products with a low index, of land 
rent, as grain and even wool, do not lose their importance entirely, 
in zones neaf the market. Yet, on the other hand, this necessity 
is not great enough to insure also that all the products with a high 
index will have a place in the farm organization in the more dis
tant zones; because, in any case, the production of a market prod
uct ceases to be profitable ,where the market price is entirely 
absorbed by marketing cos, ts. The more favorable the location in) 
relation to the ~arket the larger is the number of marketable 
products. The result is that, as we approach the market, not only 
is the emphasis within the combination of enterprises shifted but 
the combination itself increases in diversity of crops. A fact which 
we have briefly mentioned earlier finds its basis in the following 
consideration: the more favorable the economic location the larger 
the number of marketable products which agriculture has at it 
disposal to meet the needs of diversification. ' 

A not unimportant role is played by the fact that, in agriculture, \ 
the production of two or even more product! is combined on many 
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farms for technical reasons, and thus one product often gains in 
relative importance what the other loses. If, for example, zones 
near the market show wool production the reason lies in the fact 
that sheep kept for mutton production also produce wool. If the 
production of grain were not inseparably connected with the pro
duction of straw, grain production would without question be of 
far less importance in zones near the market than it actually is. 
Production of alcohol associated with the production of pulp is 
another example, and many more could easily be given. 

A further characteristic of the orientation of agricultural pro
duction under the influence of economic location is the changing 
relationship in which the unrefined products stand to the market
able products which are refined through feeding to live stock or 
by technical processes. The increase in the number of marketable 
products which occurs with increasing favorableness of the eco
nomic location concerns mainly the first-mentioned type for the 
following reason: Most of tpe primary products in agriculture can 
be marketed in different stages of refinement. Hay, for example, 
can be marketed either as hay or as animal products, and in the 
latter case again in its different forms, live animals, meat, milk, 
butter, cheese, wool, etc. The same is true of potatoes and grain. 
They can be marketed either as raw products or after transforma
tion into animal or commercial products. Processing or refining of 
this kind is usually connected with a reduction in the weight of 
the raw product and means economically a diminution in the in
dex of land rent. For the production of one ton of alcohol more 
land area is required than for the production of one ton of po
tatoes. The arrangement of types of production according to in
dexes of land rent must therefore be~ as a whole, an arrangement 
according to stages of refinement. Distant zones are mainly con
cerned with supplying the market with refined products while the 
supply of unrefined products comes more largely from the zones 

Jnear the market. The more favorable the economic location the 
• lower in general can be the stage of refinement in which an agricul
tural product is brought to the market. And conversely: the more 
unfavorable the economic location the more will agriculture tend 
to increase, by refining, the transportability of the products raised. 
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Furthermore, this tendency is increased by a circumstance co~ 
nected with the brtiUzer ~Qno~~!ll--which demands OUl:: 
special attention. If farm products are sold from the farms largely 
in an unrefined state this means that, in general, there is a heavy 
exportation of those plant foods on which the farmer must depend, 
al he has found by experience; while in transforming the farm 
products into technical or animal products a large, possibly even 
the largest, part of the plant foods contained in them remains on 
the farm and can be put back into the soil without great expense.::. 
Thus, for instance, direct sale of potatoes involves a heavy export" 
of plant food, while their conversion into alcohol retains nearly all 
their fertility on the farm, or, at least, exportation occurs only to 
such an extent as is necessary in utilizing the by-products through 
feeding them to live stock. The sale of potatoes, and of unrefined 
products in general, is therefore the more feasible the more cheaply 
the plant foods removed from the'soil can be replaced; that is, the 
more favorable the economic location. Theoretically speaking, this 
means that unrefined products show in general a high index of 
costs for fertilizer and are therefore attracted to the zones near 
the market. 

4. ADJUSTMENT OF THE LOCATION OF PRODUCTION 
TO THE NATURAL CONDITIONS OF FARMS 

No LOCATION is originally equally well fitted for each of the agri
cultural crops. Each location, moreover, has a specific yield capac
ity in one or another direction because of the varIOUS aeniiiiidS 
which the individual plants make upon the external conditions of 
growth. Of course, this specific yield capacity is not so narrowly 
defined for some locations as for others. There are soils upon which 
a great many crops, if not all, grow with certainty and reward the 
cultivation expenditure with "highest yields." There are others 
which are especially suitable only for particular crops, possibly 
because these crops are, as a whole, less particular with respect to 
the constitution of the soil or because they can, under these par
ticular conditions, satisfy their special requirements. 

The farmer tends, as a rule, to measure the producing abilitie~ 
of soils, with respect to specified crops, in terms of their yield8--{)~ 
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gross returns. Scientifically this measure is not tenable, because, 
for the production of a certain gross return, an expenditure which 
varies greatly may be necessary, and this presumes corresponding 
differences in the yield capacities of soils. Even the "relative" 
yield or: the relation in which, for a certain crop, gross return 
stands to input, is not an entirely reliable expression because it 
may happen that, of two soils, the one with relatively high input 
is the more productive because it returns a higher land rent by 
~elding a correspondingly higher number of units of gross return 
per unit of land. The superiority which some ameliorated soils 
show over others not infrequently arises in this way. The produc
tivity of a given soil can only be measured accurately, therefore, 
by the amount of land rent. In consequence of this, productivity 
becomes again, in spite of its dependence on natural conditions, a 
varying quantity dependent upon existing price conditions. When 
the relationship between the prices of products and the costs of 
the factors of production shifts, a certain spil may under some cir
cumstances change its place in the scale of graduation according to 
yields. If the spread between these prices is enlarged a given soil, 
with relatively high inputs, may gain in yield capacity as com
pared with other soils. The "best" whe~t 1and in Argentina has 
different attributes from that in Germany, because in Argentina 
wheat prices are far lower than in Germany'. The greater the 
spread between the prices of products and the prices of the factors 
of production, the more the absolute amount of gross return is 
decisive in determining the productivity of the soil. On the other 
~hand, the smaller the spread, the more the requirement for input 
\becomes decisive. A ~-according to their pro
ductivities for certain crops assumes, therefore, a given price con
dition; also, of course, a given stage of development of technique; 
but this point we shall not follow further. 

Adjustment of land utilization according to the natural condi
tions of production also takes place in accordance with the prin-

~
' iple of the least input of effort. Production as a whole has a 
endency to be distributed upon the natural locations in such a 
ay that it can be carried on with the lowest real cost. If the re

quirements of the individual crops for the conditions of growth 
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were differentiated so that a different type of soil would be espe-
cially suited to each individual crop as the· most profitable for its 
production; if, further, virtually unlimited areas of all kinds of 
soil were available; and if, finally, all interfering influences of 
other kinds did not need to be taken into consideratio'n, the distri
bution process would take place without any reciprocal influence 
of the crops upon one another; that is, without the competition for 
individual locations which is so charactertistic of the orientation 
according to economic location. Every crop could then occupy .. 
location where it could be produced with a minimum of labor and 
capital-though not necessarily with a minimum of area-andl 
entirely without competition from other crops for that location. 
However, these are not the conditions that exist; indeed, quite 

I 
the contrary, several, often many, crops tend to be grown on the' 
same soil. The process of distributing production is therefore very 
complicated. Orientation of production according to natural con
ditions is also, at least to a great extent, a competitive struggle for 
the most favorable location. In this competition one crop displaces 
another with the result that now no longer is each individual 
product, but only the total of all the products, raised with the 
minimum of labor and capital. The kernel of the problem is, there
fore, Which factors are decisive in this competition Y 

Even though two or more plants Inay very well be capable of 
producing their highest yields on the same soil, it seldom happens 
that their requirements of soil and climate are the same in every 
respect. On the contrary, such crops do not as a rule react in the 
same way to a change in the natural conditions of their location. 
While one may react to an unfavorable change in conditions of 
growth with a comparatively large reduction in yield, the other 
may be far less affected by such a change. This fact determines the 
choice of the location. For example, in the competition for a soil of 
a certain kind, the place will be occupied, other things being equal, 
by that crop for which a change in the production would affect 
most adversely the covering of the demand for it; or, to be more 
exact, the crop for which the replacement of this amount of prod
uct would require the greatest expenditure per unit of land. This 
results from the fact that as these expenditures are greater, which 



Product A PtoductB Productd PtoductD PtoductE 

Quality Df eoll --
I n I II I II I II I II 
------------------

Input per land unit in Marks ...................................... 100 100 100 100 100 100 240 240 480 480 
Gross return per land unit in Zentner ............... , ...... 10 5 10 8 20 15 60 40 60 40 
Input per Zentner of gross return, in Marks .......... 10 20 10 12.5 5 6.66 4 6 8 12 

In shifting the production from I to II: 

Reduction in gross returns in Zentner ................ 5 2 5 20 20 
Reduction in gross return in percentage ............ 50 20 25 33.3 33.3 
Costs of replacing in Marks .................................... 5X20=!00 2XI2.5=25 5X6.66= 2OX6=120 20XI2=240 

33.30 
Land rent on I in Marks .......................................... 2OXI0-I00 12.5XI0 6.66X20 6X60-24O 12X60-480 

=100 -100=25 -100=33.2 =120 =240 
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larger expense must appear again in the market price of the prod
uct if the demand is to be covered, the increase in land rent which 
the given crop yields at the price-determining location must be 
greater also, and thus the competing crop is more heavily bur
dened. The easily understood example shown on page 102 may 
illustrate the point. 

In shifting production from the high to the low quality of soil 
(I to II), there is a reduction in the gross re~n per land unit, 
which, if the demand is to be met, requires in replacement costs 
not less than the amounts indicated below for each of the respective 
products. 

A 100. M 
B 25.M 
C 33.3M 
D 120. M 
E 240. M 

These additional costs must always be credited to the better type 
of soil as land rent; that is, they must there Durden the production 
of the competing product. Product E therefore 'would in reality 
displace all the others; product D,the- products A, B, and C; 
product A, the products Band C; and finally product C would dis
place product B. 

One may easily explain ·further details of this illustration. Of 
two products with the same input per land unit, that one occupies 
the better location which proportionately-not according to weight 
-has the greatest reduction in gross return if displaced (compare 
A to C). If the reduction in gross return through change of loca
tion is proportionately equal, the product with the higher input 
has the greater resistance (compare D to E). 

The concept of the index of land rent also could be used in this 
connection. As the index of land rent we must now have in mind 
the savings in production costs (including interest on capital) 
which result from the increasing favorableness of the location of 
production, computed per unit of product and multiplied by the 
yield per land unit. Applying this concept to the foregoing exam-
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pIe we shall again obtain the figures shown above. If a given crop 
competes with another for a location having certain natural condi
tions, its own index of land rent operates centripetally while the 
index of the competing crop operates centrifugally. The crop with 
the hig~est index will therefore take possession of the location. 
The above-mentioned rule that not every product, when adjusted 
to the natural conditions, can be produced with a minimum of 
costs, is true only so long as we consider as costs merely the direct 
inputs (labor, capital, and interest on capital). It no longer holds 
true if we include in the calculation, as the farmer must do, the 
land rent which the competing crops yield. If a crop must be 
grown in a less suitable location, this is only done because the 
additional direct costs are offset by the savings in land rent, both 
being calculated on the basis of the unit of product. Product B, 
for instance, would have to bear in location I, besides its own pro
duction costs of 10 M, a burden of land rent of 10 M per Zentner, 
while production costs in location II amount to only 12.5 M. The 
ideal orientation according to natural conditions is obtained, 
therefore, when each unit of every individual product is produced 
at a minimum of input in this broader sense, that is, including the 
land rent obtainable. 

There is, after all, a far-reaching similarity between the orienta
tionaccording to natural and that according to economic location. 
In both cases the net force of orientation is the result of a posi
tively and of a negatively operating power. The only difference is 
that the common origin is not now the difference in transportation 
costs resulting from the economic location, but the difference in 
production costs resulting from the natural conditions.in the dif
ferent locations. If the adjustment of production according to 
~conomic location is fundamentally an orientation according to 
differences in transportation, the adjustment according to natural 
conditions is, in the final analysis, an orientation according to pro
duction costs. The fact also remains, of course, that not all crops 
strive for the same location as in orienting to market: some strive 
for different places without mutual competition. Rye gives place 
to wheat only if forced to ... put potatoes to meadows usually vol-
untarily. ,." 
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That the specific productivity of the cultivated land causes in 
reality an extremely vast differentiation of the methpds of pro
duction is well known. It causes contrastS in the forms of land use 
which leave far behind the differences depending upon economic 
or personal considerations (see below), and as a matter of fact this 
influence appears in the largest and in the smallest local fields of 
observation as well. We need only to recall the extreme contrasts 
between tropical, subtropical, and northern agriculture, the basic 
differences presented in the management of "Geest," "Marsch," 
and "Moor" soils, of sand, and of clay soils, etc., even under the, 
same climatic conditions. One can go even farther and bring into 
the closest causal connection the differentiation of agricultural 
production according to economic conditions and that according 
to differences in the natural conditions, so far as experience shows 
improvements in transportation to be adjusted mainly to the soil 
and climatic conditions. ~.1!IJ..-tlUp,.co.UJl.tries usually have unfavor
able trade conditions, river and coast districts favorable ones. 
Furthermore, it is not an accident that the most fertile districts 
have been from ancient times the centers of trade. It would mean 
discussing self-explanatory things if we were to explain further 
the fact that the natural conditions give direction t() the farming 
methods of the agricultural enterprise. Agriculture is and will 
remain mainly a using of nature; and therefore the methods of 
production receive their chief characteristics from their adjust
ment to natural conditions. 

Another point may also be touched upon in passing. The pro
ductivity of a field is the result of a working together of various 
~very one of which in turn is connected with a ~ertain. 
attribute of the soil. The question now arises, Which of these at
tributes is mainly responsible for the modifying influence upon 
the cultivation of the soil Y According to the law of the minimum 
the decisive influence upon the productivity of the soil is exercised 
always by that attribute, that is, by that factor, which is most 
unfavorably situated as to extent in comparison with all the other 
cooperating factors. That again may be sometimes this, sometimes 
that factor, and it may seem as if every single soil condition has or 
at least could have virtually the same importance for the degree of 
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productivity. Such is not the fact, however, because we must con
'-sider in appraising this statement that a lack in one or the other 
direction will not always be accompanied by the same conse

quences; for the farmer in one case may have effective means for 
correction through a changed technique, while in another case he 
may be entirely impotent. Of the factors of productivity those are 
most decisive practically which are least susceptible to correction 
through changes in technique. Most important of these undoubt~ 
edly are climatic conditions, namely; tempera~ure and ~
tion, beca~ey are-iilinost entirely beyondthe farmer s control. 
Second in importance are the attributes of the soi~ven though i1i 
particular cases very great differences appear with respect to this 
factor in the situation. Such differences become clear if one thinks, 
on the one hand, of the hardly changeable to'pographI and of the 
constant physical composition,posslbly8lso of the underground 
~, and, on the other nand, of the content of humus and ou?!~l!t 
~JKlin the soil, both of which can be effectively corrected by means 
available to the farmer. Th~_farmer _c.an~()!..e .1"~1!c:!!!l}~~t 
mountains till!!! he can change the climate completely. Of course, 
climate is peculiarmtllat Its 10c8.1 dlfferences .are. o.f gre.l!J! extent 
only as between large regions, in contrast to the often very :f~cal 
differences in soil composition which occur as between the different 
parts of relatively small areas. In daily observation the modifying 
.r-
influences of soilcompo$ition upon the cultivation of the land are 
much more noticeable than the differences caused by climate. The 
latter will appear more distinctly, however, if comparisons of 
greater extent are made. The economic geographer who wishes to 
differentiate zones of cultivation or farming must keep in mind the 
climatic regions, while for differentiation of natural conditions the 
terms clAyey, silty, and sandy soils, or rye, wheat, and beet lands 
are more familiar to the farmer. 

Nature is not only itself one of the modifying factors in agricul
tural production but at the same time it also determines the extent 
f:o which other forces of orientation can be effective. It has already 
been mentioned that the degree of intensity with which soil and 
climate favor certain crops is not the same everywhere. While in 
one case they may determine limitations categorically so that one 
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speaka even of "absolute" lands, in other cases they permit con
siderable choice of crops and with it a wide range for adjustment 
of production to economic conditions. Agriculture in the far north, 
in high mountain districts, or on poor sandy soils difl'ers rroj 
agriculture in mild climates and on rich soils not only in that i 
takes other forms but also in its inflexible leaning upon nature 
There uniformity, here diversification is the characteristic feature 
of agricultural production. Of course one may also say inversely 
that the modifying influence of nature depends in some degree 
upon economic conditions, because the more favorable the trade 

Anditions in a given district the more the agricultural production 
-&Il be extended to those soils in the district which are less suitable 

and, equally important, the greater is the number of crops by 
means of which the farms can be adjusted to varied natural condi
tions. Let us assume that Thiinen's "isolated state" consists of 
several qualities of soils which lie one beside another like sectors 
of a circle. We would have in the inner zones a greater variety of 
forms of production caused by the nature of the soil than in the 
outer zones. The modifications of, cultivation causally connected 
with the natural conditions are therefore, mutatis mutandis, caused 
by tll~ economic conditions, and, inversely, the latter can cause 
difl'erences only if nature has provided sufficient range. 

The reaction of nature upon the forms of cultivation cannot, as 
we have tacitly assumed, always be recognized as a direct inter
dependence between the requirements of the cultivated crop and 
the nature of its location. It does not always correspond to the 
relation which exists, for example, between beet cultivation and 
beet land, but often proceeds in a more or less veiled way-indi
rectly, s() t() say. This fact is connected with the previously dis
cussed close interrelationship between the individual enterprises 
on. t.he ~arm and the coope~ation of factors of production, of land i 
utilIzatIon, and of processmg the products. Therefore it is not in
frequently the case that the climate, during the course of a given 
year's sequence of operations, causes sometimes great, sometimes 
small, conflicts whereby the individual crops are affected in various 
ways and certain crops which are ordinarily quite practical may be 
subject to considerable interference. In Germany, for instance, I 
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sugar beet cultivation declines more and more as we go toward the 
north and northwest. The reason for this is not alone the direct 
disadvantage of soil and climatic conditions for this crop: it is also 
in part the fact that the hoeing, which is essential to the best devel
opment of beets, conflicts in time with an extensive hay harvest. 
Out of this situation arise difficulties in the farm work which make. 
beet cultivation unprofitable. On other farms, again, an extensive 
beet cultivation is practiced for the purpose of furthering the cul-

, tivation of other crops, so we must, in general, regard the cultiva
tion of some crops more as a means of promoting the production 
of the farm as a unit than as an end in itself. We may recall fW
effect of the cultivation of legumes on sticky silt soils. Their in .. 
tion into the rotation is intended mainly to satisfy the demands 
made by the main crops upon the soil resources of the farm, that is, 
the demands of the farm as a unit upon the fertilizer economy. 

-Moreover, because of these demands, the type and extent of the 
production of feed crops may be entirely changed even though 
the productivity of the land be equally as high for such feed crops, 
not to mention the extreme example of the summer fallow. 

The modifications which the types of farming receive through 
the changing interrelationships of the types of land use arE! worth 
);pecial consideration in this connection. The influences of soil 
,'and climate upon land utilization are not by any means exhausted 
with shifts which they occasion in the relationships between tilled 
land, meadows, pastures, etc. On the contrary, the changing rela
tionships of the kinds of land use also influence indirectly the 
management of the tilled land. How the proportion between crops 
and the rotations on the tilled land must be arranged depends 
largely upon the given relationship of kinds of land use. In this 
~connection the extent of the meadows plays an important rOle for 

I a twofold reason. First, the limitations of the ~ more 
than any other form of land use, are determined by the natural 

~ conditions. If the nature of the location, especially the level of the 
underground water, qualifies a field for use as a meadow, this con-
stitutes an economic force affecting the farmer which can very, 
seldom be offset by interfering influences; and, inversely, it is only 
in exceptional ~ases that the farmer can create meadows in any 
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desired extent. As a rule, the farmer must figure on a constant 
proportion of meadow land, be it for him, according to his circum
stances, a favorable or an unfavorable relationship. Secondly, 
there exist between meadow lands and the other forms of land use, 
pertain management relationships which grip into the vital func
.. tioning of the farm, as has been pointed out in other places. Thus 
it happens that this given proportion of meadow land becomes a 
factor the influence of which upon the farm organism is noticeable 
in n;arl'yall branches of the farm business. First of all, as we have. 
said, in operating the tilled land, if there are no meadows on th~~ 

..J4Im a much larger number of crops which supply winter feed an 
~ure must be included in the crop rotation than where there ar 
meadows. Under these conditions summer fallow must lose in im
portance or, where for other reasons it has already disappeared, a 
similar decline in the importance of the market crop~ will occur, 
and, of these, first those which require a large amqunt M fertilizer. 
Further, the form in which feed production appears on the land 
varies according to the proportion of meadows. Where natural 
meadows are lacking~or are unimportant, the effort in feed-crop 
production must be directed first of all to restoring the necessary 
balance between the unnutritious straw as a by-product of grain 
production and hay, which is rich in nutriment. On the other 
hand, if the proportion of meadows is favorable, the problem of 
feed-crop production is limited more to the prod. uction of tUbi.r 
and root crops as feeds which supplement the hay and straw fo' 
winter feeding. The higher the proportion of meadows become , 
the less important is the production of the main f~ed crops withnp.i 
the feed-crop production from the tilled fields, and the greater 
the importance of the supplementary feed crops. At the same tiIn~ 
the latter may change entirely the form in which they appear. 
Sugar-beet production, for example if connected with an extensive , . 
production of hay, can exercise a strongly limiting influence upon 
mangel production. Not only the method of cultivating the tilled 
land but also the proportion of tilled land to the whole area of the 
farm may, under some circumstances, be greatly influenced by the 
existing. proportion of meadows. This is true mainly for soils 
which, as the farmer expresses it, stand on the border tille of being 
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,worth cultivating. As the meadows, on the one hand, profit from 
Itheir association with cultivated land, and the cultivated land, Olr' 

the other hand, from association with meadows, the value for pur
IPoses of cultivation of a given piece of tillable land must vary with 
the favorableness of the proportion of the meadow land to the 
total. Soils which otherwise would be restricted to forest or to 
extensive pasture use, if associated with sufficient meadow land, 
may become suitable for field cultivation and may even reach .a 
relatively high intensity. 

We might study in still other directions the problem of the indi
rect influence exerted by natural conditions upon the method jJl.., 
farming. The .form of land use-,.g~g, for example-whic~ 
under some circumstances defineaas sharply as the meadow lands 
by soil and climate (mountain and lowland pasture), could be 
studied further in respect to its influence upon the extents and 
methods of loperation of the other types of land use. W 9"might 
further think of ihe consequences which result if one kind of tilled 
land is associated in changing proportions with other kinds; for 
!txample, sandy soils with clay or with fen soils. But these coIUtider
ations would lead to details which cannot claim general interest.& 
It may only be mentioned that, under certain circumstances, even 
the conditions or method of utilizing the products of the land may 
be ipfluenced by the natural conditions. In southwest Africa, as is 
weJl known, ranching stands or falls entirely upon the possibility 
o.f getting a sufficient supply of drinking water for the live stock 
and on freedom of the locations from certain epidemics. Likewise 
for the farm with a distillery, in eastern Germany, the water prob
lem is of great importance; for sheep ranching in Germany the 
danger of the leech (Leberegel) is of chief significance. 

Finally, there is still another view that deserves consideration. 
Every factor of orientation-and thus nature-is to be regarded 
as a force working against the diversification of enterprises by 
deviating the lines of production from an ideally conceived ar
rangement. In general, this force increases the diversity of the 
~orms of agricultural production, but for the individual enter-

j prise it constitutes a tendency to one-sided production. Onlt in 
8 See Aereboe for details, Beitragll, S. 48 fl. 
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exceptional circumstances, however, is this tendency able to coun
teract entirely the diversifying tendencies. Nevertheless we should 
not overlook, on the other hand, the fact that, in the varied condi
tions of natural location, there lies the basis of a not unimportant 
need for diversification. At least this is true for the majority of 
farms. It seldom happens in practice that a farm is only made up 
of fields of the same natural qualities. On the contrary there are, asl 
a rule, on a given farm various fields for which the specific pro
ductivities point in diiIerent directions and thus favor diiIerent 
forms of utilization. This is most noticeable in the distribution of 
the area among the various types of land use; which is to be at
tributed mainly to the condition just described. Therefore we must 
regard variation in natural conditions not only as a factor of 
diiIerentiation but at the same time as a factor of integration( 
operating of course not for internal but only for external reasons 
Therein it diiIers fundamentally fJ;om the cooperation 0' the enter
prises in utilizing the means of production, the- land, and the 
products . .. 

5. INFLUENCE OF THE FARMER'S PERSONAL QUALITmS 
UPON THE LOCATION OF PRODUCTION 

No FARMER IS IN A POSITION to operate with equal facility in all 
branches of agriculture because the demands which the wjlll 
ordered production. and refinement of the individual productsj 
make upon manual and mental labor vary as greatly as the mental 
and physical talents and abilities possessed by the individual 
farmers. In one branch of agriculture purely physical routine and: 
~<ity are of chief importance amo"iig the required occupational 
qUalities; in another branch,.}ong experience and scientific kno~b 
edge. ar~ more significant. In one branch!. diligence, steadine,ss, and 
pel"Slste ce play the main role; in another, <l..uick decision, far-
SI courage. In one branch success depends largely 
upon cleverness in bUsiness matters; in another, more upon the 
thiliiYtOhliDillti-hUirianlabor;rn-another, again, success depends 
not a little even upon the sense for form-one may think of the 
work of a breeder of live stock-or upon similar "one-sided:' tal
~nts. Without doubt, a farmer who is perhaps through his talen~ 
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and ability preeminent in one field may not always be able to 
obtain the same results in other fields. It is therefore not a mere 
indulgence of special inclination or hobby if the farmer tries to 
adjust the lines of production of his farm as much as possible to 
his individual capacities, and to utilize these to whatever extent is 
feasible. Again, besides the objective conditions presented by na
ture and by economic location, there are at work also subjective 
influences pertaining to production and business, which contribute 
to the differentiation of farming systems. The special knowledge 
and ability of farmers, the entrepreneurs as well as the employees 
and laborers, and with these the associated labor specialization 
must be regarded, along with the objective conditions mentioned, 
as factors of orientation in agricultural production. 
"Of fundamentals, there remains but little that calls for clarifica-

~ ;. tion. The economic advantage which vocational superiority achieves 
as against the average skill in accomplishing a certain task, that is 
to say, the actual orienting force, must find its expression either in 
relatively low production costs or in relatively high sales prices. 
The first is illustrated by the farmer who, because of special skill 
in the cultivation of certain crops, gets relatively high yields; the 
second appears in situations where a successful animal or plant 
breeder receives for his products special prices. Such farmers un
derstand how to obtain advantages which others obtain only with 
better soil conditions or more favorable locations in respect to 
markets. The shifts in location which are caused by their superior
ity correspond therefore, in their inner connections, with the shifts 
which are caused by variations in the favorableness of natural and 
economic location: they are an orientation either according to pro
duction costs or according to economic location. Still other similar
ities exist chiefly again in respect to the indirect influences upon 
the individual enterprises. If, by reason of special labor skill, a 
certain type of cultivation has an advantage, it is easily possible 
that this may affect the whole organism of the farm; it may be 
that other branches are set back or are put at the service of the 
favored branch. On the farm of a successful grain breeder grain 
cultivation will not only be relatively large in extent but there 
must also be included in the rotation crops which facilitate keep-
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ing the fields clean of seed weeds, and which conflict very little 
with the grain harvest in the use of labor. But if this same farm is 
under the management of an outstanding live-stock breeder it will 
present a quite different appearance. The farmer breeding live 
stock will limit grain production and extend feed crop production 
accordingly, possibly in the form of pasture; he will also' seek 
crops which can make use of the large amounts of manure that 
will be produced on such a farm. 

It must further be mentioned that the other factors of location 
do not everywhere resist these shifts equally. The opportunities 
which special skill can use are the greater the more nature and 
location, in relation to market, favor a diversification of produc
tion.To put it over-simply in schematic form: In the most central 
zone of Thiinen's state, all the phases of the production zones may 
be repeated, whereas the zone farthest out permits only small vari
ations in the lines of production prescribed by the economic loca
tion. It may well be possible successfully to transplant wool pro
duction (quality wool) into the central zone, but it is not possible 
profitably to produce potatoes for table use or fresh milk, in the 
wool zone. Considered dynamically, over a period of time, varia
tions from the central tendency which may be attributed to per
sonal initiative are greatest in periods of rising development. We 
have already stated that times of progress are not marked by a 
uniform change in the economic level, but by the advance of indi
viduals ahead of the great body of farmers. That is true also with 
respect to the lines of production on farms. Pioneers and leaders 
move ahead of the great mass of farmers whenever changing times 
shake the fundamentals of an obsolete system. 

There are also many other special circumstances which affect the 
degree of adaptability which the agricultural entrepreneur may 
display in respect to the natural and economic conditions. On the J. 
very large farm where the entrepreneur is forced to give over the f 
work of management and control largely to other hands, personal l 

J 
individuality cannot play so large a part in its adjustments as on 
the small or medium-sized farm, because the more the organization 
varies from the arrangement indicated by the objective conditions 
of location the greater is the possibility of loss through a lack of 
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suitable assistants. The same is true, of course, for all farms which 
are continuously operated by managers. It is also true to a limited 
extent for tenant-operated farms where on the one hand the owner, 
bearing in mind the possible change of tenant, is interested in the 
maintenance ~f an organization of about medium type, and on the 
other hand, the tenant often is not in a position to amortize in a 
limited period the investment needed for a considerable change in 
the organization. 

It would of course be a mistake to attribute the great differences 
in the lines· of production, which experience shows to exist on 
farms of various sizes, under conditions otherwise objectively 
equal, solely or even mainly to the greater adaptability of the small 
farm. One must not overlook the fact that the various sizes of 
i-!!,rms themselves react differently to certain objective conditions. 
~t is well known that, because of fixed sizes of many units of capital 
goods, the smaller the farm the more expensive is the use of capital, 
and that enterprises which need tools, machines, or other forms of 
capitai goods involving an especially high investment, or at least 
which can be operated most profitably with them, find on the large 
farm a more profitable place than on the small farm. A typical ex
ample, to which many others could be added, is the farm with a 
distillery. The opposite is true for enterprises which require much 
h'and labor and a very careful control if success is to be achieved. 
The small farm ordinarily is forced to support a relatively larger 
amount of labor than the large farm because one cannot lessen the 
amount of labor proportionately as the size of farm decreases. The 
small farmer therefore has the alternative either of keeping the 
available labor busy continuously, if possible, or of letting it go 
Ipartly unused. He will of course choose the first possibility, at least 
as long as by that means an increase of the gross return which 

~
overs the added necessary costs can be obtained. The consequence 

's that forms of production can have a place on the small farm 
which, because of their high labor requirements, are out of place on 
the large farm where every increase in the quantity of labor used 
means an increase in labor costs. This consideration is again the 
~ore significant the more it involves operations in the performance 
of which special skill or special carefulness and conscientiousness 
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.are required. These are conditions which the small ~armer working 
for himself fulfills far better than does the hired laborer in the 
service of a large farmer. The cultivation of vegetables, vines, 
fruit, and commercial crops and also some branches of live-stock 
breeding and keeping are in many places the specialities of the 
small farm. The cheaper labor and the superiority in labor accom
plishment make for this. 

The lines of production most profitable for the individual farm 
are influenced not only by the professional and mental ability of 
the agricultural entrepreneur, but also by his material reSOlJl"ces, 
that is, his "financial power." This problem has already been 
touched upon "In another connection (see pp. 55 and 56). Crops 
which require much capital also carry a correspondingly high riskj 
Such a risk can be undertaken by the financially strong entrepre
neur but is rather dangerous, under certain circumstances, for the 
financially weak farmer operating without.a sufficient risk fund. 
We must add also that the risk which inheres in the production of 
the various crops is mainly dependent upon circumstances which 
are associated, on the one hand, with the !latural ~on~~_ 
(!:!>wtbJ)f these crops and, on the other hand, with their market 
conditions.lt is well known that there are "~tajp" ilUCJ "lJP~ 
rain" crops, a contrast which may, under some circumstances, 
take the most drastic forms and does not lose its practical impor
tance even when we consider different species of the flame crop. 
There are also some products the market prices of which show ex
traordinary stability, and others which frequently show sudden 
and large variations in price. All this the farmer must consider in 
deciding upon the lines of production. The less dangerous, in the 
light of his financial condition, the risk will be for him, the greater 
the acreage he allots, for example, to the cultivation of hoe crops, 
which are high in risk not only because of their high capital re
quirements but for natural reasons as well, or to the commercial 
production of vegetables, which are risky because of their price 
movements. 

Experience teaches that differences in the lines of production 
which have their origin in the personal qualities of the entrepre
neur may, even over large fields of observation, not infrequently 
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greatly overshadow the influence of the natural and economic con
ditions. It also happens that significant regional variations~re 
caused solely or at least mainly by labor specialization in regions 
,where whole groups of people have, through long established 
tradition, reached an occupational superiority in certain branches 
of agriculture as agafnst the laborers 1n -o'tlier areas who cannot 
easily catch up with them. The development of the production of 
vegetables in the Netherlands, of flax in Flanders, and of cheese in 
France must certainly be attributed chiefly to this factor. 

However, in spite of these and similar observations, a certain 
tendency to level out is noticeable. This tendency may lessen the 
importance of the personal factor in the differentiation of the lines 
of production as compared to that of the objective influences. The 
farmer cannot harmonize artificially the nature of the soil and the 
economic location if they diverge as forces of orientation, but he 
may in many cases be quite successful in adjusting the farm to his 
knowledge and ability. In other words, he can choose a farm which 
corresponds with his special capacity. He follows the precepts of 
efficiency if he takes advantage of such possibilities because it is 
evident that even the greatest ability can only shift but never 
eliminate entirely the limits which nature and economic location 
have set. Even a genius can achieve the greatest success only if he 
needs to do but little violence to the objective conditions affecting 
his activities. Also the genius will, if it is possible, avoid doing such 
violence. Where small or large farmers are settled and cannot 
choose their farms at will, it is a matter of course that in the school
ing and training of their special abilities they tend to meet as much 
as possible the demands of their inherited properties. Naturally 
this tendency is strengthened in their case by the fact that they are 
usually assisted in this adjustment by tradition. 

6. THE POSITION OF THE PROCESSING ENTERPRISES, 
ESPECIALLY LIVE STOCK, ON THE FARM, AND 

THEIR LOCATIONAL ORIENTATION 

THE UTILIZATION OF THE PRODUCTS of the soil, that is, of the pri
mary products of the farm, proceeds along various lines. One part, 
as, for example, seed, feed for work animals, wages paid in kind, or 

- --.....~ ...... --.~--;\II ~ ___ , __ ._ ........... 
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the green manure, after its production is completed, at once goes 
bac' again into the cycle of the farm business. Another part serves 
in. sup~r~~.th~ .privat~po~sehC)ld which is usually connected 
witllthe farm. And llniilly, the remainder is destined for the mar
ket and-finds its utilization through exchange, this being converted 
"iiit; money, which again may be either a part of the net return 
from the farm business or may be used for obtaining purchasable 
production goods. 

Only in exceptional cases is a product of the land in the stage in 
which it is harvested a consumable or even a salable good. Most of, 
the products which find their utilization in the farm household or 
which are to be marketed need for these purposes a more or less 
thorough pre /!.x:a.t.ion. If, on the one hand, we are concerned with;& 
com aratIvely simple, purely mechanical changing or sorting pro
cess, we speak of it as being a W1;ect use-especially in a direct 
sale--<>f the product of the land, th~ii' strictly speaking this is 
not quite correct. On the other hand, if there are involved more 
complete mechanical, and especially chemical, transformations of 
~i~i~~. p~~ducts, which can be acc~pl~hed. only through 
specIal eqUIpment of the farm, that is, through speCIal farm enter
prises, we speak of it as a processing or refining of the prod~!Jt{! of 
the land. ------.--~ •. -- .- 0< ••• _.', 

There are t"';o main l>.rapch.~.Qt!:~finem.!Lnt of the rl!'!llt:~~.l!.~ts; : 
namely, the live-stocIs.eE:.te!p~i~es and the so-called~hn.iealside 
~1rr.!.~·!ih1J,~ of which each again has a number of subdivi
SIOns, as may be seen from the table which has been given in the 
first chapter (p. 5). It is evident that no sharp line of demarca
tion can be drawn between the technicatenUl'firiSeSiiilathe~biiSi:' 
ness arrangements which may be required in the "direet" utiliza
tion of products. There is room for controversy as to whether or 
not home industries have the characteristics of special farm enter
prises and therefore of technical side lines. That is a factor, how
ever, which may be neglected in our further discussion without in
terfering with the clarification of the principles involved. 

The point under consideration is the fitting of the refining or 
processing enterprises, also called the enterprises of utilization, 
into the farm business as a whole. There is here involved the in-
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vesting and tying-up of large amounts of capital, so that it becomes 
a problem of farm organization along with the one of most profit
able utilization of the products of the land. If all the raw products 
not needed on the farm could be sold directly, we would only need 
to investigate the way in which the farm manager could best ar
range the sale, whether through retail or wholesale channels, or 
~l?tt!!..t,iy~ .. .§(!..1J.i!!~_,:gen¥~, etc. But"'urnrziltion would 
then no longer be a problem ofYarm organization proper. 

It would seem, of course, in view of the secondary function 
which the converting enterprises must perform on the farm, that 
the question of their organization is really answered in the pre
£aus explanation of the orientation of the forms of land use, or 
that it would be sufficiently explained by a few references to the 
dependence of the converting enterprises upon various branches 
of land use, because it is no doubt true that the former must ad
just themselves to the latter. If economic location, nature, and the 
initiative of the entrepreneur make a certain system of land utili
zation seem rational, along with it they also prescribe for the farm 
certain definite facilities and ways of converting or refining the 
products of the land. Every system of land utilization assumes the 
existence of the corresponding converting facilities. 

Nevertheless, there are still many questions to be answered which 
grow out of the special characteristics of the cOl:verting enter
prises. In reality things are not so simple as they may seem; for 
example, that for a certain farming system a particular mode of 
converting the products must be considered to the exclusion of 
others; or that, for a given product, there is a certain correspond
ing way of converting it. On the contrary, we are here concerned, 
as in land utilization, with a complicated array of cooperating 
and mutually supplementing ways and branches of refining. Up 
to now we have tried to solve the problem of organizing land use 
but under the tacit assumption that all the products of the land are 
given their highest utilization. Actually, however, we are as yet 
far from knowing how to do this. 

In order that we might consider the problems in a scientifically 
rational arrangement, we have up to now disregarded this aspect 
of the matter. One can make of the great number of questions 
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which are put to the agricultural entrepreneur three fundamen
tally different groups. All the questions refer to the selection, from 

,) time to time, of the cheapest means of production, to the applica
tion of these in a way to 'obtain the highest returns, or, finally, to 
the highest possible form of utilization of the products of the land. 
If we wish to clarify these questions through scientific thinking it 
can only be done by taking them one by one, the remaining two 
meanwhile being regarded as solved. The question which has so 
far occupied our attention, namely, getting the highest possible 
yields from the land, could only be clarified in respect to princi
ples by taking the means of production as given and assuming the 
best utilization of the land products. We are now concerned, fig~ 
uratively speaking, with adding the last stone to the building; 
that is, with investigating how a given product of the soil can be 
utilized to the greatest advantage. The problem we are concerned 
with is the following: According to what points of view must we 
proceed in distributing the products among the various forms. of 
utilization' According to what principles"therefore, must the en
terprises of refining be included in the farm organization Y 

Some mal" question such a procedure by remarking that in this 
way we may be able to solve in theory the problems of organiza
tion of the farm business (through mathematical computations), 
but that this' cannot be done in practice. The farmer could not 
operate with "tacit assumptions" in his calculations, for these are 
like unknown quantities. He must be given a substantial founda; 
tion as a base from which to start in further calculations. In orde~ 
that the farmer may be able to balance methods of farming and 
their intensities in a rational way, he needs to know the possible 
realization from the products of the land as a concrete quantity in 
figures, and thus one will demand: show first how this unknown 
quantity is to be found in order that, through this, the values of 
the others may be ascertained. 

We can only reply that there is in fact a vicious circle but that 
the farmer is forced to meet the problem in that form. There is no 
solid base which could be regarded as unchangeable, for the farmer 
to use in his calculations. The reasons for this lie in the particular 
interrelationships which exist between the production and the 
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utilization of the products of the land; that is, between the kinds Qi 
~land use and the types o!"'p!p..£.~qg. It is inipossible to separate 
:entIrely fIle o1'fecatC'Ulii'ilon from the other. In order to be able to 
calculate the most profitable organization of land use upon a nu
merical basis that is free from objections, an accurate knowledge 
of the obtainable return from all products would be necessary. This 
would need to be based again upon an already established organ
ization of the types of refinement. On the other hand, the calcula
tion of the kinds of refinement could only be undertaken as an 
exact computation if the quantity of the obtainable production 
was already known; that is, if an established organization of land 
use was at hand. 

In practice, therefore, approximation is the onll way out. The 
e~trepreneur must'"1rY1'oapproacti'st;P bY-;t;pthegoru. 'of the 
farm organization. In approaching the problem of organizing the 
utilization of the products, he must assume the actual given land 
utilization of his farm to be, for the present, rational. He must 
~lso start from the utilization of products actually obtained prior 
to this time if he wishes to investigate the organization of land use 
in respect to its efficiency. If even the farmer is forced in his calcu
lations to separate in a violent way the two phases of larm organ
ization, surely the theorist has at least the right to take the method 
of isolating observations in making his deductions. • 

In attacking the problem, first of all the concept of utilization 
(Verwertung), which we must use as a basis in comparing the ca
pacities and competitive strengths of the various ways of utilizing 
products, calls for a certain amount of clarification. To ascertain 
the results of utilizing a product, all the elements of money gross
return and money costs must be considered. These may vary ac
cording to the method of utilization chosen. We must start from 
the .. gross receiI!ts which are received from the sale of the finished 
or uIlfiilished products. From that amount we must subtract, first 
of all, the expenses which arise after the completion of the harvest
ing of the raw products, that is, the ~ and S~~$,~,~ex-~ 
penses; second, the ~ts of proc~, which may have preceded 
the";ie; and finally, the etpenses ne~~_ary fo.!.!est2.!~~ion of th~ 
fertility of the soil. While the latter do not form a part of Ule 

-...... --......---
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actual utilization expenditures, they are high or low depending 
upon the form of utilization which is chosen. To the gross receipts 
must be added possible indirect advantages that may be associated 
with the individual forms of utilization. 

In comparing the three ways of utilization, namely, direct sale, 
feeding to live stock, or supplying the technical side lines, we have 
the following principal differences. Direct sale requires ordinarily 
only low utilization costs, but relatively high restoration costs for 
soil fertility because it carries many plant foods off the farm. 
In feeding the products to live stock the last-mentioned costs are 
relatively low, but utilization expenses are high because these in
clude all the costs of maintenance and support of the live stock in
cluding interest on the investment in it. On the other hand, thj 
feeding of products to live stock often offers, besides the actua 
receipts, a number of indirect advantages connected with the fer 
tilizer economy. For the technical side lines, conditions are simi 
lar: high utilization costs but low costs for the replacement of los 
plant foods and usually also many indirect advantages. \ 

As manifold as the production of crops on a given farm are the 
forms of their utilization. It is a rule seldom broken that the raw 
products find their best utilization only if several methods are used 
side by side. We know of course from previous discussion that, 
with increasing favorableness of economic location, an increasing 
mount of products in unfinished condition becomes relatively 
more marketable, but only in exceptional cases does this shift go 
10 far that all other forms of utilization are eliminated. Here again, 
)f the two main types of processing, it is the live-stock ent!frprise I 
which nearly everywhere, along with the direct sate of crops, mal'ii
cains its position to a greater or less extl!nt, nOw;HQQgft this, now 
through that subdivision. The reasons for this are, in particular :~ 
the superior position, on the. one hand, which the animal product~ 
)ccupy in the market, together with the fact that the live-stock 
mterprises as a whole supply products of widely varying kinds, 
lome with a low and some with a high index of land rent and of 
>roduction costs; and, on the other hand, the favoring of forage
!rop production, which is caused by the urge toward diversi
ication in the utilization of the land. Further reasons are the posi-
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tion of the live-stock enterprise in the fertilizer economy of the 
farms, which verges upon indispensability, the advantages in the 
way of better distribution of labor, and finally, the fact that, in 
obtaining crop products suitable for the market, waste products 
usually result which as such are absolutely without a market value 
and cannot be utilized at all except as converted by live stock. We 
do not exaggerate when we say that agriculture in the temperate 
zones is a close coordination of land use and live-stock production. 
This connection is so close that in places where, under exceptional 
conditions, utilization of the raw products has an entirely one
sided character, it is in most cases not the direct sale of the crops 
but rather live-stock production which assumes the predominant 
role. Entirely different of course are the technical side lines in agri
culture, which are connected in a comparatively loose way with the 
forms of land use. Most farms in Germany do not show such a con
nection at all. The explanation of this is that, on the one hand, the 
technical side lines do not, like live-stock enterprises, utilize waste 
products for which other forms of utilization do not compete at 
all; on the other hand, and this is the deciding factor, the minimum 
limit of the extent to which a technical side line can be operated 
with profit involves a comparatively high input. A large potato 
distillery, for example, is operated much more cheaply than a small 
one, and the price of the alcohol therefore operates in such a way 
that, in decreasing the extent of the business, the point is soon 
reached where a different utilization of the potatoes is more profit
able. On farms where there is not sufficient raw material to pro
vide the advantages of large-scale operations this reason alone is 
sufficient to prevent the erection of a distillery. There are also cer
tain live-stock enterprises in which the relative costs increase rap
idly if the enterprises are contracted below certain limits. This is 
true, for example, of some forms of the sheep enterprise. There 
are others, however, for which the extent of the enterprise is an 
indifferent factor, in respect to its effect upon costs, and there are 
even some which gain rather than lose in profitableness with de
creasing extent. However, there is in general in this resp~ct a sharp 
contrast between the live-stock enterprises and the technical side 
lines in agriculture. This large-scale tendency of the technical side 
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lines is also the chief reason that only a few branches of tecllDical 
processing of raw agricultural products have retained the charac
teristics of agricultural side lines. The great majority, in the pres-

: ent stage of economic life, are carried on in the purely industrial 
sphere of production or at least occupy an intermediate position 
(for details see later pages). 

The preliminary question in the organization of the conversion 
enterprises is whether or not a given conversion enterprise is en
titled to inclusion in the farm business. The answer to this depends 
upon the conditions which it demands with respect to minimum ex
tent for profitable operation. The main question then has to do with 
the actual extent which it must be given. Both questions are com
paratively easy to answer if we are dealing with a technical side 
line in which only one certain product is refined. They are more 
complicated for the live-stock enterprises, which, for reasons al
ready mentioned, must as a rule make use not of only one but of a 
whole series of raw products which supplement one another in 
their physiological and chronological relationships, and which, 
furthermore, must make use of products which, since they are en
tirely without market value, can be used only in this way, as well 
as of those which might also be utilized in some other way. The 
problem is then to determine the extent to which the latter types of 
products shall be included in the "cooperating forms of conver
sion" to the betterment of the combined effect. The circumstances 
may vary greatly according to the relative quantities in which the 
various feedable products occur and the ways in which they sup
plement.one another. Assuming, for example, that pasture, man
gels, chaff, and the straw of spring grains can be utilized on a cer
tain farm only by the live stock, and that straw from winter grains, 
hay, grains, and other feedable products have, as well, a market in 
their unrefined forms, it may, with equal market prices for animal 
and other products, be profitable in one case to devote everything 
to the live-stock enterprises; but in another it may be m'ore profit
able to supplement the products which cannot be otherwise used 
(absolute feeds) with only a part of the marketable feed products, 
and to market the remainder of these in unrefined form. In a third 
case it might even be desirable to feed only a part of the products 
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having no other use and to put the remainder back onto the soil 8.1 

green manure, or even to let it go to waste. Feeds can yield theil 
maximum results as a rule only when used in a certain quantitJ 
relationship. Because of this, the more incomplete their comple· 
mentation, the more the surplus feeds lose in "feeding value." Be· 
yond a certain limit, therefore, they can be utilized in other way! 
with greater profit. There must therefore be included in every caSE 
in the cooperative forms of conversion by the live stock, such quan
tities of "absolute" feeds (feeds having only one possible use) anc 
of "fakultative" feeds (feeds having more than one possible use) 
that the highest possible total return will be obtained. These quan· 
tities of feed give then the outlines of the extent of the live-stoc~ 
enterprises. . 

Of course, we are not concerned exclusively with the feed prod· 
ucts that are produced on the farm. There is still one importanl 
means which is suited to the correction of the relationships of feech 
produced on the farm, to increasing their utilization, and thus tc 
the enlargement of the base for the live-stock enterprises as 8 

whole: this is the use of cgmmercial feeds. Nevertheless, even tlili 
means of balancing, fdr economic reasoni which we shall latel 
consider in more detail, is limited in its application so that the sit· 
uation is not fundamentally changed. 

If one keeps in mind all this, together with the great extent of 
the live-stock enterprises-that is, together with the fact that on 
most farms live stock is regarded as indispensable-the fitting of 
the live-stock enterprises into the farm organism occupies the cen
tral position in the whole conversion problem. We must first know 
the requirements of the live-stock enterprises before we can ap
proach any other questions of conversion. This includes, of course, 
not only the problem of determining what in toto shall be assigned 
to utilization through live stock, but also how this shall be subdi
vided between the branches of live-stock production. These special 
questions, however, we shall not follow up at this time. 

The guiding principle which runs through all of these considera
tions is not new to us. Again we are concerned with that principle 
which we may call the search for the extreme limit of profitable
ness and which we now iiieet ,for tlie thTratiille. As the farmer must -
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Beek in determining the intensity of his farming the final input 
which is still paid for, as he must seek, in organizing the utiliza
tion of the land, the last acre which can profitably be given to a 
particular crop, so he must now seek an answer to the same ques
tion for each individual product: Where is the last unit of product 
which can still be used in one specific type of conversion with 
greater profit than in any other? If we investigate farther, we find 
here again as a causal factor the law of diminishing returns. For 
the reason that the most important type of refining, namely, live
stock production, can, after a certain point is reached, utilize It, 
creasing quantities of a given feed crop only with decreasi 
returns per unit, the use through live stock must sooner or later e 
checked by the competition of other types of refining. This use 
must therefore be balanced with other uses so that an optimum 
effect is obtained. 

Of special significance is the fact that increasing quantities of a 
given product do not, under all circumstances, result in a constant 
utilization, especially if we think of the interrelationships between 
utilization and the production of raw products. The extent and in
tensity of a given type of land use must, as we know, be related to 
the possible utilization of the resulting product and, as we now can 
add, one must always begin with the utilization which- can be ob
tained for the last unit of quantity produced. If one wishes, for 
example, to calculate the profitableness of an increase in the inten
sity or extent of hay production, one must at the same time raise 
the question: Can one obtain for the additional quantity of hay the 
same utilization as for the quantities now being produlled f Fur
thermore, the last portion of hay from every acre of meadow must 
still be utilized with a return high enough so that the production 
costs of that portion are covered, and the yield of the last acre of 
meadow must be high enough so that its money value balances with 
the production costs, including the land rent which might be ob
tained through other ways of utilizing the land. It is assumed, of 
course, that the hay cannot be obtained more cheaply from other 
farms, which may very-well be possible because of variations in the 
amount of utilization resulting from individual differences in the 
fums. If the purchase price is below the costs on the given farm, it 
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limits the production on this farm both in extent and in intensity. 
The mountain farmer who suffers from a lack of winter feed and 
can make very high use of such feed would be wrong if, with his 
high costs, he produced hay for himself instead of covering his 
needs at a relatively low cost by purchasing the surpluses from 
farms in the valley, which are well supplied with meadows. The 
same holds true for the farmer who has a distillery and undertakes 
to produce the necessary quantity of potatoes on his own farm, 
l'egardless of the cost and in spite of the fact that after a certain 
limit has been reached the purchase of potatoes involves lower 
costs than their production on his own farm. 

It is now clear what we have in mind in speaking of marketa!Wl 
~nd unmarketab~~l<)..ul~3lm~~ts. There are n; doubt cer· 

• tain raw proaucts which we may speak of as absolutely unmar
ketable, since they must be refined wherever they are produced if 
they are to be sold at all. There are also raw products which nearly 

~ everywhere have a sale price and may therefore be looked upon as 
.J!bsolutely marketable. We should not, of course, regard the mar, 
ketability or nonmarketability as an attribute of the agricultural 
product which is unconditionally inherent and absolute, but onl~ 
as a purely relative category which is dependent upon the eco
nomic conditions. A product is marketable (marktfiihig) if it hSlj 
a higher utilization through direct sale than through processing or 
the farm; that is to say, it is marketable only in that stage of r~ 
finement at which it receives its highest utilization. For examPI~e, 
potatoes are marketable where they can be most profitably sold 
potatoes; they are nonmarketable where they are better utilize 
through being refined into alcohol or starch, or through transfor 
mation into animal products. Hay and straw are marketable . I 

some cases as raw products of the land, in other cases in the for~ 
of fresh milk, and in still others, after far-reaching transforma, 
tions, as into butter and cheese. Decisive with respect to the marl 
ketability of a produc~ therefore, are all the circumstances whic~ 
we have recognized as factors of differentiation; namely, the ecoi 
nomic location and, as well, the natural and personal conditions o~ 
the individual farms. This is especially true for the economic loca! 
tion in that, with decreasing favorableness in this factor, the numl 
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ber of marketable unrefined raw products usually decreases. These 
factors moreover do not, with respect to a given product, appear 
as definite alternatives, but rather as considerations of "more or 
less." Furthermore, we may have on the same farm a certain prod
uct which is partly nonmarketable, partly marketable, depending 
upon how the types of processing participate in its utilization. 
Quantities of hay which must be fed to live stock are nonmarket· 
able; the possible surpluses, on the other hand, are marketable. j 

Up to this time we have learned only the general reasons why, 
under our conditions, the live-stock enterprises are, almost without 
exception, associated with the farm business for the purpose of 
utilizing a part of the total products of the land, and the reasons, 
too, why they must in many cases be combined with direct sale and 
with other types of processi~g in the utilization of a given product. 
We must now define more clearly their position within the whole 
farm organization and the limits to their extents, which as yet we 
have mentioned only briefly. This can be done only by bringing 
into the discussion those questions which arise in our following out 
of the principles of decreasing diversification and increasing spe
cialization, which make up the specific characteristics of this type 
of processing. Weare concerned with the following problems:. 

1. The function of the live-stock enterprises in the fertilizer 
economy of the farm. 

2. The expansion of their basis by purchase of "concentrates." 
3. Their subdivision into various branches. 
We have already mentioned that the live-stock enterprises on 

the farm fulfill a twofold purpose. Besides the transformation of ..• 
raw products, which are absolutely or at least relatively unmar- ~ 
ketable, into marketable products, these enterprises have impor-, 
tant functions in tlie maintenance and increase of fertility. 

The live-stock enterprises, by the transformation of raw prOd~ 
ucts into animal products, take care of the maintenance of fertility: 
in that a large part of the fertilizing materials contained in th 
raw products, namely, plant foods and organic matter, remains 0 

the farm as by-products. Of course, this is no positive accOmpliSh"\ 
ment, but means merely a saving in cost as compared to the direct 
sale of the raw products, because in the latter event a more exten-
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sive destruction of the farm's fertility is involved which can oIiIJ 
be restored by the purchase of fertilizer or by expense for greeI 
manuring. In this sense we may say with Aereboe that it is one oj 
the purposes of the live-stock enterprises to provide as much al 
possible for the maintenance of the fertility of the farm.' 

, The live-stock enterprises not only lessen the export of fertiliz. 
ing materials but in addition bring about also a direct increase iI 
I the fertilizing value. They do this not only by actually increasin~ 
~the plant foods on the farm; more important, we find this positivE 
accomplishment expressed in certain useful changes in the form 
and location of the fertilizing elements of the farm. Organic mat 
ter and the plant foods in forage crops and straw are, 'througlJ 
live-sto()k enterprises, changed. into a more effective form. It is noj 
~he same whether hay, straw, or similar products are given di· 
rectly back to the soil as fertilizer, or after partial transformation 
into dung and urine. The fertilizing value of dung and urine u 
far greater than that of the quantity of hay and straw from which 
they originated. Besides making the plant foods available, the 
live-stock enterprises perform another service of great importance 
though perhaps not on every farm: they make it possible for the 
farmer to bring into circulation on the farm plant foods and or
ganic matter which represent only dead capital where they lie or 
where they were grown. We know from our earlier discussion that 
fertilizing is not a mere returning of plant foods which have been 

l taken out of the soil, but is at the same time a taking out of plant 
\fOOds from the one field and applying them on the other. Fertility
\producing and fertility-consuming crops must' supplement each 
other. This wQrk of lertilizer transfer is also accomplished in 
large part bYthe live-stocK enterprises. We may think, for exam
ple, of the benefit which comes to the farm from sheep production, 
through collection of the scarce pasture-feed and the concentra
tion of the plant foods contained in it on the dung pile or in the 
corral, thus making them available for application on the farm. 

, All these beneficial effects--namely, maintaining, making avail
\ able, and collecting fertility-must be counted on the credit side in 
comparing the live-stock entllrprises with other types of utilization. 

T BeitriigfJ, S. 81. 
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Manure production, therefore, together with ot1;ter factors, is to 
be born~ in mind when one is determining the most profitable ex- . 
tents for the live-stock enterprises. The point where they are sur
passed by direct sale in the utilization of the raw products has not 
yet been reached when the money returns of both,after subtract
ing the direct expenses of conversion, are equal, but only when the 
returns above the expenses from direct sale exceed the money re
turn above expenses from the live-stock enterprises, plus the sav
ings in expense for fertilizer and the increase in fertilizing value 
brought about by these enterprises. If no other form of utilization
is competing, a product can be employed in the live-stock enter
prises until the increase in fertilizing value just covers the cost of 
keeping the additional live stock . .All this is clear without further 
explanation and has for the most part already been mentioned. 

Two special circumstances which play an important role in de
tining this limit must, however, be described in more detail. We 
must tirst consider that a given farm business is not concerned 
with the production of manure in unlimited amounts, because the 
value of manure to the farm decreases as its quantity increases, and 
second, that the production of manure is not the only way of ob
taining fertility. 

The value of the manure cannot exceed the benefit which it yields 
to the farm. Its benefit, on the other hand, must decrease step ~y 
step with greater disposable quantities of it, in accordance with th\l 
law of diminishing yield increase. One reason that the profitable 
ness of the live-stock enterprises decreases with increasing extent 
we have already learned; namely, the increasing one-sidedness of 
the feeding, or better, the increasing difficulty of obtaining a bal
anced feed ratio. The seconiJ. reason is the decreasing value of in
creasing quantities of manure. If we divide the net sale price 
which is obtained for a raw product through feeding, that is, the 
so-called feed value, into the two components, the sale or market 
share and the. share resulting from its fertilizing value, we shall 
find that both decrease with an increasing extent of the live-stock 
enterprises. The decrease may be greatest for the one or for the 
other of these components, depending upon the natural and eco
nomic conditions. Thus the function which the live-stock enter-
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prises must perform within the farm organization as a whole is in 
a sense shifted. If the point is soon reached beyond which a fur
ther increase in the live-stock enterprises for the sake of manure 
production is no longer of importance, while increase is still very 
profitable for refining nonmarketable products, the main justifi
cation of the live-stock enterprise rests as a whole more on the lat
ter basis. Manure is produced then as a costless waste product. If 
the conditions are such that these enterprises must be. extended be
yond the point where the money return from the last animal just 
covers the expenses, manure production becomes more and more 
the main purpose of the live-stock enterprises. The practical 
farmer who judges the profitableness of an enterprise by the cash 
income which it yields, usually in such circumstances calls the live
stock enterprises a "necessary evil," an expression which is, of 
course, really a contradiction in terms but which nevertheless in
dicates that otherwise fertilizers must be purchased. 

Whether the chief emphasis in the live-stock enterprises lies 
more in the conversion processes or in manure production depends, 
so far as the natural conditions of the farms are concerned, espe
cially upon the cropping systems and the need for fertilizer on the 
tilled land. A farm which has relatively large quantities of meadow 
and pasture land willliIJlit the extent of the live-stock enterprises 
in such a way that the utilization of the last ton of hay, as accom
plished through the sale of animal products alone, just balances 
with the return from direct sale of the hay. To go beyond this 
point would be unprofitable because manure is already produced 
in such quantity that the small amount needed is more than sup
plied. A typical example of this kind is to be seen in the marsh pas
ture farms engaged in dairy production, where not infrequently 
an effort is made to lessen the production of manure by restricting 
the bedding material and employing bedding-saving barn construc
tion; or, where it is feasible, manure may be sold. In sharp contrast 
to such farms are those made up predominantly of tilled lands the 
soil of which, because of its heaviness, requires large and frequent 
applications of manure. In this case the expense of the live-stock 
enterprises must in large part be paid by the manure production. 

In order to appraise the influence of the economic location upon 
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the position of the live-stock enterprises, we must first take into 
consideration the fact that the live-stock enterprises are not the 
only source of fertility, but share the function of providing fertil
ity with the purchased fertilizers and with the cultivation of green 
manure crops. The production of manure in the barn is therefore 
justified only to the point where the expense of the last ton of ma
nure, plus the price which the given feed would yield if utilized 
in other ways, balances with the cost of purchasing substitutes fori 
the manure. Let us consider first the fertilizers. The price of fer
tilizer decreases with increasing favorableness of the economic 
location, and because of this the live-stock enterprises are more 
and more released from the functions of maintaining and collect
ing fertility, while their function of refining gains relatively more 
importance. Commercial fertilizer cannot, of course, be substituted 
for manure for all fertilizing purposes. It serves mainly to supply 
plant foods, while the indirect or so-called physical effects on tp.e 
soil are considered as a special benefit derived from the manure. 
The importance of this latter type of benefit slows down rather 
rapidly, however, as the quantities of manure are increased; that 
is, more rapidly than does the effect of the increasing quantity of 
plant foods, so that finally, so far as these effects are concerned, fer
tilizer can be substituted for the manure. Soon the commercial fer
tilizer even becomes superior with respect to its mere fertilizing 
effect because it contains the plant foods separately, and thus it is 
possible to adapt it so that it meets the special requirements of cer-I 
tain plants and of the fertility content of the soil. This is not pos-' 
sible to anything like the same extent with manure, which contains 
the plant foods in a less flexible combination. Where manure is 
used alone one or another plant food may possibly be wasted. It 

" follows therefore that decreasing prices for fertilizers lessen the 
importance of live stock for the production of manure. 

It would, of course, be a mistake to draw from the foregoing dis
cussion the conclusion that the function of live stock in unfavor
able economic locations rests more upon manure production while 
in favorable economic locations it rests more upon the refining of 
the raw products. Although manure substitutes are relatively 
cheap in zones close to market, yet the optimum intensity in the 
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application of fertilizer increases in these zones. This justifies a 
correspondingly higher expense for manure production. Further, 
we must consider the fact that, with increasing favorableness of 
the economic location, direct sale becomes, as we know, a strong 
competitor of the live-stock enterprises for the reasons that, first, 
the types of land use have changed in its favor, and, second, the 
feedable raw products, such as hay and straw, have gained more 
and more marketability. These are important considerations which 
detract greatly from the live-stock enterprises'in their role as re
finers of unmarketable products; while they increase the impor
tance of manure production, thus offsetting again the influence of 
the decreasing prices of fertilizers. If we consider further that the 
live-stock enterprises produce products both of high and of low 
transportability, we must concede that, in respect to the influence 
of the economic location upon the relationship of the twofold func..; 
tions, we can no longer speak of a tendency which proceeds in a 
straight line. One cannot maintain without qualification that with 
increasing favorableness of the economic location the one or the 
other function-that is, refining or manure production-gains in 
importance. Thiinen, as we have already mentioned, is of the opin
ion that, measured in terms of income and expense, the profitable
ness of butter production decreases with approach to the ma~ket. 
This would mean that the cattle enterprise, as long as it is main
tained for this purpose, must, with nearer approach to the mar
ket, shift its function more and more in the direction of manure 
production. Thiinen concedes however that in the fresh-milk zone 
the conditions of profitableness are just the opposite, from which 
we would conclude that, in this case, as economic location becomes 
increasingly favorable, manure production decreases in impor
tance as compared to the total usefulness of the enterprise. There
fore we can only say in a general way that in a given economic 
location the more the animal products gain in importance in terms 
of the indexes of land rent the more the live-stock enterprises be
come, as a whole, conversion enterprises. On the other hand, the 
more the directly salable raw products gain in these terms the more 
is the function of the live-stock enterprise restricted to manure 
production. 
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It may already have been recognized from the foregoing discus-: 
sion that a certain extent of the live-stock enterprises is not always 
essential to a given qua~tity of feedable raw products. This may 
become clearer if we turn to a discussiov. of the second of the above
mentioned special questions: the expansion of the feed base of a 
farm by purchase of the so-called concentrates. 

We speak only of an expansion of the feed.base. On account of 
the special functions which these feeds perform, we cannot, by 
purchase of conce~trates, any more than we could with home-pro
duced feeds, expand the live-stock enterprises to any desired ex
tent. Concentrated feeds by themselves alone are usually not suited 
to the carrying on of a given form of animal production. On the 
contrary, their purpose in the feed ration is to correct an unfa
vorable relation with respect to the volume or the nutritiveness of 
the ration. They serve as complements to the home-produced feeds 
which are low in nutritive value or high in bulk. From the eco
nomic viewpoint they are thus a means of increasing the utilizal 
tion of the latter, or at least of making their utilization possible 
The use of concentrates must therefore be limited to a rang 
within which this purpose is fulfilled. This will va.ry according to 
the available quantities ,?f home-produced feeds. As a rule, even 
before the limit of such range is reached, the use of concentrates 
becomes unprofitable; that is to say, on a given farm not all the 
home-produced feeds can be brought to a profitable utilization 
by using concentrates, although from a technical standpoint it may 
very well be possible so to supplement them as to make a suitable 
ration. This is because the profitableness of this measure depends 
also upon the costs which it involves; namely, the prices of the con
centrates from time to time. To ascertain the return, over and 
above expenses, from the feeds which are brought to utilization by 
the concentrates, it is necessary to consider, as a part of the ex
pense of feeding, the cost of purchasing the concentrates just as 
well as the labor expense, cost of barn and barn equi~ment, or the 
depreciation in the value of the live stock, etc. These costs must be 
subtracted from the total returns from the feed combination. If 
we call the bulky feeds the basic feeds we obtain the following 
equation: total returns from the feed mixture minus the expense 
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for concentrates equals the returns from the use of the basic feeds. 
The returns from the use of basic feeds stand, therefore, in inverse 
relationship to the prices of the concentrates. This means a fluctua
tion up and down with vatiations in the favorableness of the eco
nomic location, because the concentrates become cheaper as we 
approach the market. Other things being equal, even with ever so 
Iowa price for concentrates, a given farm product as we go from 
the market loses in economic feeding value the more rapidly the 
smaller its content in effective constituents (starch value), and the 
larger, because of that, the quantities of concentrates required to 
make up a normal feed ratio. The best quality of meadow hay, the 
composition of which corresponds approximately to the optimum 
'of concentration of nutrients required for milk production, does 
not suffer, when used for this purpose, any value loss as a result 
of increasing prices for the concentrates. If its valuation declines 
with decreasing favorableness of the economic location, it does so 
for other reasons. Such a decline will therefore take place com
paratively slowly. For another feed the curve calculated upon the 
unit of starch value will decline faster; as, for example, the straw 
of spring grains, which has only half as much starch value per ton 
as meadow hay and which therefore needs, in order to obtain the 
optimum feed ratio, a large amount of concentrates. Faster still 
will be the decline if, in place of the straw of spring grain, we put 
instead the straw of winter grain, which is far lower in starch value. 
In unfavorable economic locations it is possible that only the best 
meadow hay could be used successfully for feeding, while in favor
able locations even the straw of winter grains might be so used. 

This may be illustrated by the table on page 135, the figures of 
which will help to make clear and plain the relationships men
tioned. 

In comparing zones A and C, the return from meadow hay de
creases by 25 per cent, the return from the straw of spring grains 
by 75 per cent, and the return from the straw of winter grains by 
175 per cent. These differences have their cause in the fact that of 
the return from the total feed (basic feed and concentrates), 
which is constant, an increasing part is used to pay the cost of 
obtaining concentrates. 
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Compooition of the total feed 

Ration 1... ......... Meadow hay, best quality .... 40 kg. starch value 

Ration 11... ....... { Straw of spring grain. ............. 
Concentrates ............................. 

: } 40 kg. starch value 

Ration 111... ..... { Straw of winter grain .............. 
Concentrates .............................. 

10 } 40 kg. starch value 
30 

Economic Ioeation 

A B C 

(PfaJ (Pfg.) , (pfg.) 
Return from the total feed 

before deducting costs 
(feed value) .......................... 800 700 600 

Cost of concentrates per 
kg. of starch value ........... 22 22.5 25 

Return over expenses for 
the basic feeds 
I. Hay per dz ..................... 800 700 600 

Hay per kg. starch 
value .................................. 20 17.5 15 

II. Straw of spring grain 8OO-20X20 7oo-20X22.5 600-20X25 
per dz ............................... =400 =250 =100 

Straw of spring grain 
per kg. starch value .... 20 12.5 5 

III. Straw of winter grain 8OO-30X20 700-30X22.5 600-30X25 
per dz ............................... =200 =25 =-150 

Straw of winter grain 
per kg. starch value .... 20 2.5 -15 

In using relatively poor organic materials for feeding, which is 
made possible by the increasing favorableness of the economic loca
tion, we are c~elly concerned, in practice as well as in the fore
going example, with an increased feeding of st~aw; that is, with 
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utilization of such quantities of straw by feeding as would other
wise have no value except for fertilizing or bedding purposes. It 
has already been stated that it is an important problem in organ
izing the utilization of the land to obtain the right relationship 
between feed straw, on the one hand, which is poor in nutrients, 
and the hay and other farm-produced feeds, on the other hand, 
which are rich in nutrients. A problem of no less importance is 
that of ascertaining the limit of permissible purchase of concen-· 
trates and, through this, of the permissible extent of the use of 
straw for feeding. In the former case, as in the latter, the goal is 
to remove so far as possible the disproportion between the bulky 
and the concentrated feeds, which exists on the farm because of 
the predominant importance of grain-groVl-ing. Both problems are, 
of course, closely related to each other. Where the conditions for 
the purchase of concentrates are favorable the cultivation of feed 
crops which serve as supplements for straw, or the factor of the 
interrelation of the types of land use as based upon cooperation 
in utilizing the products, loses more and more in importance, and 

. vice versa. This is a connection which, in accordance with the rules 
of our above stated method, we do not here follow any further. 

Two other considerations which are of importance in determin
ing the extent of the live-stock enterprises for a given type of 
land use deserve our attention. It cannot be overlooked-and this 
is the first of them-that in purchasing concentrates not only 
feed values but also fertilizing values, especially plant foods, are 
added to the farm and that other expenditures for maintaining 
fertility are accordingly saved. The farmer must therefore seek 
to balance the successive additions of concentrates so that the pur
chase costs of the last quantity, after subtracting its fertilizing 
value, are just covered by the return from animal products and 
the increase in fertilizing value of the home-produced feeds which 
are fed. The full purchase cost of the concentrates is not to be 
charged against the live-stock enterprises, assuming, of course, 
that the imported plant foods are really needed on the farm and 
do not increase an already existing surplus of manures. Considera
tion of the fertilizing value of the concentrates, calculated ac
cording to the prices for which the corresponding plant foods can 
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be bought 88 commercial fertilizers, works toward a greater ex
pansion of the live-stock enterprises than would otherwise be 
feasible. The other consideration has to do with the changes which' 
occur in the value of straw for bedding as tb.e amount of straW' 
feed increases. The farmer makes use of many means (barn equip- . 
ment, straw supplements) in order to limit the quantity of bedding 
straw per animal. But these do not, as a rule, prevent an increas
ing value from being placed on a given quantity of straw with an 
expansion of the live·stock enterprises, and it therefore becomes 
more and more difficult to increase this value still further by feed
ing the straw. Only in exceptional cases-that is, for example, if 
conditions are unusually favorable for obtaining straw supple
ments, on farms having extensive areas of tilled land or extensive 
straw production--can the whole straw production be used for 
feeding. In this statement we disregard the fact that often a more 
or less large part of the s.traw finds its highest utilization through 
direct sale or is needed as bedding or feeding straw for teams. 

Finally, the expansion of the feed base by purchase of concen
trates is important not only in respect to the most suitable limita
tion of the total extent of the live·stock enterprises; it also consti
tutes a special aspect of the question of location of the live·stock 

_ enterprises. To repeat, we hlj.ve seen that not everything feedable, 
that is, everything having a physiologicaL feed value, has economic 
value for feeding, but that this economic feeding value comes into 
existence with a certain concentration of nutritive materials-a 
concentration that is greater or less depending upon the favor
ableness of the economic location; and on that again the price of 
concentrates has a decisive influence. We have arrived at these 
conclusions through assuming that the type and method of feed 
utilization or, in other words,· the lines of live-stock production, 
remain unchanged. This assumption does not correspond with the 
actual conditions. Actually, many and greatly varying forms of I 
live-stock enterprises, both main and sub-branches, competelwith 
one another in the utilization of feeds, and the question arises, 
Which of these will prevail in this or that situation '-the question 
that is, of the location of the different types of live-stock prO: 
duction.· 
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We have already answered this question for the most part. The 
forms of live-stock production, like the types of agricultural pro
duction in general, group themselves around the market according 
to the indexes of land rent which their products manifest, so far 
as the contrary forces of combination permit this. Products of 
which the marketing involves special difficulties and which, cal
culated upon the unit of freight, require, on the one hand, only a 
small amount of labor and capital of agricultural origin, and, on 
the other hand, a large amount of capital of industrial origin, 
have a relatively high index of land rent and therefore occupy the 
zones near the market. This we already know. 

The indicated special phase of the question of location lies in the 
fact that, for the height of the indexes of land rent for animal 
products, that gradation of differences in cost is largely determin
ing which occurs in connection with the expenditure for concen
trates involved in different forms of feed utilization or different 
live-stock enterprises; that is, if the latter are exposed to changes 
in their economic locations. The expense for concentrates is, as we 
have seen, a part of the total expense involved in the utilization of 
the farm-produced feed materials. This factor must therefore in
fluence the index of land rent, and also the location of production 
if the different types of production must bear varying amounts of 
expenditure for concentrates. This it actually does. Certain types 
of live-stock production require feed rations with a relatively high 
content of nutritive matter while tlie needs of others are satisfied 
with a relatively low degree of concentration in the ration as a 
whole. According to Kellner, for instance, in 1000 kg. of dry 
matter there are required in feeding: 

Oxen at rest .............................................................. .. 
Mature heifers Cor Cattening .................................. .. 
Milk cows (15 kg. milk per 1000 kg. live weight) 
Wool sheep, coarse breeds ..................................... . 
Wool sheep, fine breeds ........................................... . 
Mature sheep, Cor Cattening .................................. .. 

:
{periOd 1 .............................. .. 

Hogs Cor Cattening per~od 2 .............................. .. 
period 3 .............................. .. 

starch value in kg. Protein in kg. 

33 
48 
37 
39 
39 
52 
78 
75 
76 

3.3 
5.8 
6.5 
4.9 
5.2 
5.7 
8.8 
9.1 
7.7 
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A feed of a certain concentration therefore needs for its utili
zation a greater or smaller additional amount of. concentrates, 
depending upon the type of live-stock production involved. The 
results of this are those above mentioned. The more concentrates 
a ration demands, the more marked will appear the burden, upon 
the given line of production, of increasing prices for concentrates, 
and the more will the feed value of the basic feeds be decreased by 
it. Since the concentrates rise in price with decreasing favor
ableness of the economic location, those lines of production in un
favorable economic locations which use poor feeds and extensive 
methods-which have, that is, a wide relationship of volume to nu
trients-must, other things being equal, result in the highest utili
zation of feeds. On the other hand, with approach to the market, 
lines of production using rich feeds and intensive methods will 
gain more and more in competitive strength. Not entirely but 
mainly for this reason, with increasing favorableness of the eco
nomic location, the growing of young cattle is displaced by milk 
production, milk production by fattening, fattening by meat pro
duction, keeping sheep by keeping cattle, etc. At any rate, the 
emphasis of the live-stock enterprises shifts in this direction. The 
shift to lines of production which can be operated with extensive 
feed ratios is the means of making it possible, with decreasing 
favorableness of the economic location, to limit the use of expen
sive concentrated feeds and to operate with home-produced feeds. 
We have seen above that, in unfavorable economic locations, only 
feeds relatively rich in nutrients have an economic feed value. We 
can now add to this that they receive this feed value by extensive 
methods of application while, in favorable locations, the poorest 
feeds under some circumstances receive their highest utilization 
by the most intensive methods of application. 

The problem of organizing the live-stock enterprises is solved 
only when the total quantity of land products which devolve upon 
them for utilization is accurately defined and when, among the 
subdivisions of live-stock enterprises, the right selection and mu
tuallimitation of extent have occurred. It has already been em
phasized that, as a rule, on a given farm the highest utilization of 
feeds can only be achieved by keeping several types of live stock. 
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Every live-stock enterprise has its peculiarities. There are feeds 
which are feedable to almost every kind of live stock, but there are 
~thers which may in some respects be termed "absolute" sheep, hog, 
poultry feeds, etc. because they are refused by other kinds of 
live stock or at least would constitute for them only a scanty sub
sistence ration, not a productive ration. Most feeds take an inter
mediate position inasmuch as they are, on the one hand, capable 
of varying application, and, on the other hand, are better fitted for 
either the one or the other kind of live stock. The forces of differen
tiation based on the natural, economic, and personal conditions 
may shift the emphasis of the live-stock enterprises to the one side 
or the other, but usually they cannot do away with the force work
ing in the direction of diversification, so much the less since certain 
live-stock enterprises, like hogs and poultry, can be kept in almost 
any extent, even the smallest. 

The mutual competition of the live-stock enterprises for the 
feeds begins first with the so-called "by-feed." that is. those feeds, 
capable of varying uses, which must be added to the absolute feeds 
in order to utilize them or to increase the effectiveness of their 
utilization. The expansion of the feed base for a given enterprise 
through "by-feeds" can, go on as long as all the feeds taken together 
attain a higher utilization than would otherwise be possible. In a 
calculation dealing with this the farmer must proceed in such a 
way that he counts in for the absolute feed no value or only the 
!ertilizing value, and for the "by-feeds" the value which can be 
realized through other methods of utilization. In this case the ex
pansion, at the expense of its competitors, of the live-stock enter
prise here under discussion is still profitable as long as a plus 
results when the expenditures are subtracted from the gross re
turns. Let us make the procedure of defining the extent of the 
individual live-stock enterprises clear by an example in which 
sheep production is to be defined with respect to its extent in com
petition with cattle production.8 

The so-called occasional grazing areas on borders around the 
fields, stubble and fallow fields, poor grazing lands, etc., which 
would not yield enough for cattle grazing but which offer for the 

8 Aereboe, op. oit., S. 96 :If. . 
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unpretending and quick-moving sheep so much feed that it can 
gain in weight as well as produce wool and lambs, provide an ab
solute sheep feed. These grazing areas are not sufficient to support 
sheep all the year around, but must be supplemented during the 
summer when grazing is not possible and in the winter by barn feed
ing with "by-feeds." Feeds which may be considered as "by-feeds" 

_ are principally grain straws, mainly the kinds of straw which are 
poor in nutrients; for example, wheat and rye straws. These can 
be better used as sheep feed and in greater quantities since the 
sheep, more than any other animal, is capable of picking out the 
valuable parts. Other supplementary feeds are also necessary. At 
lambing time sheep must have hay, and at breeding time the bucks 
must have oats; even the lambs must receive good feeds. The main
tenance of a sheep enterprise is profitable so long as the otherwise 
obtainable values of "by-feeds," the expenses for shepherd and 
sheep barn, and the other expenses for the care of the sheep are 
covered by the gross return, including the value of products sold 
and of the increase in fertility. Other things being equal, the lower 
the expense, for a farm with a given amount of absolute sheep 
feed, and the higher the gross return, the smaller is the minimum 
number of sheep necessary to insure profitableness in the sheep 
enterprise. A further question is, Whether and how far shall the 
sheep enterprise be extended beyond this minimum Y If extended, 
increasing quantities of feeds such as hay, better qualities of straw, 
hoe crops, and even concentrates, which would otherwise be util
ized by the cattle enterprise, must of course be used for the sheep 
enterprise. As the sheep enterprise increases in size, the absolute 
sheep feed declines successively in relative importance in the ra
tion as a whole, and sheep feeding becomes more and more similar 
to cattle feeding. To the same extent the former superiority of the 
sheep enterprise in utilizing certain feeds decreases. The 'benefits 
which the quantities oV'by-feeds" yield by making the utilization 
of absolute sheep feeds possible or by increasing their effective
ness decrease rapidly, and finally become so small that they fall be
low those obtained through utilization of these feeds by the Clittle 
enterprise. At this point the maXimum extent to which it is profit.. 
able to carry the sheep enterprise is reached. The problem of the 
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farmer is therefore to determine which is the last ton of supple
mentary feed the return from which, through its effect in increas-
ing the utilization of the absolute sheep f~ed, is still above the re

'tmn from feeding it to cattle.9 

The situation is fundamentally the same in the case of sheep 
for wool production, the mutton sheep or, instead of the sheep 
enterprise, any other kind of livestock. In these cases also we are 
concerned always with the question, Does it pay at all to include 
in the farm organization, on the basis of the available absolute 
feeds, a certain live-stock enterprise Y-and, if this preliminary 
question has been answered in the affirmative, To what extent is 
the use of "by-feeds" profitable in this enterprise! Ordinarily, the 
cattle enterprise comes into the picture as the enterprise to the 
competition of which the others must sooner or later give way; 
that is, if the "by-feeds" are not withdrawn through direct sale or 
utilization by the technical enterprises. The cattle enterprise, be
cause of the greater importance which its products assume in all 
the higher stages of development, constitutes on most farms the 
backbone of the live-stock enterprises. It therefore receives the 
!ron's share of the pro~s Of ihe land that can be fed at all. 

7. SHIFTS IN THE LOCATION OF PRODUCTION WITH 
PROGRESSING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

THE BASIS OF OUR FORMER DISCUSSIONS of the location of farming 
systems was the static conditi .th&-ilconomic structure. We 
have learned the prm es w lC exp am e-simU'Ita;;e~~ ~cur
rence locally of the various lines of production at a given stage in 
the development of the national economy; namely, the factors of 
location in the static economy. As we already know, the problems 
of location are not exhausted with these explanations. IIi reality, 
we do not have a static but rather a living and moving economic 
structure, and the theory of location must consequently take into 
account not only the geographic modifications but those of time 
as well. The further question is, How do those" economic forces 
which, taken as a whole, make up what we call development-mean
ing development in the good sense; that is, '~rogress"-affect the 

9 Aereboe, Beitriige, S. 100. 
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linea of production, and how do they influence the organization of 
the farm according to enterprises' 

One part of this question can be quickly answere<!:. Thiine!!..!..ees 
the change in locational relationships with the different stages in 
economic development mainly as a replica of the modifications of 
location shown by the economic zones in a given stage of develop
ment. "The isolated state," he says, "represents, so far as agricul
ture is concerned at a given time, a picture of the same state in 
di1Ierent centuries." We can easily imagine, as Thiinen did, how 
with progressing development, resulting from the expansion of the 
market, the limits set to the lines of production by adjustment to 
economic conditions at a given time are overthrown, and how the 
various zones expand. This, of course, can happen only, so to 
apeak, by pushing the zones over one another from the inside to.
ward the outside. Thus within a shorter or longer period of time 
all the systems of farming glide over a given place. 

This scheme, with which up to this time the theory has in gen-) 
eral been satisfied, does not by any means explain everything. Dis
regarding the fact that one does not learn from this what takes the 
place in the inner zone, or the type of agriculture which is forced 
to the outside, what about this as an explanation, based as it is on 
the narrowly framed assumption that progressing development 
exercises its influence only through an increase in the intensity of 
the forces of orientation which come from the market, while the 
mutual force relationships of the factors of location remain un
changed' This last is not actually true. In the course of time a slow 
shift takes place among those forces which participate in the e8-. 

tablishment of production and among the individual elements of 
which they are made up. These forces are not always in the same 
position of balance. They change their individual and their total 
weight, thereby changing the balance between the enterprises 
within the individual farming systems. The parallelism between 
the geographic and the chronological modifications of location dis
appears, or at leaS'!; is distorted. To use an illustration: Chronolog
ical changes are not only external shifts among the regionalloca
tions of the different systems but, at the same time, are also changes 
within the internal structure of each individual system. To be more 
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concrete: All the enterprises are not necessarily affected equally 
, by changes in the forces of location. Instead, a change sometimes 

influences more strongly one enterprise, sometimes another. Thus 
we may have in a given stage of development, combinations in 
farming which have never been known before, either in the place 
where they appear or anywhere else. There is left in the picture 
only a certain similarity. 

Here lies, therefore, the theoretical emphasis of the dynamic 
side, of the problem of location. The individual factors of location 
must themselves be placed in the living and moving economic 
structure, and the principles and tendencies according to which 
their relationships and their influences upon the lines of agricuJ. 
tural production change must be included in the general theory 
The assumption of static conditions must be removed entirely. 

All the shifts in production-namely. the changes in the rela· 
tionships between the forms of land use, and between crops anc 
the converting enterprises of the farm-receive their motivatior 
either from changing demand in the market or from progress giver 
a direction. along certain lines by changes in technique; that is 
technique in general, as well as technique in agricultural produc· 
tion in particular. We must distinguish sharply between these tW( 
influences. 

If a changed demand-we assume an increased demand-doe.! 
not involve all agricultural products equally, the favored product! 
increase unilaterallY-4lxperience, that is, a relative incr~ase ir 
market price. Happenings of this kind are of daily occurrence. 11 
is a fact well known in the experi~nce of all, and one which ha! 

\ 

been shown statistically, that the customs of the consuming public 
undergo great changes in the course of time, changes which agair 
are associated with various circumstances. It may be sufficient t< 
indicate a few of these things here. Even an increase in the wealtl: 
of the people usually causes a shift in the relationships of thE 
products demanded . .As no one is in a position to satisfy all his de· 
mands, everyone is accustomed to making a gradation in the sat· 
isfying of his needs, this gradation being according to the relatiVE 
urgencies of these needs. Even with a small income he tends if 
possible to obtain certain goods up to the full satisfaction of hi! 
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wants. If his income increases, he must necessarily, if he wishes to 
progress at all in satisfying his needs, take more and more into con
sideration, in spending his money, other goods or luxuries in the 
'purchase of which he was formerly mqre or less limited or which 
he could not afford at all. Provision being made for the consump
tion of goods which are necessary for subsistence, the consumption 
of luxuries becomes more and more important. It must be added 
that even the subsequently felt urgency of these "luxury" needs 
does not always remain unchanged. For example, changed living 
and working conditions, like the change from physical to mental 
work, or from work in the open to inside work in a sitting position, 
which are a characteristic accompaniment of our modern develop
ment, bring about changes in our ways of eating which have their 
main cause in certain physiological relationships and which are 
reflected again in the demand for, and the relative price levels of, 
things produced. Progress in industrial technique is also effective 
in the same way and often manifests itself with extreme force. The 
national economy has, as is well known, a tendency to make itself 
more and more independent of agricultural production by supply
ing an increasing population, by displacing, with mechanically 
produced and finished land-products, the organic products which 
are produced under pressure of the law of diminishing yield'in
crease. For obvious reasons, however, it does not everywhere have 
the same success in this fight for emancipation. We select only a 
few typical contrasts. Industrial technique has been able to make 
almost entirely unnecessary the cultivation of plants for dye pro
duction; but the task of suPpJying the national economy with hu
man food-stuffs is undisputedly the field of agriculture. Industrial 
technique has further been able largely to displace the sources of 
light, heat, and power which are of plant or animal origin (oil 
plants, firewood, animal power) by the use of coal, coal oil, and the 
kinetic energy of nature; it has replaced timber and lumber by 
iron and other metals, stone, cement, etc. In other fields it has lim
ited, to a great extent at least, the use of the less productive ani
mal organisms (substitution of cotton for wool, vegetable fats for 
butter). The agricultural production would be entirely different if 
the people of today were, as in former centuries, dependent upon 
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agriculture for their needed supply of food and raw material. 
Still another influence upon demand is the development of the 
tropical and subtropical countries, the products of which often 
serve as supplements to the homegrown products (rice, corn, trop
ical and subtropical fruits, palm oil). 

Among the specific historical facts of the recent past which are 
especially noteworthy and of the greatest practical influence are 
the shifts which have taken place in most of the civilized countries 
in the relationships between the market prices of the bread grains, 
on the one hand, and of the animal products used for human food, 
on the other. These shifts have received their impetus mainly from 
changes in the demand. Taken purely in a quantitative way, the 
consumption of bread grains in Germany very early reached a cer
tain' point of saturation. We may assume that the quantity con
sumed has not increased very much during the nineteenth century: 
only the demand for quality has changed. On the other hand, the 
amount of increase in per-capita meat consumption during this 
time may be illustrated by the following table, which refers to the 
kingdom of Saxony.tO 

CoNSUMPTION OF BEEF AND PORK IN THE KINGDOM 

OF SAXONY 

(Computed on basis of the butchering tax) 

Kg. 
1835-1844 ................................ ".............. 16 
1845-1854................................................ 17 
1855-1864................................................ 21 
1865-1874................................................ 25 
1875-1884 ........................................ ·........ 30 
1885-1894................................................ 35 
1895-1904................................................ 41 
1905.......................................................... 38 
1906.......................................................... 34 

Coinciding with this change in consumption we find an entire 
shift in the levels of prices in favor of meat, as may be shown also 
by figures. (See table on p. 147.) 

10 Ha7lilwiirterbuch iler Staatswis8eMohaften. 3 Auflage. Bd. IV. S. 358. 
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A price development similar to that for meat is shown by milk, 
butter, and eggs. In comparison to the bread grains they too are 
today more expensive than they were in the seventies of the past 
century. This again is a result of the increased demand for such 
products. It may be assumed that the course of prices in the future 
will follow this same tendency since, according to statistics, there 

PRICES 011' AGRICULTURAL PRODUcrS IN PRUSSIA 
PER 100 KG., 10-YEAR AVERAGE 

Period Wheat Rye Beef 

1821-1830 .................................. 122 87 42 
1831-1840 .................................. 138 101 52 
1841-1850 .................................. 168 123 57 
1851-1860 .................................. 211 166 70 
1861-1870 .................................. 204 155 87 
1871-1880 .................................. 223 172 114 
1881-1890 .................................. 181 152 117 
1891-1900 .................................. 164 144 125 
1901-1910 .................................. 192 164 150 

Priee from 1871 to 1880=100 

1901-1910 .................................. 1 86 95 132 

Pork 

54 
62 
71 
92 

104 
125 
123 
129 
154 

123 

are still today great variations in the consumption of the animal 
products mentioned if one compares the various countries and dis
tricts, town and country areas, and small and large towns, and if 
the individual classes in the population are differentiated accord
ing to variations in wealth. These are differences which have a ten
dency to level out, as long as the economic development is advanc
ing and the purchasing power of the people is increasing. 

In considering the mechanics according to which shifts in loca
tion occur as a result of price changes, it is clear from our former 
discussion that a product competing for a given location gains in 
competitive strength as it increases relatively in price. The prod
uct favored by the change in price relationships will occupy a 
place in districts where its production has not previously been 
profitable, and furthermore it will gain a more and more imp or-
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tant place within the combinations of products in the districts 
where it was formerly grown. Depending upon the stage of devel
opment of a district, the change will sometimes be more significant 
in the former direction, sometimes in the latter. In the agriculture 
of the United States the consequences of the price shifts, as be
tween grain and animal products, are apparent chiefly in the 
gradual advance of "diversified" farms into the' former wheat re
gions. This is a type of farming which, in addition to grain-grow
ing, includes feed crops and consequently live-stock production. 
In Germany, where live stock has always had a greater importance, 
the consequence of price shifts appears in a steady expansion of 
the feed base within the farming combinations. This proceeds, 
mainly at the expense of the fallow and of the cultivation of le
gumes and commercial crops (Handelsgewiichsbau), and, in dis
tricts. well fitted for grass production, at the expense of grain 
crops or of the entire field-crop production. 

;;,. In explaining such shifts in location the following factor is also 
of much importance: The rise in the market price of a given prod
uct is of course transferred to the local prices in such a way that 
the latter rise in like amounts in all the economic locations, be
cause the difference between these and the market price remains 
unchanged by the shift. The land rent which is yielded by the 
product must therefore rise in all locations by the same amount. 
Under these conditions the limiting effect which the increase in 
the market price of the given product e~ercises upon the produc
tion of the competing products cannot be equally gr~t in allloca
tions. In the vicinity of the market this effect is comparatively 
small because it finds here the greatest resistance, in the form of a 

-. .relatively high land rent, from the competing products. With de-
-Creasing favorableness of the economic location the given product 

tends slowly toward a maximum but finally decreases again and 
disappears entirely where; in spite of the increase in market price, 
it can no longer yield an economic rent. The maximum effect is ob
served in those locations where, at the former price level, the grow
ing of the product has only just been profitable. Details concerning 
these relationships may be seen in the table on p. 149, to which for 
further clarification a graphic illustration is added (p. 150). 
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The market price of the product N, because of increased de
mand, rises from 2.25 M to 2.50 M. The land rent yielded 1;Iy it 
therefore increases by 25 M in all the zones where it was formerly 
cultivated, while two more zones are drawn into the territory in 
which the product yields economic rent (theoretically the eccr, 
nomic rent increases here also by 25 M because it was formerly 

PRODUCTN 

Yield, 100 Zentner per Morgen 

Production eoata (in the broader sense) per Morgen, 200 M 
Production coata (in the broader sense) per Zentner, 2.0 M 

Market ~ri .. with lower demand, 1.211 Market pri .. with increaeecl demand, 2.50 

Land rent 
r""",) Land ..... ' Loea\ 

Znne pri .. per Morgen Znne pri .. 
per Morgen inc:reaae 

M M M M M 
1 2.25' 25 1 2.50 50 25 
2 2.125 12.5 2 2.375 37.5 25 . 
3 2.00 ::1::0 3 ' 2.25 25 25 

(Marginal 
location) 

4 1.875 (-12.5) 4 2.125 12.5 (25) 
5 1.25 (-25.0) 5 2.00 0 (25) 

(Marginal 
location) 

negative). The shift in the lines of production in favor of the 
product N will be greatest in zone 3, the former marginal location, 
because, on the one hand, the increase in market price here still 
appears in full in the land rent while, on the other hand, the eccr 
nomic rent from competing products is here at a minimum. In the 
favorably located zones the effect is more and more offset by the 
growing resistance which arises, while in the distant zones this 
force is losing its power. 

Let us summarize: Shifts in the price relationships of the prod
ucts raised in an economic area, the causes of which lie in changes 
in demand, bring about, in the lines of production on the farms, 
changes which favor the products most favored in the price devel-
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opment, the effects becoming more pronounced with de(!reasing 
favorableness of the economic location. The more unfavorable the 
economic location becomes, the more the balance between the enter
prises on the farms takes on an unstable character and the more 
easily, therefore, can a shift in the forces of orientation coming 
from the market affect the farming system. If we think of a relative 

~------r-~~--~--------~ZONE 
1\\ 

I I \ \ 
-..,.- __ 1-_ L _ __ \ __ .1."":' __ _ 

, I \' 
5 

I' '\' --- -I_J_~~ ___ \ ____ 4 , , . \ , 
I " \ , ~----+-~~~~~~-4----~3 
I I 

I ' ---t-L 
I I 

I ' 

'------- ..,..-----/ ~. 

I 
I. Total tilled area. 

II. Area given over to product N when market price 
is relatively low. 

III. Expansion of the area in product N resulting 
from a relative increase in its market price. 

2 

increase in the market price for one product proceeding by degrees, 
the main emphasis in the changes in farming is shifted more and 
more into economic locations farther from the market. At the same 
time, as a result of this, the farming systems in the various loca
tions must become more and more similar to one another. Other 
things being equal, price changes caused by change in demand 
tend therefore to level out the differentiation of agricultural pro
duction according to economic location. 
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This development is especially apparent in German agriculture, 
particularly in live-stock production. In the districts with favor
able location, for example, the provinces of western Prussia, in
crease in live stock has come to a standstill. The increase which 
can be noticed in the rest of Germany occurs largely in the parts 
of the country which are economically less favored, as can easily 
be seen by a superficial glance at the statistics. 

The second type of shifts in location, in its inner cause and 
effect relations, is connected with development of technique. In 
order that we may recognize the regularly recurring tendencies in 
the great mass of individual phenomena, it is necessary to divide 
the whole group of technical developments into certain categories 
based upon the differences in effect upon the lines of agricultural 
production. We must distinguish: 

1. Developments in transportation. 
2. Developments in the production of farm products. 
3. Developments in the conversion of raw agricultural products 

and in industrial technique in general. 
The dynamic phenomena of economic life are the more easily 

observed and explained as to their causes the less they are offset 
by influences which are at the same time acting in the opposite 
direction, the less they are eclipsed by other tendencies working 
in the same direction, and the faster in general the course of events 
proceeds. More significant than any other shifts in locat~on, n~ 
doubt, are the changes which have occurred in the scope of agri
cultural production under the influence of the development in 
transportation; that is, through the improvement and expansio 
of the means of transportation and communication. If one wishe 
to characterize the economic developments of recent times by cer
tain events, he can do so in no better way than by referring to the 
abrupt development of transportation, which at times far outran 
all other developments-in its direct effects upon national and world 
economy. These changes have put economic life, and with it agri
culture as well, upon an entirely new base; have, indeed, revolu
tionized it. 

The inner relationships of the shifts in location caused by de
velopments in transportation will be apparent if we keep in mind 
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the fact that every achievement of this kind, however it may ex
press itself, is equivalent to a lowering of the expenses and wastes 
involved in marketing agricultural products. If the marketing 
costs decrease in general they tend to level out the regional differ
ences and with these, which is of special importance here, the dif
ferences in marketing costs calculated in terms of the unit of cul
tivated land. These existing differences among the various prod
ucts chiefly determine their indexes of land rent. A general level
ing of the indexes of land rent takes place, the market's power of 
attraction is weakened, and the factor of location-that is, the 
economic location-loses in its influence upon orientation. Other 
forces of orientation gain in effectiveness. Chief among these are 
the varying conditions of soil and climate and, no less important, 
the forces counteracting the differentiation of farming activities, 
namely, the forces of diversification. On the one hand a leveling 
occurs with respect to the differences in the lines of production in 
the var~ous zones. This leveling is made partly at the expense of· 
the zones closer to the market, differing in this respect from the 
shifts caused by a relative increase in demand for certain products 
(in which case one zone was only more favored than the other). 
The cultivation of products having a relatively high index of land 
rent gains in extent in the unfavorable economic locations, while 
it must be limited accordingly in the more favorable locations. On 
the other hand, however, and this is the most noteworthy tendency 
in this development, the total orientation of production becomes 
more and more an adjustment to the natural conditions of location. 
As savings in transportation expenditure lose in significance, dif
ferences in production costs between soils having different natural 
conditions become more important in determining the methods of 
farming. The regUlarity of Thiinen's rings is more and more in
terrupted and distorted. The spatial distribution of production at 
a high level of transportation costs is mainly an adjustment to eco
nomic conditions; at a low level of transportation costs, mainly an 
adjustment to the natural conditions of production or a utilization 
of the specific favorablenesses of the various kinds of soils. The 
freer the farmer is in respect to market outlets the more he is 
bound by nature. 
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Such is the picture if we consider the effects of the facilitation of 
marketing in a very general way. Further consideration must be 
given to the fact that transportation means, not infrequently but 
as a rule, a specific favoring of one product or the other since this' 
factor is always of relatively greater importance for a less tran~
portable product than for a product with high transportability. 
Every acceleration in the overcoming of the handicaps of distance 
through transportation improvements is therefore to a far greater 
degree an advantage of the more perishable products, like fresh 
milk and vegetables, as compared, for example, to grain or lumber. 
Improvement in the means of transport serving chiefly the local 
traffic, for instance, the inventiop of tbg UJotor ~tJlCk Qr improve
ments i~ow-giiiige railroa~, is of comparatively small 
importance for grain ~lU:keting but of great importance for the 
marketing of_hoe-crop; and lumber. Again, some improvements in 
the means of transportation are for the purpose of providing spe
cifically for the special requirements of certain products. Thus the 
~fr~~!..~tQt.~ men cean and of railroads facili
tates most largely the transportation of mea s an utter. The 
special requirements for marketing milk will be better met by fre
quent transportation and an increase in its precision. In this con
nection we must also keep in mind the marketing facilities 03-
tained through the cooperative method, which do not favor 
products to a like degree. Finally, one cannot overlook the effect 
of the rate policies of the public or private transport agencies, 
which also have, as is well known, a decided influence (e.g., differ
ential tariffs). In short, improvements in transport not infre
quently distribute their benefits very unequally, and where this 
happens the location of the favored products will undergo a shift 
which, in final result, lessens again the division of labor according 
to economic location, and at the same time strengthens its division 
according to natural conditions. 

How far in former times the limitations of transport facilities 
were determining for the location of a type of production may be 
indicated by the fact that, in the middle ages~ine ~as evidently 
produced by the knights in P~~i~,(W est PrUSsia 1~urthermore, 
Frederick the Great made great efforts to establish the cultiva-
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tion of mulberry trees in his country for the purpose of breeding 
silkworms. Von der Goltz states that, in the fifteenth century, the 
cultivation of dye plants jP.-(lertain districts of Thuringia had 
taken on such an extent that it far overshadowed the cultivation of 
grains until the discovery of the sea route to East India gave it a 
sudden check. In order better to realize the contrast between the 
present and the past it may be recalled that today such an easily 
perishable product as butter comes from New Zealand, fresh fruit 
comes from California, and tropical fruits from all parts of the 
world, to the European market, while flowers and fresh vegetables 
are imported into Germany from Italy. One must not of course 
overestimate the strength of these tendencies in the development 
and entertain the opinion that today the natural forces of orien
tation" along with the personal, are in reality the orily significant 
ones while the economic orientation, although indeed having theo~ 
retical interest, may be neglected with respect to practical signifi
cance. Up to this time the development has gone as far as this orily 
for products which, on the one hand, are very particular in respect 
to soil and climate and, on the other hand, show a relatively low 
index of economic rent. Because of these characteristics, the loca
tion of such products, for example, wine, tobacco, certain kinds of 
fruit, and similar special crops, shows considerable mobility. 

As to their effects, the achievements in conversion technique, 
I which consist of a technical or economic increase in the transport

ability of agricultural products, are equal to the improvements in 
fiansport. Advances of this kind have become increasingly impor
tant, especially in the last two decades. As examples we may cite 
the invention and increased use of straw and hay presses, the in
creasing use of dehydrating equipment for sugar-beet pulp, waste 
from wine presses, and, recently, for potatoes and beet tops; also 
the better conservation of milk and butter. The processes of dehy
drating and conserving are important in another connection also; 
namely, in facilitating the separation of the conversi~n enterprises 
from the farm. This we will discuss latelf 

In the pattern of the "isolated state" the shifts in location of 
production caused by the progress of transport development ap
pear as a movement from the inside to the outside; that is, from, 
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the economic center to the periphery of the economic district. The 
stronger it has formerly been the more is the attractive force of 
the market weakened for a given kind of production. On the other 
hand, a movement with a contrary tendency (likewise associated 
with a corresponding shift in the grouping of locations), namely, 
a stronger pull toward the market, results from improvements in 
those methods of agriculture which have to do with increasing the 
yields per unit of land. This conclusion results even from the sim
ple consideration that a product which must supply a given de
mand is the more effectively limited to the zones near the market 
the greater is its yield per unit of land. If we investigate further 
we recognize the main reasons for this in the changes which the in
dexes of land rent now undergo through the influence of yield-in
creasing improvements in methods of soil cultivation. While a re
laxing of the limitations caused by transportation expense lessens 
and equalizes the regional difIerencesin land rent (that is, the in
dexes) , an increase in the yield per unit of land must enlarge them 
because of the greater transport expenses which the unit of land 
must then carry . .As long as these shifts in the indexes affect all the 
lines of production equally, they cannot disturb the balance of lo
cation, at least not directly, but they may well do S9 if the lines of 
production are not equally affected. If the relationship in which 
the indexes of the individual products stand to one another changes 
as a result of a disproportionate increase in yield, this will lead to 
shifts in the locations of such a nature that products which, in 
comparison to others, show an increase in their indexes, will gain 
space in the inner zones, while they will be limited accOJ;dingly in 
the outer zones. 

Occurrences of this kind are not rarities,.although they may not 
be so marked in the web of tendencies and counter-tendencies 
which make up the real trend of development as are the modifica
tions in location caused by changes in demand and improvements 
in transportation. They have, however, because of the gradual ex
pansion of improvement'm agricultural technique, more the char
acter of a steady and gradual development. Even an equal im
provement does not mean for all the crops a likewise equally great 
increase in the weight of the yield. For example, it may mean a far 
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greater increase of weight in the case of potatoes than in that of 
the grains. Furthermore, improvement in methods of cultivation 
often benefits some types of production more thlln others, not only 
temporarily but also for longer periods. It is safe to say that, for 
certain types of soil, the cultivation of feed crops has shown during 
the last few decades a greater increase in yields than has the cul
tivation of grain crops. The difference is still greater if, as must be 
done for our purposes, we compare with the output of grain the 
yields in animal products that a given area of forage crops pro
duces, thus taking into aqcount the improvements in live-stock 
production. Almost no other enterprises in agriculture show im
provements which can compare in extent and significance with 
those of live stock. But there are differences which are still more 
remarkable, Even the various kinds of grains have not profited in 
the same degree from improvements in methods of cultivation. The 
statistics of yields in Germany, for example, make it apparent that 
oats have benefited more than the other grains. A similar situation 
appears in the various branches of the live-stock industry, as may 
be illustrated by comparing wool production and meat production. 
It has already been stated that the conditions with respect to profit
ableness of the cattle enterprise for butter production are today 
entirely different from what they were in Von Thiinen's time. As 
a reason for the fact that today butter production is undoubtedly 
profitable even in relatively favorable economic locations, it has 
been stated that, owing to the mechanization of the production pro
cess (separators), this enterprise can no longer be greatly influ
enced by differences in the level of wages. We now recognize an
other important reason for this as well, namely, the relatively great 
increase in return which the maintenance of cattle for inilk pro
duction has undergone. These examples may be sufficient to demon
strate that the dynamic power of technical progress in methods of 
cultivation is also of more than mere theoretical importance. 

All the changes in the lines of production earlier discussed were, 
without exception, shifts in the location within the specifically 
agricultural sphere of productive life. They were manifestations 
of competition among the farm units in their effort to take away 

. from one another a part of the work of supplying the market. In 
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addition to these there is still another group of dynamic pheno
mena which a1fects the scope of agricultural production. These, 
however, are of a fundamentally different character in that the 
farm units no longer compete with one another but, rather, the 
scope of agricultural activity as a whole is compressed. These are 
phenomena which are generally known both in respect to their 
actual and their causal relationships, and which have special in
terest for the economist. They have to do with the separation into 
separate business units of the agricultural and industrial produc
tion which results from a progressing social division of labor; they 
have to do, as well, with the development of industrial production 
in the form of independent business activities, and with the lifting 
of the specifically agricultural activities out of the home economy 
stage into the business stage. 

This, of course, is not the place to follow up this process in all its 
causal relationships or even in its historical details, though it really 
overshadows by far in its total importance everything that has 
happened in the way of other changes in agriculture. It would 
mean nothing less than to discuss the nature and development of 
the national economy and as well the genesis of modern entrepre
neurship in general. These are the province of other works than 
this. Let us consider however the main phases. Though the first 
rudimentary stages are lost in the darkness of prehistoric times, 
we can recognize clearly in Germany two great periods of progress, 
which are separated by an intervening period of stagnation. The 
first period coincides in time and in cause with the development 
and flourishing of the handicrafts and trades of the middle ages 
and ends about the middle of the sixteenth century. From the end 
of this period until the nineteenth century important progress was 
not made. In the nineteenth century the separating process began 
again to take place rapidly. As the most important direct and in
direct forces in this process we recognize the great increase in 
population, the development in mechanical technique ahd other 
improvements in the technique of converting materials, the devel
opment of modern transportation, the changed legal foundations 
of economic life (liberation of peasants from the relics of feudal 
servitude, and freedom of trade)·, and, finally, the entering of the 
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modern entrepreneur spirit into those groups of the population 
which were engaged in agriculture. Of first importance were the 
improvements in industrial technique and in transportation which 
in this second period exercised a decisive force; the former through 
their tendency to favor larger-scale business, the latter through 
the fact that they facilitated to an extraordinary degree the dif
ferentiation of the economic life by cheapening transportation. 

Two types of enterprise tended to split off and become indepen
dent: .on the one hand, those which are chiefly concerned with con
verting products of the land, through home handicraft, for home 
use; on the other hand, those which convert products of the land 
which are to be sold-in the narrow sense, the "technical" side 
lines. Both developments proceeded side by side. Both are also still 
going on at the present time. Even in countries with pronouncedly 
capitalistic methods of farm management there is today scarcely a 
single agricultural enterprise that is entirely oriented to market 
and entirely released from the principle of self-sufficiency. It may 
even be questioned if we shall ever come to a complete separation 
between original production and the converting enterprises. Agri
culture is intrinsically not a pure "profit economy," like an indus
trial or commercial business, and it is scarcely likely ever to become 
so. Its particular characteristics, which consist in the production 
of food and clothing and which enable it to satisfy independently 
and directly a large part of the needs of the household, do not per
mit this. There will certainly always be a remaining part which 
will not be entirely directed by market viewpoints, no matter how 
far the division of labor in the national economy may proceed. 

On the other hand the individual converting enterprises of 
course behave very differently with regard to separation from the 
farm unit. First, with respect to the enterprises for the provision 
of farm supplies for home use, we may say in general that those 
will devolve upon the social division of labor and separation into 
professions which, on the one hand, require a far-teaching expert 
training and extensive technical facilities and which, on the other 
hand, satisfy needs that recur in the farm household only infre
quently or irregularly and therefore contribute little to the bal
ance between periods of much work and those of little work. Fi-
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nally, those home enterprises will also be first separated from the 
farm which produce products easily usable in exchange; that is, 
enterprises which convert easily transportable raw products and 
which supply such products. For all these reasons, in Germany the 
commercial tannery very early put a stop to home tanning. Also 
professionalspinnery and professional weaving areveryold. That, 
ill-spite of this, spinning and weaving by the peasants have been 
80 long maintained is because these converting enterprises were to 
a great extent capable of filling in profitably the time in the farm
ing operations between the periods of field work, and therefore 
could only be eliminated when finally the advantages of capitalis
tic business became so great, as against the handicrafts which were 
the only possible form *e peasants could use on the farm, that all 
other considerations were forced to give way before it. Even today 
in some remote mountain ,districts of Germany, where a severe 
climate limits work in the fields to a very short period of the year, 
we find the spinning-wheel and the loom as constituent parts of 
country households, at least on the small farms with their sur
pluses of labor. Xhe _milling .@terpris~ very early disappeared' 
from the small farm because it required comparatively expensive 
equipment the full utilization of which could be attained only by 
custom milling. Baking and b.utchering,.bo:wev~r-!. haye ,been,lI1.ll:inl 
tained in many places, even up to the present time, as domestic , 
home industries. Both of these require but little investment, a~ 
relatively large transportation difficulties arise if they are disco 
tinued. Only in districts with especially favorable transport co -
ditions does the farmer in Germany leave these enterprises also to 
the industrial entrepreneur. 

Of course, for obvious reasons, adherence to inherited customs 
plays a large rOle in the matter of self-sufficiency and this must 
not be overlooked. In contrast to the conditions in Germany,Back
haus reports with resp_ect to America that the farmers there, ex
cept in emergency cases, do not think of butchering at home, but 
that instead they sell the fattened hogs and cattle to the packing 
plants many hundred of miles away and purchase from these their 
dressed meats.ll They think the matter is most cheaply handled 

11 According to David, SocialiB1lllU1 "lid LandwirtBchaft, S. 508. 
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that way and, since tradition and inherited customs do not bind 
them, they follow here the principle of economic rationalism. 

The converting enterprises which produce the salable products, 
that is, the technical side lines in agriculture, individually behave 
very di1ierently with respect to independence from the rest of the 
farm business.12 To be sure, as a result of improvements in tech
nique, and partly also on commercial grounds, these enterprises 
have, as a rule, come under influences that operate in the direction 
of large-scale development, but not all of them are thus influenced 
to an equal degree; so the incongruity between the size of business 
of the farm and the optimum size of the converting enterprise 
bes not everywhere appear with the same distinctness. For exam
ple, the pressure for large-scale conversion of beets into sugar is 
much greater than that for a similar large-scale operation in the 
production of alcohol, and this pressure is greater in butter pro
duction than in cheese production. In addition, a varying resist
ance is opposed to the tendency to separate the individual convert
ing enterprises from the farm. This factor is decisive above all 
others. The amount of resistance depends mainly upon the re
spective' transportabilities 01 the finished product and the raw 
product. Furthermore, a rOle is played by the special aptitudes for 
using the by-products which originate in the processes of conver
sion. The lower the difference in value between the unit of weight 
of the raw product and that of the finished product, and further, 
the more unfavorable for technical reasons the conditions of trans
portability for the finished product, and finally, the more easily the 
by-products can be utilized by way of the trade (dehydration), the 
looser is the connection between the location of the production of 
the raw products and the location of their processing. The influ
ence of the two first-named factors can be clearly recognized by 
comparing the relative conditions of brewing, on the one hand, and 
of the production of alcohol, on the other. In converting barley 

lilt should be stated that a sharp separation of the converting enterprises 
producing for sale and those producing for home use is, of course, not possible. 
Enterprises which today have only a domestic character formerly produced 
products for sale as well, and there are still other enterprises wbich produce 
mainly products for sale but which at the same time provide for home consump
tion. 
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and hops into beer, the loss in bulk and weight which the raw prod
ucts undergo is more than offset by the addition of water.i8 Also 
beer is, for technical reasons, a product of' not very great trans
portability. The conversion of barley and hops into beer at the 
place of production therefore does not offer any advantage at all 
in saving of transportation' expenditures as against conversion 
at the place of beer consumption. The opposite is true in the pro
duction of alcohol, for which the raw material is the watery potato 
while the finished product can ,be shipped in highly concentrated 
form. In keeping, with this is the fact that the development of mod
ern large-scale technique has very quickly and completely.taken 
from the brewery its original character as an agricultural side line 
and has made it an independent production enterprise oriented to 
consumption. The potato distillery, on the contrary, is still today 
usually connected with the farm. The grain distillery is undergo
ing a similar shift in location to that of the brewery. Although a 
much greater saving in transportation costs is made by the conver
sion of grain into alcohol than by its conversion into beer, this ad
vantage is not so great that it could not be more and more overcome 
by the advantages of large-scale business which are oriented ac
cording to consumption. This is true"at least for countries with Ii 

. highly developed transportation system. The grain distillery is a 
distinctly agricultural enterprise only in some parts of Russia and 
in other countries which are distant from centers of trade. 

Even though a given converting enterprise cannot be separated 
in space from the locality in which its raw materials are produced, 
because of resistance caused by limitations in transportability, we 
still cannot conclude that it must also, under all circumstances, re
.main a dependent part of the individual farm unit. There is in 
this respect only a difference in degree between the enterprises 
oriented according to consumption and those oriented according to 
raw materials. Also, those industries which do remain "out in the 
country" have more and more a tendency to become, through con
centration of their raw materials, central converting places for a 
large number of farms. The only difference is that the independ
ence of these organizations usually does not become so complete 

11100 kg. of barley yield about 480-600 liters of beer. 
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as that of the separated enterprises, which tend to pass over 
entirely into the field of money-making through private entre
preneurship. The former may well be, with respect to business 
organization and management, independent units, but may retain 
certain connections with the farms which deliver the raw materials. 
This happens when the owners of the farms appear at the same 
time as owners of the central business units which are founded on 
the basis of a society made up of farmers. Typical examples of this 
are to be found in the sugar factories founded by farmers as share
holders, more particularly in the cooperatiye_.creameries and 
cheese factories which have spread wideiya·;:ci with·extreme rapid
ity since the eighties of the past century, and in the cooperative 
slaughterhouses of the Danish farmers. These are ~dei-illkil;~ 
wbich· ~ ~ome respecUiocil1ipy-~n-~t~~ediate position between 
the agricultural side lines, in the narrower sense, and the purely 
industrial converting enterprises for the raw products of agricul
ture. Since they are bound to the locations where their raw prod
ucts are produced, they usually succeed better on a cooperative 
basis than in the form of private undertakings, and because of this 
they tend to occupy this semidependent position. It is not feasible 
to go into more detail here. a 

Separation of the converting enterprises from the farm usually 
does not occur without having some reaction upon the locations of 
the branches of land utilization which supply the raw materials. 
Such a reaction is especially noticeable if the separation involves 
a shift of the conversion enterprise toward the places of consump
tion. When the spinning-wheel and the loom disappeared from the 
homes of the small farmers the cultivation of flax also tended to 
disappear from the fields. Flax, as a market crop which hence
forth was to be marketed as fiber, and which has in this form a 
very low index of land rent, could no longer maintain its right to 
existence in vast areas in Germany. Only in recent times, when 
industry has begun also to take away from agriculture the manu
facture of the fiber and to purchase the raw fiber, has the cultiva
tion of flax begun to gain ground here and there, even gaining in 
the more favorable economic locations. Similar reactions resulting 

it Ct. Brinkmann, Die DiiniBch, Lafldwirtschaf' (Jena, 1908). 
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from the industrialization of the brewing enterprise have influ
enced the location of the production of barley for brewing pur
poses. Barley has since that time continuously retreated to loca
tions more favored by nature. fUrthermore, separation of the con
verting enterprises from agriculture influences indirectly the 
utilization of the land through the fact that large quantities of la
bor are set free, and arrangements must therefore be made in some 
other way for the necessary balance in the use of labor. Such a re
action, of course, may take place also when the separated enter
prise itself does not undergo a shift in location. The-concentration 
of the preparation of milk and its resulting phenomena afford 
strong proof of this. The development of the creamery system has, 
no doubt, irrespective of the better utilization of milk which it 
provided, contributed greatly to liberating labor on the small 
farms and thus has enabled these farms to increase the intensity 
and extent of the live-stock enterprises and the feed bases on which 
these rested. The live-stock enterprises have usually been, in Ger
many, the principal means of restoring as far as possible the bal
ance between summer and winter work, which was greatly upset 
when the work of conversion was taken from the farms. 
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tive, 14 

market, as a means of determin
ing local price, 11 
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factors, 14 

Prices-
local and market, as affected by 

improvements in transportation, 
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local, determining factors, 11 
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Productivity-
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of the farm, problem of produc
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of the farm, utilization of, 119 
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Profitableness-

conditions of, for fresh-milk pro
duction, 132 

limits of, 9 
limits of, factors shifting the, 9 f. 

Profits, entrepreneurial, 52 
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affecting the lines of production, 
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economic, affecting agriculture, 
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periods of, in Germany, 157 f. 

Quality products, production with· 
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definition, 1 
in comparison to average return, 52 
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144 
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in production, 144 
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productive capacity of, 99 f. 
productivity of, impossibility of 
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Straw, utilization of, 134-137 
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facilitating labor distribution, 65 
types of, 22 
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. for feed production, 75 f. 
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development, phases of, 38 
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as influencing butter production, 
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quality of soil, 107 
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Time element in changes, 59 
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in general, 80 f. 
in relation to improvements in 

transportation, 153 
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relative costs of, 81 
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real, definition and tendencies, 13 
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Von Thiinen's "natural wage," 41 

Yield capacity, specific, of soil, 99 
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near the market, gradations in, 30 
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See alBo Thiinen, Von; Isolated 

state 
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